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- House Beautiful started an editorial feature in its October issue that deserves the attention of all architects and designers. The subject matter is climate control, and the facts that have been turned up for the magazine by a staff of specialists will provide for the first time design data on temperatures, humidity, rainfall, sunshine, etc., in various climatic regions. A.I.A. will publish the technical findings, in a form well worth buying and studying.

- P/A's second study of how building products get into buildings has been completed, was presented to Producers' Council at Chicago meeting. Among interesting facts turned up are: owners of buildings studied considered architect most important factor in selection of products used; 66% of products used were selected by type before working drawings started, 40% of selections by brand were made during preliminary design period.

- Architectural offices studied in the survey employed an average of 12 people. Most active building type was shops and stores. Only 14% of the firms specialize in residential work—but 70% of the firms actively solicit residential commissions.

- The survey results, intended to better relations between architectural offices and building product salesman, are available to interested parties.

- Architectural Advisory Committee to FP/A, originally organized by Howard Myers, later headed by William W. Wurster, has been disbanded. Reason is that it had grown to unwieldy size; a very much smaller group is being considered for similar advisory function.

- Walter Wurden, partner in the very active Los Angeles architectural firm of Wurden & Becket, died on September 17. Wurden was 46; the firm in recent years has done a great volume of important work in the southern California area, most dramatic of which was the much-published Prudential Building.

- Backlog of construction work in the "heavy" category (reported by Engineering News-Record as $45 billion at end of August) augurs stable period ahead. However, as W. C. Bober, Johnsville economist, points out, backlogs are not assured work. Much of present figure is due to hope for lower costs, much more is in public works category which may wait for private business let-up.

- Steel strike will undoubtedly result in curtailment of some business activity. Prediction is that strike issue will be resolved before steel tonnage available for fabrication is used up. Hence few building products that use steel are likely to be in short supply during fall and winter.

- Architectural League in New York will again hold its once-annual exhibit (the last one was in 1938) in the spring. During the winter months a series of shows will lead up to it, and the
League is now inviting preliminary submissions—not more than ten 11" x 14" photos, with an entry fee of $5.00. Exhibits for spring show will be selected from these monthly exhibitions.

- Ecole des Beaux Arts and the A.I.A. have worked out an arrangement whereby a committee in the US will select architectural graduates here for admission to the French school without examination. Committee consists of Julian Clarence Levi, Leopold Arnaud, George S. Koyl, and Charles Butler.

- Nathaniel S. Keith, a man with newspaper and government-agency background, has been named director of Title I program (slum clearance and urban redevelopment) under Housing Act of 1949.

- Output of structural clay products, used largely in institutional building programs, is running above 1948 comparable figures. Inventories are low and manufacturers advise advance orders to meet construction dates.

- Magnesium wall forms, claimed to be light, rigid, resistant to corrosion by the alkalies in concrete, are being fabricated and tested by Symons Clamp and Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.

- In connection with a regional A.I.A. conference in St. Louis on November 18th and 19th, Washington University will be host to an educators' conference on the 17th. During the meetings Alfred Roth, Ernest Kump, James Fitch, Nat Owings, Ken Welch, Ralph Walker and others will talk.

- National Bureau of Standards announces revision of Commercial Standard CS35-47, relating to hardwood plywood. It provides minimum specifications for four standard types, based on water resistance and durability of bond. A limited number of copies is available.

- Increased use of water for air conditioning systems is worrying many municipal water supply agencies. American Public Works Ass'n reports that two related problems--supply and disposal of waste water--are causing some cities to pass or consider ordinances regulating such use.

- Some building product prices continue to drop. Westinghouse announces reductions on certain electric water heaters. Dodge Vinyl-Cork floor tile has been reduced 10 to 20%.

- US Plywood announces national distribution of Plankweld, a hardwood plywood that is factory finished with grooves at each side to permit easy installation over new or old wall surfaces. Sheets are 16¾" x 8'.

- A competition for design of welded bridges, open to "designers and engineers," is announced by James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, of Cleveland, Ohio. First prize is $5000; two other prizes and ten honorable mentions will be given. Contest closes June 30, 1950.

- A lighting committee at M.I.T., studying best possible light sources for use at the college, has come up with a recommendation of luminous ceilings formed by fluorescent lamps mounted behind translucent plastic sheets. Committee consisted of Profs. Beckwith (architecture) and Moon (electrical engineering) and Mr. Peterson, superintendent of grounds.

- An exhibit directed toward high school students, prepared by the N.Y. Chapter, A.I.A., will be shown in 54 high schools of that city in the coming year. Board of Education is the sponsor.
STEEL DECK...  

500,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon STEEL DECK Covers World's Largest Electric Range Plant!

The Electric Range Plant of HOTPOINT, Inc., Chicago, Ill., is typical of thousands of modern industrial plants throughout the country in which Mahon Steel Deck plays the important role of providing built-in firesafety and permanence in roof construction. Because of its basic design, with straight-sided vertical stiffening ribs free of dust collecting ledges, Mahon Steel Deck continues to gain favor with architects, builders, and owners everywhere. . . . it lends itself to a broader range of uses in modern construction. See Sweet's Architectural and Engineering Files for complete information, specifications, and construction details covering Mahon Steel Deck and Mahon Insulated Steel Walls, or write for Catalogs No. B-49-A and B-49-B.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY

HOME OFFICE and PLANT, Detroit 11, Mich. • WESTERN SALES DIVISION, Chicago 4, Ill.
Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Steel Deck for Roofs, Sidewalls, Ceilings, Floors, Partitions and Doors. Also Roof Sumps and Recesses, Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters, Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.
‘THINK’ FASTER THAN A TRAFFIC PROBLEM CAN GROW

Tucked in the electronic cells of Selectomatic’s ingenious Electrical Brain are the pre-set answers to any elevator traffic problem your tenants may present.

For instance—during the Off Peak period (9:30 to 4:30) in a typical office building, this advance electrical knowledge works wonders. Set just one button and Selectomatic has “anticipated” your Off Peak problems for the entire day and is ready to calculate correct answers—instantly and automatically.

Tenants can go out for coffee, lunch or cokes in trickles or torrents…visitors can enter your building single file or by platoons…traffic can make a quick switch from light lulls to sudden surges in either direction…Selectomatic’s Electrical Brain automatically reacts to the strongest demands and slightest whims with the most efficient passenger service possible to or from any floor at any time.

Selectomatic is the exclusive development that makes Westinghouse Elevators superior to any other brand of vertical transportation. Send for Book B-3597—you’ll enjoy, and profit by, reading its complete, fabulous story. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Elevator Division, Department C, Jersey City, N. J.

YOU CAN BE SURE…IF IT’S
Westinghouse

Selectomatic Elevators

IN ELEVATOR TRANSPORTATION
Crane makes it **COMPLETE**

... in more ways than one!

Complete as a *room*, of course. Crane supplies everything for the bathroom—fixtures, piping, even many accessories. But Crane bathrooms are complete in other ways, too:

**Complete in Choice** ... Crane offers bathroom groups in every cost range ... a style for every taste, a price for every budget.

**Complete in Quality** ... one high quality throughout ... every part made for every other.

And, most important, complete customer satisfaction ... customers themselves have named Crane the plumbing brand they prefer.

This completeness is typical of the whole Crane line. In kitchens, where Crane makes the right sink for every space requirement.

In home heating, where Crane supplies everything for any system, any fuel.

Ask about the complete Crane line at your Crane Branch or Crane Wholesaler.

---

The Crane Oxford Bathroom Group

**CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES:**
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5
**PLUMBING AND HEATING • VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE**

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
HOW PC FUNCTIONAL GLASS BLOCKS GIVE

Directed Light for Better Sight

... is forcibly shown by this installation at the Edward Everett Elementary School, Detroit, Michigan—Giffels & Vallet, Inc., Architects. For such sunny exposures, PC light-directing and diffusing patterns with the new Soft-Lite edge lessen eye-strain among pupils and staff. Controlled illumination is provided for seeing tasks in the classroom. Note especially how the wall farthest from the glass block panels receives an adequate share of softly-diffused daylight. PC Glass Blocks are an investment in other ways, too. They rarely need repairs or replacement. No painting is necessary. Maintenance costs are reduced. They are easily cleaned. Their hollow construction, with a partially-evacuated dead-air space inside, offers more than twice the insulating value of single-glazing. Why not give all these benefits to your clients by including PC Glass Blocks in all your plans? Meanwhile, fill in and return the coupon for our free literature.

Distributed by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company; by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast, and by Hobbs Glass Ltd. in Canada.

PITTSBURGH CORNING

GLASS BLOCKS

The mark of a modern building
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who realize at the same time that the older men do have something to offer? Best bet is most of them would remain in the A.I.A. cut off from the needed support of the younger men.

In the second place, I question whether Mr. Conklin comprehends the magnitude of the practical problems involved in setting up a functioning organization of the sort he proposes. I don’t know the exact reasons for A.S.P.A.’s demise but I dare say one of its troubles was financial, and a second the problem of finding sufficient members willing to do the dirty work. Anyone familiar with the history of the American Veterans Committee will appreciate the difficulties to which I refer. A.V.C., with its “citizens first, veterans second” declaration, grew to 100,000 vocal members in the first year following the last war. Broadly speaking, its program corresponded to what undoubtedly would become the program of Mr. Conklin’s proposed A.P.A.—a truly progressive one. In spite of its remarkable membership and laudable program A.V.C. faced economic embarrassment from the very start and the increasingly acute problem of maintaining sufficient workers at the local level. With its membership currently a fraction of the above figure, but with its debts reduced in far lesser proportion, it is fair frankly in doubt, A.V.C. affords stark proof in this material age that ideals alone will not keep an organization alive.

As a counter proposal to Mr. Conklin’s, the sincerity of which I do not question, I should like to urge that the younger men in the profession immediately join the Institute (a misleading and inappropriate name in my estimation—preferably American Society of Architects) and work in it with the same intensity with which we too often have criticized it. Remember; 25 years from now the men coming out of the schools will consider us as “fusty” as some of the elder members of the profession may now appear to us. Remember further; throughout history significant progress invariably came about slowly. I believe the same holds true for the architectural profession and that this progress can best be furthered by our working together.

WILLIAM W. LYMAN, JR. Cambridge 38, Mass.

HEARD THE CALL

Dear Editor: My heartiest congratulations to George W. Conklin for his proposition (August 1949 P/A) and I believe that all progressive architects will agree with him. This proposed organization will have a very great success if handled right, because the architects who seek progress and not only prestige and spinweb will join when they know that it is a living organization, where they find real competition between themselves and where they find the assurance that their work, when found worthy, will be brought out into the open with their names.

Today 1,000 very able and progressive architects are unknown to the public; but their work is (only with other names, because these thousands are giving their progressive ideas to established architects, who get all the credit for the work they have never done). We all know this, but not the public.

We need the established architects to make a living as they need the thousands who work for them; but this proposed organization could change this so that everyone would get the credit that belongs to him. That would be only fair.

Let’s go ahead with this proposed organization, first nationally and then internationally, and everybody will profit from it.

MARTIN GUTTMANN Collingswood, N.J.
WHATEVER a house may cost, it will not be a real home unless it is comfortably heated. So, in Honeywell national advertising we are urging home builders to consult you about their heating system while plans are in the blueprint stage.

Here are some of the Honeywell controls and control systems that can be selected, depending on the size and type of home.

**CHRONOTHERM**

Electric Clock Thermostat

Every home should have the convenience and economy of automatic clock thermostat regulation. Chronotherm automatically switches to lower, fuel-saving temperature at bedtime. Then in the morning, before the family gets up, it restores daytime comfort temperature. Chronotherm will save 10% or more fuel and will give far greater heating comfort and convenience.

For further information about Honeywell Controls and Control Systems, contact the Honeywell branch office in or near your city. Or, mail the coupon for the 3 free booklets, "Electronic Modulow," "Electronic Modulow for Radiant Panel Heating," "Zone Control and Individual Room Control."

**ELECTRONIC MODUFLOW**

Control Systems

The new Honeywell Electric Modulow control system will give an entirely new conception of even, continuous heating comfort. Electronic Modulow combines the magic speed and sensitivity of electronics with the Modulow principle of continuous heat flow. It does away with drafts and cold floors caused by intermittent heat supply.

**ZONE CONTROL**

In larger homes and ranch-type homes, more uniform temperatures will be obtained throughout the house by an Electronic Modulow system with two or more thermostats located in different sections of the house. In basement recreation rooms, for example, a separate thermostat will maintain just the desired temperature without affecting the rest of the house.

**RADIANT PANEL HEATING**

Because of its extreme sensitivity and dependability, an Electric Modulow control system will insure best results from radiant panel heating installations.

**MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY**

Please send me the 3 free booklets on Electronic Modulow and Zone Control.

Name:
Address:
City... Zone... State...

---

designed originally for three rooms in masonry. Cold-weather construction problems were eliminated, and working conditions were safer and cleaner due to the virtual elimination of material elevators, scaffolding and forms.

**ALLEGHENY METAL** is stocked by all

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc. warehouses.
at their professional meetings trying to devise a way to "stop the engineer." At that time, I did not often hear the

with us today. The news magazines and the newspapers are telling the public that, "like it or not, modern architec-
tect's influence is beginning to make itself apparent by the snobbish and dilettante attitude of some modern
architects who make modern architecture "a cult of the obscure and the esoteric." The "culture vultures" of the
ecclectic period have become the "artistic mystics" of today.

Watoga River Bridge, Carter County, Tennessee, designed by TVA and built by Nashville Bridge Company for the state highway program, won the A.I.S.C. Class I Award for beauty this year (above) and the Award in Class III went to the Airport Apron Overpass at Van Wyck Expressway at New York International Airport (below). The overpass was designed by Clarke, Rapuano & Holleron, consulting engineers, New York, and built by American Bridge Company for City of New York.

Watoga River Bridge, Carter County, Tennessee.

A.I.S.C. CITiES TWO BRIDGES OF 1948 FOR BEAUTY

Prizes awarded to two bridges judged the most beautiful among 51 steel spans opened to traffic in 1948 have been announced by American Institute of Steel Construction, sponsor of the annual award program since 1928. Three other bridges received honorable mention from the jury of architects and engineers.

Winner of the prize, a stainless steel plaque, for Class I (fixed bridges with spans 400 feet or longer) was Watoga River Bridge in Carter County, Tennessee, designed by TVA for the state highway program. Winner of the prize, a similar plaque, for Class III (fixed bridges with spans under 400 feet, costing less than $500,000) was the Airport Apron Overpass over Van Wyck Expressway at New York International Airport, designed by Clarke, Rapuano & Holleron for City of New York. No awards were made in Classes II and IV (fixed bridges with spans under 400 feet, costing more than $500,000, and movable bridges).

The Jury of Award included Ralph Walker, architect, New York, president of A.I.A.; Ernest J. Kump, architect, San Francisco, California; Cyrus E. Silling, architect, Charleston, West Virginia; Nat A. Owings, architect, Chicago; and Prof. Warren Raeder, head of Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering, University of Colorado.

Raymond E. Baldwin Bridge, between Old Lyme and Old Saybrook, Connecticut, winner of honorable mention in Class II, was designed by Connecticut State Highway Department's division of bridges and structures, with Howard, Needles, Tamman & Bergendoff of New York as consulting engineers. It was built by American Bridge Company and is owned by the Old Lyme-Old Saybrook Bridge Commission.

Roan Creek Bridge, Johnson County, Tennessee, winner of honorable mention in Class III, was designed for the county by TVA and built by Nashville Bridge Co.

The 159th Street Overpass over Calumet Super-highway, Cook County, Illinois, also winner of honorable mention in Class III, was designed by Cook County Highway Department and built by Bethlehem Steel Co.
A concealed door control with advanced design and precision construction to produce...

- More positive and more complete door control.
- Longer service life under all service conditions.
- Complete adaptability to modern design.

NEW Dor-O-Matic Folder
sent on request.
It belongs in your specifications file.

DOR-O-MATIC
DIVISION OF
LOGAN ENGINEERING CO.
4912 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 30, Illinois
CORRUGATED TRANSITE ... modern as the Air Age

*Transite is a registered Johns-Manville trade mark

New United Airlines maintenance base can overhaul 11 big planes simultaneously. But there'll be no maintenance needed for the exterior walls of this huge new building! ... They're Corrugated Transite.

Yes, tough Transite sheets are maintenance-free ... can't rot ... can't rust ... can't burn. Never need paint to preserve them. Practically no upkeep! ... because they're made of materials that are virtually indestructible—asbestos and cement.

Moreover, they provide functional decoration as well as structural utility.

That's why Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite contributes so much to the modern look as well as the efficient construction of this gigantic airline base.

The tough Transite sheets are easily applied ... cover large areas quickly because of their size ... and can be salvaged if alterations become necessary.

In short, they build fast and they're built to last. Can be used on new or remodeled structures, as sidewalls or roofs.

For further details write for brochure. Johns-Manville, Box 290, New York 16, N. Y.

Notice how the strength-building corrugations of Transite are utilized as an element of streamlined design in this United Airlines maintenance base at San Francisco.

EASY TO BOLT TO STEEL  EASY TO DRILL  EASY TO SAW  EASY TO NAIL TO WOOD

Johns-Manville Asbestos  CORRUGATED TRANSITE
more light for current used!

Certified Ballasts

Certified Ballasts give a high ratio of fluorescent light output to the input of power—deliver more light for the electricity used.

When you specify Certified Ballasts, your customers are assured of:

Rated light output
Full lamp life
Dependable performance

Because Certified Ballasts are made to exacting specifications, then tested and checked by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., an impartial authority, they assure customer satisfaction—and proved economy.

CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS

Makers of Certified Ballasts for Fluorescent Lighting

2116 KEITH BLDG., CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath
gives you both

**Form and Reinforcement**

The placing of floors moves swiftly, smoothly and at a big saving in time and material with Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath. This combination of form and reinforcement for concrete and gypsum floors and roofs eliminates the need for slow, costly form-work.

Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath is a combination of a uniformly spaced welded wire mesh laced to a waterproof cord-reinforced backing. The lacing wires are crimped to permit separation of the backing which gives you automatic imbedment from the weight of the mix. The waterproof backing holds the water in the mix so that it must evaporate slowly which gives maximum strength and assures proper curing of the slab. This also minimizes drip, prevents loss of cement and eliminates cleanup expense.

For better floors and roofs use Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath—it will save you time and money. See our catalog in Sweet's or write for your copy of D.S. 133 to Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, Department PA, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

PITTSBURGH STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Announcing — the Newest in Siding

WELDTEX SIDING

ARCHITECTS: Now you can give your homes smart, modern beauty at reduced cost.

You've already seen the fine effects that have been obtained with Weldtex* when used in large panels.

Now, that same beauty, that same durability, that same uniqueness, is available in Weldtex Siding.

In Weldtex Siding, the warmth and beauty of natural wood have been augmented by grooving the surface with deep, irregularly-cut striations. These cut-in grooves lend a third-dimensional quality to the surface, breaking up the flat plane and creating pleasant highlights and shadows.

MANY PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES
But Weldtex Siding has important practical advantages, too. There is no objectionable grain-raising or checking. Expansion and contraction are minimized because the striations relieve surface stress.

Joint lines are invisible. Face nails are concealed by the deep-cut grooving.

And, the wide 4-foot panels go up fast. Only 20 panels cover a square. Savings as much as $60 per small house have been reported (based on a reduction of 70% in labor costs).

Best of all, the finished job is weather-tight, with a minimum of seams. Weldtex Siding takes paint and other exterior finishes perfectly, making a beautiful job which adds to the value of any house.

FHA APPROVED
Weldtex Siding is approved by FHA on Federal Housing jobs.

Write for more information and folder showing typical installation details.


UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

WELDTEX SIDING can be used over any type sheathing. Fits perfectly on 16" studwall. Photo above shows the pleasing effect obtained by using a wood lath to create a deep shadow line. Weldtex Siding is made of 3-ply Weldtex plywood, Exterior Grade. 3/8" thick, precut in panels 48" wide, 13 3/8" deep. Packed 20 panels per bundle (1 square).
OLD-FASHIONED windows emphasize a dreary atmosphere.


you can "restyle" so effectively

...with Blue Ridge patterned glass

Whatever your modernization problems, Blue Ridge Patterned Glass suggests countless ways to create an entirely new "personality" for every type of building.

Because it transmits light yet assures privacy, Patterned Glass enables you to plan existing space to best advantage... with panels, partitions, entire walls or windows that hide undesirable views. However used, this versatile glass builds in long-lasting beauty.

Over 20 Blue Ridge patterns give you wide choice in interpreting your ideas both for new construction and remodeling. Most patterns are available in sizes up to 54 x 136 inches and may be Securitized (heat tempered) for greater strength. All may be Satinol*-finished for greater privacy. For details, consult your L-O-F Glass Distributor or see Sweet's File, Section 82119.

Yours on request

...two "idea" books

(1) "Patterned Glass for Modernization" is copiously illustrated with commercial installations.
(2) "New Adventures in Decorating" shows ways to use Patterned Glass in residences. Write: Blue Ridge Sales Division, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 82119 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, O.
better looking applications ... perfectly aligned tile and plank... with the

**Nu-Wood clip system**

No other insulating interior finish has introduced so many improvements and refinements as Nu-Wood! Fadeproof colors... unique textures... a "foolproof" tongue and groove joint... these are only a few of the features which have made and kept Nu-Wood Kolor-Fast and Sta-Lite Plank and Tile leaders in their field. But there's another **exclusive** feature which assures lastingly true and level wall and ceiling surfaces... lastingly tight joints.

Read these advantages and you'll know why Nu-Wood Kolor-Fast and Sta-Lite Plank and Tile—applied by the Clip System—assure satisfied owners who STAY satisfied!

**REVERSIBLE CLIP APPLICATION PERMITS CENTER-OF-CEILING STARTING**

The reversible feature of the Nu-Wood Clip permits fast, correct application of tile from center of ceiling... easier applications, less layout time, assuring uniform ceiling border. Illustration shows clip fitted into groove.

Here is the Nu-Wood Clip fitted over the tongue of Nu-Wood Tile. Note that joint lines can be made perfectly straight because the Nu-Wood Clip permits some adjustment in the position of the tile.

**IT TOOK NU-WOOD TO PIONEER THIS HISTORY-MAKING CLIP**

**Self-Aligning Ceilings!**
With the Nu-Wood Clip, irregularities of the nailing base do not affect levelness and appearance of job. The clip provides a "floating" ceiling by permitting normal movement of the tile or base. The tongue and groove joint and the Nu-Wood Clip permit tile to adjust to humidity and temperature, reducing possibility of sagging tile.

**Complete "Wrap-around" Support!** The Nu-Wood Clip completely "wraps" both the tongue and groove with metal—supporting both edges without penetrating either edge.

**Tighter Joints—Surfaces Stay Cleaner!** Nu-Wood tongue-and-grooved Plank and Tile, applied by the Clip System, assure tighter joints. This reduces air movement through the joint, minimizing collection of surface dirt. Thus, a Nu-Wood interior stays cleaner longer—keeps its fresh brightness. Damaged Tile are easily replaced.

**Securely Fastened—Nailed in Place!** See how this secure, invisible nailing holds the plank or tile in perfect alignment! The Nu-Wood Clip is sturdy constructed, easy to handle—there are no sharp points or prongs. The clip is rust-proof.

**Proved by Thousands of Applications!** The Nu-Wood Clip pioneered a new idea in tile and plank application—fast, dependable, sturdy and trouble-free. In thousands of jobs, large and small, Nu-Wood Tile and Plank, applied by the Clip System, have provided proved satisfaction for more than 10 years!

**Sta-Lite * Kolor-Fast**

**High Light Reflection**
**High Sound Absorption**

**Nu-Wood**

DECORATING
ACOUSTICAL
INSULATING INTERIOR FINISH


Wood Conversion Company, Dept. 112-119, First National Bank Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Manufacturers of Balsam-Wool® Insulation. Sold by lumber dealers only.
Six kinds of weather at the same time
—from the same unit!

On installations where sun, wind or other factors combine to create a variety of different air conditioning demands in a building simultaneously, zoning is usually desirable.

Large work can frequently be handled to best advantage with a separate Climate Changer for each zone. For applications of medium or comparatively small size, however, Trane Multizone Climate Changers have important advantages.

With this new unit any number of zones, two through six, are under individual zone temperature control. A 25-degree variation between warm and cool is secured when needed.

The unit has thermostatically controlled dampers which determine the amount of warm air or cool air to be delivered from each outlet. Any mixture may be used, and reheating is accomplished automatically.

In this way, one Multizone Climate Changer—with one heating coil, one cooling coil, and one motor—produces results which might otherwise require as many as six individual air conditioning units.

Ask the Trane sales office in your area to show you how Climate Changers are being used to meet heating, ventilating and air conditioning needs, for comfort or process work, domestic, commercial, industrial. There is a size, style, and type that will meet your needs.

THE TRANE COMPANY...LA CROSSE, WIS.

Manufacturing Engineers of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Equipment—Unit Heaters, Convectors, Radiators, Heating and Cooling Coils, Fans, Compressors, Air Conditioners, Unit Ventilators, Special Heat Exchange Equipment, Steam and Hot Water Heating Specialties...IN CANADA, TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO.

An endless variety of sizes and styles of Climate Changers, vertical (1) and horizontal (2), along with Evaporative Condensers (3); Compressor Units (4); and Turbo-vacuum Compressors (5), are typical of the broad Trane line.
Look for the drawing pencil with the green crackled finish.

Its准确
...in all 17 degrees

Its强大
...the lead is pressure-proofed

Its光滑
...the lead is colloidal* processed

Its维纳斯
...the world's largest selling drawing pencils

American Lead Pencil Company, Hoboken, New Jersey... makers of famous Venus Pencils.
New Data File
On Passenger and Freight Elevators for 2, 3 and 4 stories

Why OILDRAULIC ELEVATORS are so practical and economical

- No costly unsightly penthouse
- Lighter shaftway structure
- No special machine room
- Smooth starts and stops
- Accurate landing stops
- Low maintenance cost

This new data file will give you all the facts on modern oil hydraulic elevators. It shows how you can simplify building design, save space and cut costs by using "the elevator that's pushed up."

For passenger and freight service in buildings of 2, 3 or 4 stories, there's no elevator more practical or economical than a Rotary Oldraulic Elevator. This dependable equipment is engineered and built by Rotary Lift Co., oldest and largest maker of oil hydraulic elevators.

For new A.I.A. Data File on freight and passenger elevators, just mail the coupon below to ROTARY LIFT CO., 1023 Kentucky, Memphis (2), Tenn.

The elevator that's pushed up—not pulled up
For concrete structures large and small

Specify American Welded Wire Fabric

From the world's largest building to small homes—
in schools and hospitals, in churches, stores, highways, bridges and viaducts—many of the countless uses of concrete construction are made possible by welded wire fabric reinforcement. And in an impressive number of them you will find American Welded Wire Fabric. It has proved to be the most efficient and economical reinforcement for all sorts of concrete construction.

American Welded Wire Fabric, with its many closely spaced strands of cold-drawn high yield point steel, comes in long rolls and flat sheets. Both provide continuous reinforcement for large areas of floors, walls and roofs. They can be fitted to girders, pillars, beams and other irregular structural shapes. With American Welded Wire Fabric you can reinforce all parts of all concrete structures.

American Welded Wire Fabric can be placed quickly, lies flat and stays in place during pouring. And, since thinner slabs carry higher allowable stresses, you need less steel, less concrete. These savings in construction time, in labor and material costs, are among the important reasons why so many architects and engineers specify USS American Welded Wire Fabric for concrete structures of all sizes.

Many standard designs and sizes of fabric are now readily available. Our technical staff will be glad to supply complete data, to help you select the fabric best fitted to your requirements. Just drop a line to the nearest office on our list, there is no obligation.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY, GENERAL OFFICES: CLEVELAND, OHIO
COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY, BIRMINGHAM
SOUTHERN DISTRIBUTORS
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK

Every type of concrete construction needs

AMERICAN WELDED WIRE FABRIC

reinforcement

UNITED STATES STEEL

AMERICA

This sketch shows where American Welded Wire Fabric is used in modern concrete buildings. It reinforces walls, floors and roofs, can be draped over beams and girders and wrapped around pillars. Many uses of concrete in irregular structural shapes are made practical by American Welded Wire Fabric reinforcement.
with Gold Bond Solid Partition System

ARCHITECTS Weinberg, Laurie and Teare saved about 4" per wall in these fine new Cleveland apartments by using the Gold Bond 2 inch Solid Partition System. This modern system combines solid Gold Bond Plaster and Metal Lath to give super strength partitions, about 2 inches thick, that are fireproof and effectively subdue noise transmission. But the big plus is approximately 7% increase in the income-producing living space.

What's more, the architect is relieved of one big worry when he specifies Gold Bond materials right down the line because the responsibility for performance is centered on one dependable manufacturer—the National Gypsum Company. For your next job, check up on the Gold Bond Solid Partition System. Fully described in Sweet's, or drop us a card for a 15 minute demonstration—no obligation!

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY, BUFFALO 2, N.Y.

Over 150 Gold Bond Products, including gypsum lath, plaster, lime, wallboards, gypsum sheathing, rock wool insulation, metal lath products and partition systems, wall paint and acoustical materials.
and you'll choose CURTIS Silentite!

In a 40-mile wind you'd soon know the difference between Curtis Silentite and ordinary windows. For under such conditions, Silentite allows 20% less air infiltration than the famous original Silentite—America's first "insulated" window.

There are scientific reasons for Silentite's superior weathertightness. "Floating" weather-strips press snugly against the side of the sash, yet allow easy movement. Gone is the conventional check rail—in its place a new type rail with specially designed weather-strap members. Bronze spring leaf weather-stripping at the head and sill complete this superior window design. And Silentite is a wood window for maximum insulation value and reduced heating costs.

Silentite Windows are easy to operate—have no weights, cords or pulleys. They have the streamlined beauty that comes from slender mullions and wide glass areas. Toxic and water-repellent treated, Silentite windows assure lasting value in any size or type of home.
INSTALL Youngstown today, in sizes adequate for the increased loads it will have to carry tomorrow, and both you and your customers can forget pipe indefinitely.

The dependability of Youngstown Steel Pipe rests on experience—on nearly 50 years of producing highest quality steel and fabricating it into highest quality pipe.

Youngstown Steel Pipe is available everywhere, sold by leading pipe distributors who are prepared to recommend and furnish it in proper sizes for any job, adequate for both tomorrow’s needs and today’s.

Yes, it's Youngstown!

Dependable Steel Pipe...
Adequate Tomorrow, as Today

Youngstown
STEEL PIPE

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Carbon, Alloy and Yoloy Steel

General Offices — Youngstown 1, Ohio
Export Office—500 Fifth Avenue, New York

PIPE AND TUBULAR PRODUCTS • CONDUIT • BARS • RODS • COLD FINISHED CARBON AND ALLOY BARS
• SHEETS • PLATES • WIRE • ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE • COKE TIN PLATE • RAILROAD TRACK SPIKES.
NOW...a doorway that has everything!

WITH the new Pittsburgh Doorway you don't even need a screwdriver; there's no drilling of holes in the frame. And there's nothing to assemble. You just unpack the frame, bolt it into the building opening, and hang the massive Herculite Tempered Plate Glass Doors—for which the frame is especially engineered. Everything is in one "package"—the famous Pittco Checking Floor Hinge, moldings for transom glass, supports for sidelights, strikes for locks, sockets for bolts, everything! No time-consuming calculations. No worries about setting and fitting. But this is only a small part of the story. For complete information, why not fill in and return the coupon? There's no obligation.

EVERYTHING IN ONE PACKAGE
Pittsburgh Doorways reach the job, ready for bolting into the opening. Twelve standard designs are available which, singly or in combination, will fit any job.

STURDY, HANDSOME FRAME
Fabricated of extra-heavy extruded aluminum, highly polished and anodized. It's reinforced with steel channel and tie rods, as partially shown here.

PITTCO CHECKING FLOOR HINGE
Only 6¾" x 6¾", it is an engineering marvel. Has positive door-speed control, separate checking control, built-in hold-open feature. It's sealed in oil for life.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2356-9 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Without obligation on my part, please send me a FREE copy of your booklet on Pittsburgh Doorways.

Name
Address
City State

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

PAINTS・GLASS・CHEMICALS・BRUSHES・PLASTICS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
UP in a Jiffy!

DOWN in a Jiffy!

because it's a
Truscon Vertical Lift Door

Whether operated by hand or by electricity, these Truscon Steel Doors move quickly and easily. In warehouses, freight terminals, piers, shipping rooms, ... wherever large, rugged, fast-moving doors are required. ... Truscon Vertical Lift Doors speed traffic, save labor, conserve heat and encourage efficiency.

The Two-Section Vertical Lift Door consists of two equal leaves, mechanically operated, which slide vertically in guideways attached to the jambs of the opening. The bottom leaf travels at twice the speed of the top leaf, and when fully open, both leaves rest one in back of the other, in a vertical position directly above and clear of the opening.

Both leaves are balanced in operation by counterweights, so that a pull of not more than 25 pounds is required on the operator hand chain, and the ratio of travel between the hand chain and the door does not exceed 6 to 1. The mechanical operator may be located at either the right hand or the left hand side of the opening. Unless shown otherwise, right hand operation will be provided. Fully automatic electrically driven operators will be furnished when so specified.

The Truscon Two-Section Vertical Lift Door requires a clearance above the lintel equal to one half the door opening height plus 1/8. In operation, the leaves move in a vertical plane only, therefore, unrestricted use of floor and platform or drive area, right up to the face of the opening is permitted to any height.

Write for descriptive literature showing actual installations, specifications, and complete descriptions of Truscon Vertical Lift Doors, to help in your planning.

Manufacturers of a Complete Line of Steel Windows and Mechanical Operators • Steel Joists • Metal Lath • Steeldeck Roofs • Reinforcing Steel • Industrial and Hangar Steel Doors • Bank Vault Reinforcing • Radio Towers • Bridge Floors.
In 13 years ... these Vinylite Plastic floors have been walked on by 676,000 customers! They have cushioned millions of steps of barbers and beauticians. They have taken nearly 700 washings and waxings!

Yet no wear is apparent and the floors virtually look like new!

They were laid experimentally in 1959 in a New York City barber and beauty shop. Made of Vinylite Brand Plastic, these flexible tiles have supported the wheels or feet of chairs, tables, vibrators, sun lamps and dryers—without injury.

Cigarettes, dropped on it by the thousands, have left no marks. Neither have hair tonics, nail polish, nail polish removers, oils, hair dyes, bleaches, alcohols. Its beauty is unblemished. Foot and leg weariness of barbers has been vastly reduced.

Technical men believe it comparable to an achievement at the Chicago World's Fair in 1933. Then, a similar Vinylite Plastic floor was walked upon by between 19 and 20 millions of people—without appreciable wear!

It shows dramatically why so many architects today choose tile and continuous flooring of Vinylite Plastic for schools, homes, cafeterias, lobbies, kitchens, stores, public buildings and institutions.

Remember, it comes in a wide range of fast colors—the clearest ever available in flexible flooring.

Write Department HA-58 for information—and a list of representative suppliers.
There's more to it than good looks

Even a close-up look at a Fenestra® Hollow Metal Door wouldn't reveal the fact that it saves money. It's neat and well-proportioned. Smoothly finished.

Sturdy, too... ready to take punishment without looking chewed and marred. Fenestra Doors can't warp or swell... always swing easily. And they're packed with insulation for quiet performance.

What keeps costs down? Standardization, for one thing. A system of stock sizes permits design flexibility, yet gives you the benefits of mass production. For example, one stock door can be used either right or left swing, swing-in or swing-out, with either metal or glass panel. You get selection. We get longer production runs to keep costs down.

Savings on installation add up to a tidy sum. Fenestra Metal Doors come to the job complete with frames and hardware that are pre-sized for each other—for quick assembly. All mortising, drilling, tapping and prime-painting are done at the factory.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Fenestra Doors, including those with Underwriters' B Label, can be delivered from local stocks. Each will reach the job carefully wrapped to protect the finish. Call your Fenestra Representative (listed in your phone book), see Sweet's Architectural File (Section 15 A/7), or write to Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. PA-11, 2253 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan.

Fenestra

STANDARD HOLLOW METAL SWING AND SLIDE DOORS
White cements are often described as lily-white, whiter than snow, or white as a fleecy-white cloud — Medusa White, the original White Portland Cement in service for 42 years, is WHITER THAN ANY OF THESE. In 41 years, no one has ever been able to make a whiter white than Medusa White. Whether you specify this truly white cement for white concrete, cast stone, building trim, sculpture work, stucco, or Terrazzo floors — either white or tinted — you can be sure that you'll get maximum color results in your work.

And it is equally true that you'll get the same beautiful white or colors through the use of Medusa Waterproofed White Portland Cement. This is the regular Medusa White with a waterproofing material mixed in at the mill. It is waterproofed all the way through and repels all water. Send the coupon below for a copy of the free booklets, "Medusa White Portland Cement" and "A Guide to Finer Stucco."

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
1004-5 Midland Building • Cleveland 15, Ohio


Name
Address
City State

MEDUSA WHITE

is WHITER than any of these!

NO FINER WHITE
NO WHITER WHITE
THAN MEDUSA WHITE

57 YEARS OF CONCRETE PROGRESS
Mail coupon for new literature

E. L. BRUCE CO.
Box 397
Memphis 1, Tenn.

Tell me more about Bruce Ranch Plank Floor.
Name...........................................
Firm............................................
Address......................................
City and State.............................

ARCHITECTS:
Ranch Plank Floors give your homes added style at no extra cost.

BRUCE
Ranch Plank
FLOOR
Bruce has done it again! This new Ranch Plank Floor promises to be one of the most popular and practical floor types ever developed. With alternate 2⅛" and 3⅛" widths, walnut pegs and beveled edges, it gives the rich, distinctive effect of a very expensive floor.

Yet, the Ranch Plank Floor is inexpensive . . . in fact, costs little more than an ordinary floor. It's so easy to install, too . . . blind nailed like a regular strip floor. And there's no sanding or finishing on the job, because Ranch Plank is pegged and finished at the factory. This flooring is packaged in end cartons, too, for complete protection and easy handling.

The beautiful new "Decoratol" Finish on Ranch Plank pleases everyone and harmonizes with any interior color scheme. Architects and interior decorators praise this beautiful oak floor for all types of homes and apartments.

You'll want to see for yourself what the Ranch Plank Floor offers you. So mail the coupon below for complete information and new literature with color photographs.

E. I. BRUCE CO., MEMPHIS 1, TENN.

ADAPTED TO ALL ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

Modern  Ranch  Traditional  Apartments
DANTORE

INCOMBUSTIBLE
ACOUSTICAL TILE

Dantore Incombustible Acoustical Tile is made of tiny, minute granular globules of exploded volcanic glass, named Dantore. This tile is the only Acoustical tile made with Dantore. The minute air-sealed granular bubbles of volcanic glass give it high sound absorption and insulation. This aggregate when mixed with a binder produces a wall-knit, strong units. Definitely incombustible. The fissured intertined surface with slight variations in texture or pattern insures a decorative surface portraying character and unusual beauty. It is easy to install with a minimum amount of cutting waste.

Send all inquiries to
DANT & RUSSELL SALES CO.
205 W. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

TWO OF THE FINER ACOUSTICAL TILES

Fir-Tex Perforated Acoustical Tile is made of sound, healthy wood fibers, mixed together and pressed into a rigid tile in such a way as to preserve the natural air cells within the fibers and add millions more sound-absorbing cells between fibers. Exposed surface is then perforated in a rectangular pattern. Soaks up noise like a sponge takes water. The time-honored method of making acoustical tile with perforations has proven the most efficient and lasting. Fir-Tex Perforated Acoustical Tile is one of many tiles made of wood fiber that has proven popular because of their serviceability, economy, cleanliness and paintability.
Announcing
LOCKWOOD KEY'N KNOB LOCKS
STANDARD DUTY

ENGINEERED TO NEW HIGH
STANDARDS

ANOTHER NOTEWORTHY MILESTONE

LOCKWOOD'S long-range program of product development has produced the following outstanding contributions to better builders' hardware:

- UNIFAST, "Sectional" Trim; POLYFLEX, forged brass KNOBS with interchangeable decorative tops; HEAVY DUTY AND UNIVERSAL SERIES OF MORTISE CYLINDER LOCKS, of standard dimension; CAPE COD LOCKSETS, with Colonial thumb latches; BALL BEARING DOOR CLOSER, of advanced design; BOR-LOC SETS, for low-cost installation; AMBASSADOR HARDWARE, with concealed screw escutcheons.

To these we now add LOCKWOOD "KEY 'N KNOB" cylindrical type locksets, the result of years of careful planning by Lockwood engineers; tested and produced to provide greater durability, simplicity, security.

It is with a sense of fine accomplishment that Lockwood now announces the availability of its new line of Standard Duty KEY 'N KNOB LOCKS. The engineering program behind this development has been a long and intensive one pointed at the elimination of known failures and weaknesses of the past, and the invention of several advancements in design and performance. The heftier design of parts throughout; the use of brass and rust-proofed steel only for all working parts, together with the several original design features, exclusively Lockwood, guarantee greater durability, security and simplicity of installation.

This latest addition to the Lockwood line will greatly accelerate the ever-growing trend toward the confident use of Lockwood Builders' Hardware as the standard of quality and service for buildings of all kinds.

LOCKWOOD HARDWARE MFG. CO. • FITCHBURG, MASS.

NOW . . . a complete line of mortise, rim, tubular, cylindrical locks and padlocks, under one master key system
Spokane's Fox Theater was built in 1931. For 18 years it has been exposed to frequent freezing and thawing cycles and extremes of temperature that range from -30°F to 108°F. Yet this severe weathering has had no effect on the architectural concrete. Arises remain as sharp as when the forms were stripped.

Architectural concrete buildings like this that are designed and constructed to resist any weather conditions maintain their original good appearance and remain structurally sound indefinitely. Such durability is the result of applying the well-defined principles and procedures of quality concrete construction.

The beauty and durability of architectural concrete also make it ideal for apartments, hospitals, schools, factories, office and commercial buildings. Having long life and requiring little or no maintenance, architectural concrete renders low-annual-cost service, the true measure of construction economy. That's important to owners, investors and public officials.

Illustrations above show a general view of the Fox Theater, Spokane, with (inset) a close-up of large ornamental bas-relief butterfly panel cast integrally with the wall against a plaster mold built into the forms. R. C. Reamer and Frank Wynkoop were the architects. Alloway & George were the contractors.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
33 WEST GRAND AVENUE, CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete through scientific research and engineering field work
North, south, east or west... no home escapes the ravages of weather. Roof drainage systems particularly are exposed. But, when made up of weather-resistant Berger Roof Drainage Products of ENDURO Stainless Steel, they can escape the damaging effects of ice, snow, sleet, rain, freezing cold and blistering heat.

Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel "gets along well" with weather... and with corrosive industrial atmospheres, too. It does not rust or tarnish... retains a soft, natural beauty through the years. Its high strength enables it to stand up under heavy loads of ice and snow. It withstands severe temperature changes without expansion cracking or buckling. It resists abrasion and denting... does not bleed or discolor paint... requires little or no maintenance... lasts for the life of the building... costs your client less in the long run.

Service-wise or price-wise, there's no need today for specifying less satisfactory materials. Build for a lifetime of weather with light, weathertight Berger Roof Drainage Products made of Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel.
Thanks to Tanks of Concrete
NATION'S LEADING BREWERS PROTECT QUALITY, IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

THE good brewer takes infinite pains in blending and cooking selected materials—then beer's quality and flavor depend on what happens in the fermenting and storage tanks. Twenty years ago, Borsari Tank Corporation of America advanced brewing technique with 'Ebon'-lined tanks of concrete.

Careful investigation of cements led Borsari in 1933 to use 'Incor' 24-Hour Cement. Outstanding performance resulted in continuing use of 'Incor' in repeat projects.

Designed to fit beer-making techniques, Borsari tanks are built with equal facility in new or existing structures, in any size and shape. The 'Ebon' lining is fused to the concrete.

Borsari uses 'Incor' for economical job progress, because: (1) concrete must gain service strength rapidly for early stripping; (2) concrete must cure watertight in only 24 to 48 hours; (3) in Winter, 'Incor' cuts heat-protection costs by 60%, speeds job progress.

Borsari uses 'Incor' for economical job progress, because: (1) concrete must gain service strength rapidly for early stripping; (2) concrete must cure watertight in only 24 to 48 hours; (3) in Winter, 'Incor' cuts heat-protection costs by 60%, speeds job progress.


LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION

LONE STAR CEMENT, WITH ITS SUBSIDIARIES, IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST CEMENT PRODUCERS: 15 MODERN MILLS, 37,000,000 BARRELS ANNUAL CAPACITY

42 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
round-robin critique

three houses

If there's any architect in the world who doesn't enjoy criticizing the work of others we have yet to meet him. Usually, though, this takes place at informal gatherings or during professional meetings and only those within earshot have the benefit of knowing what's said. To span this gap, to let the architects themselves participate in the criticism, and to let our readers know what the profession itself thinks of the work of its own colleagues; we are this month launching the "round robin critique."

Our first "intramural critics," the four men whose pictures appear above, represent the three firms that designed the houses shown on subsequent pages. To each of these offices, we sent photographs, drawings, and descriptive information on the houses designed by the other two for analysis, comment, and questioning. The originating architect then had the opportunity of answering the questions of his fellow critics. From this exchange, the critique was developed.

With each house we present the basic information very much as the architect originally gave it to us. In the paragraphs printed in color we report the major things his colleagues found to question about it and what he had to say in reply. If this type of critique meets with general approval, it is our intention to continue the series indefinitely.

THE EDITORS
House: Syosset, New York

HUSON JACKSON & JOHN HANCOCK CALLENDER, ARCHITECTS

program:
House for a business woman, her mother, and their two servants (a couple). Delight in entertaining suggested a dramatic as well as a comfortable surround; flagstone flooring extending out to terrace specifically requested, for dancing.

site:
Two acres, heavily wooded and sloping steeply down to the southwest.

solution:
All main rooms face south, away from the street and overlooking the wooded slope. Four-level scheme (including garage). Terraces, developed at both living-room and dining-room levels as outdoor extensions of those rooms, are connected by garden stairs. Entrance “deck” overlooks both main rooms and (through windows) the wooded hillside beyond. Lower walls are furred brick; other walls, frame. Living room and lower level have concrete floor slabs on grade; roof is carried on trussed rafters; glass walls are constructed with structural mullion posts. Ventilation in living room is by means of louvers below and transom sash above fixed glass areas.

ROUND-ROBIN CRITIQUE:
"This plan accomplishes its purpose with intelligence," Holmes says. "The plan is uniformly efficient and practical," Maston echoes, "The architects deserve great credit for avoiding banality of the usual dining-room treatment and, through a very original and striking solution, creating an extremely pleasant place to eat and entertain."

Accommodation to the site both found excellent, with Holmes qualifying this by adding, "If, as is presumed, the upper entrance to drive is the principal one; otherwise one might feel the garage structure abrupt in its relation to approach." In fact, the only plan element that the critics questioned—and both of them did—is the location of the lower-level toilet room (next to the bar) with a door into the dining room. After reading his fellow architects' criticism on this point, Jackson comments, "Despite its convenience for use in connection with the lower terrace and yard, I am willing to concede that the location is questionable." Holmes, though, sums up the general impression: "The plan is direct, nicely oriented and, withal, pleasant in its divisions for living, offering a variation in the standard circulation for the day's routine."
Holmes remarks that "materials are fair and well related and . . . the structure is simple and, for the most part, nicely integrated with the fenestration . . . Artificial lighting is supplied with uncluttered surfaces. There is no indication of air tempering along with radiant heat. Perhaps some other ingenious method is used to overcome the lag and guess-ahead on the weather." On the latter point, Callender reports, "We have used radiant heating with outdoor bulb control on a number of residential jobs, and both we and the clients are entirely satisfied with the results. The theoretical objections to such a system—time-lag and lack of ventilation—have proved to be unreal in practice."
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating: radiant system; hot-water source: copper tubing in floor slabs and ceiling construction; modulating system controls.
Some of the details prompted more discussion than the over-all design. So, while Maston comments that "the spatial relationship created by the split levels is very satisfying (and) so is the continuity of expression caused by the penetration of the brick retaining wall and its echo in the fireplace material," he goes on to say that "the spasmodic quality of the stair and entry hand rail is an exception." Holmes, on the other hand, finds the mesh-framed balcony successful in general, though "its recall, in sloping form with the unrelated connections and the following railing, are unfortunate details in an otherwise delightfully conceived design." Callender agrees with the critics on this point; Jackson comments, "This is largely a matter of individual esthetic judgment. I still like the railing design, but I am sorry that the very open metal mesh was substituted for the woven fabric screen originally intended."

The critics disagreed on some points of the fenestration. Maston finding it "very handsome;" Holmes commenting that "the treatment of transoms in the living room appears brutal." Jackson rebutta: "I agree that the scale and detail of the window frames and transoms may seem heavy, even brutal, in places. I am continually looking for lighter and more handsome window solutions within the limitations imposed by function, structure, and materials."

As a summary appraisal, Holmes says that "on the whole, the house appears to be a contribution to unhampered, straightforward thinking . . . Divorced from a beautiful site, it would still hold its own."
House: Seattle, Washington
J. Lister Holmes & Associates, Architects

program: Home for a single career woman and her two brothers—one in school; the other, a landscape designer. Therefore, home activities and entertaining are pretty much restricted to evenings and weekends: dinners, badminton, gardening, dancing, Ping-pong, etc.

site: Irregular-shaped lot, bounded by streets on three sides; steep slope on the northeast end of site.

solution: House aligned along ridge of slope in northeast portion of site, so that there is a single above-grade floor level on this side, while there are two full floor levels toward the southwest. All main rooms of the house are oriented and opened up to the south or west, to take full advantage of precious sunlight. Placement of house well back on the lot (with front-door entrance served from the side street because of the steepness of the site on the Washington Boulevard side) allowed a deep lawn, garden, badminton court, and outdoor play area on southwest front; also (at one side), the driveway entrance to the garage at grade on this front.
Northwest end of house, showing steep site condition. Boards and battens surface the end wall. Gateway to front door is at far left of photo.

Across page: top—living-room fireplace seen from hallway stairs; bottom—detail of entrance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating: forced warm-air system; controls. Kitchen: electric range and refrigerator.

HOUSE: SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Maston comments that "without attempting to be a startling or striking design performance (another critic calls it "rather unexciting") it has a quiet, mellow earthiness . . . the house relates itself to the land and the trees upon it very pleasantly. The site was a difficult one, forcing the garage into an inconvenient location." Jackson speculated if the plan might not have worked out better if reversed. Because of the contours of the site, Holmes reports, the garage location (and especially its placement under the kitchen) is both "logical and convenient." Nor could the northwest end of the site have been used for this purpose, as "the logical approach from the boulevard dictated the main entrance from the side street." Calender found occasion to applaud "the simple, straightforward use of brick, flush siding, and wood casements."
Main plan elements questioned were "lack of windows and cross ventilation" at fireplace end of living room (Callender and Maston); "main entrance hall coming into bedroom area, interfering with privacy" (Jackson and Maston); and "the separate dining room"—unless living and service are "on a very formal scale."

Holmes comments: "The living room has ample light from the important southern and western exposures; windows on the north side would borrow from privacy and add nothing in return." Furthermore, "Seattle's climate does not require cross ventilation." (From June through September, the Seattle average temperature is 61 degrees, F.—Ed.) As for the entrance hall interfering with privacy in the bedroom wing, Holmes points out that "bedroom circulation is self-contained;" hence this occasions no interference. In reply to the question about a dining room, Holmes reports that "the owners are not at all formal, but they do prefer a segregated dining area when guests are in the house." Thinking back to Jackson's other question about privacy in the bedroom area, he asks: "What standard of privacy is it that is so sensitive in one instance and yet decries sensitivity in others, in another?"
House: Los Angeles, California
CARL LOUIS MASTON, ARCHITECT
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CONSTRUCTION: Frame: standard wood studs at solid walls; 4" x 4" rebated posts and lintels along south window wall. Floors: 4" concrete slab at main floor level; wood joists and 1" x 4" flooring at bedroom level. Roof: wood joists, mineral wool and composition roofing. Floor surfaces: carpet in living room, dining room, stairway, and bedroom hall; brick paving in entry and gallery; asphalt tile in kitchen and work room. Wall surfaces: exterior—1" x 10" T&G flush joint redwood; interior—plaster in kitchen and baths; 1/4" cedar plywood in living room and one bedroom; gum plywood in other rooms. Fenestration: steel casements; 1/4" plate glass. Insulations: thermal—accordion-type aluminum in roof; acoustical—1" thick, cement-bound fiber panels on ceilings of living-dining area.

EQUIPMENT: Heating: forced, warm-air system; gas-fired furnace; controls.

program: Home for the architect and his wife, with provision for future children. Required: a sewing-work room and space for a small workshop. Modest provisions for entertaining six to eight people informally.

site: Wooded canyon overlooking the city to the south; hills toward west cut out late afternoon sun.

solution: Arranged on two levels, each with its terraces, the house has two bedrooms and bath on the upper floor; combined living-dining room, gallery and utility-workshop on southern face of lower level, kitchen and Mrs. Maston's sewing room along north wall. To gain the greatest harmony between site and house, preserving the clump of eucalyptus trees, etc., the architect admits that some compromise was necessary. "Location of service yard is weak," he comments, "and the relationship between the carport and the house is not as functional as it might be." Another desideratum was ease of circulation between rooms. The architect points out that the circulation "gallery" expands into an informal area for games, quick meals, etc.
Consensus was that the planning and accommodation to the site are "excellent." Minor points: "the value of the curved retaining wall" (Holmes); and "lack of general storage space" (Callender). Maston replied that the wall is curved "for both structural and esthetic reasons, plus the fact that it afforded a smoother merger of the areas involved." As for storage of garden equipment, trunks, etc., the utility workroom is entirely adequate.
Jackson thought the house "very handsome, well organized, orderly and exciting," but "one might question the large amount of hall space." Maston, however, reports that "this space has proved to be the most useful area in the house—the way this family functions. Perhaps it might be another family's poison." Callender calls it "a beautiful house in almost every respect... Some things have apparently been done purely for effect," he continues, "such as the mitred glass corner of the living room, the eggcrate over the entry, and what appears to be a false closet at the entrance corner." But, he concludes: "I think the effect justifies their use." Maston readily admits that the items mentioned "and a great deal else" were done for effect. Callender found the stair rail "strikingly handsome" but questioned its rigidity and commented that "in any case, it is not safe for children." "There are no children to be considered at the present," Maston retorts. "It would have to be modified, I suppose, in that eventuality. It is perfectly rigid." Holmes questioned the success of seating areas surrounding a fireplace pivoted between living and dining areas. Maston could simply reply that, in this case "the arrangement has proved successful." But, he goes on to say, "I have one serious criticism of it—and this concerns almost all modern furniture I've seen... Low-backed couches are not satisfactory for comfortable, pipe-and-slippers reading. The upholstered back should extend high enough to receive the head."
The Corporation Does The Work
by THOMAS H. CREIGHTON

In most states corporations cannot practice architecture or any of the other professions. And yet an architect's organization is somewhat unique compared to the other professions, in that it involves a very complex business arrangement, sometimes includes a large personnel, and requires subcontracting to engineers and others in order to perform the work.

Is it possible to enjoy the advantages of a corporate business set-up and still meet the requirements of the law? Ernest J. Kump and Mark Falk, architect and engineer, respectively, of San Francisco, California, have worked out such a scheme which, they report, functions with complete success. They felt that there were many reasons for a corporate form of organization: the business arrangement is better; all employees, including the principals, can enjoy the benefits of social security, group medical and life insurance, and bonus plans; a retirement plan can be set up; the interest of partners and associates in the production end of the business is clear-cut; and, finally, there is no change in the continuity of the business in the event of the death of any principal or stock holder.

The Kump-Falk arrangement is simply that they have two business identities—a co-partnership, and a corporation. All contracts for architectural services are taken in the name of the partnership, and are then given to the corporation for execution by the issuance of purchase orders. Accepting the professional contracts in the name of the partnership is in full compliance with the laws since the responsibility for performance still remains with the partners. The partnership has no employees and therefore sublets the entire execution of the work to the corporation, which is organized to accomplish it. The partners are also paid employees of the corporation, directing the design and execution of the contracts sublet to it.

The financial arrangement in the case of Kump and Falk is that the partners retain one-eighth of the architectural fee, for their responsibility and for the obtaining of the work. A purchase order is signed with the corporation for performance of the work for a fee equal to the remaining seven-eighths of the full original fee. For example, if the partnership receives a contract for architectural services in the amount of eight percent, the corporation is given a purchase order to perform the work for a fee of seven percent. It is then up to the corporation to do the work for what profit it can retain out of that seven percent. The division of gross profits earned by the corporation is on the following basis:

Twenty-five percent of the gross profits before taxes, is reserved for the stockholders as return on capital investment.
Twenty-five percent is reserved for operating capital and depreciation on fixed assets.
Twenty-five percent is distributed on a prorata basis to supervisory employees concerned with the production of the architectural work.
Twenty-five percent is prorated among all of the remaining employees within the organization. In addition, the corporation provides life insurance ($5000 for each man and $2500 for each woman employee) and medical and hospital insurance, for all employees including the partners. This is part of the overhead and is not considered part of the bonus arrangement.

The supervisory employees of the corporation consist of the architect in charge of working drawings and specifications, the architect in charge of supervision, and the planning consultant in charge of long-range planning and programming. Kump and Falk feel that much of the difficulty in the usual arrangement with partners, junior partners, and associates is that there is confusion in finding a way to give an interest in the business to "men who are important in the production end of it but who do not contribute anything to the professional reputation and standing of the architect, which of course is the source of work that comes in." Thus a good architectural designer or a good production man participates only in the part of the services to which he contributes. If one of the corporation employees becomes of partnership status he can be brought into the partnership. In this way a clean line is drawn between the interests of the production man and the professional architect's chief asset—his reputation. As a matter of fact, under this arrangement there is nothing to prevent the partners from doing consulting work not involving plan production on their own account, independent of the corporation.

The previous article in P/A on partnership and associateship arrangements (December 1948) brought us a great many requests for further information on the subject, and a number of letters setting forth in detail how so-and-so had set up a profit-sharing arrangement among his employees. The Kump and Falk double-identity method of doing business does not seem to eliminate the problem of dividing bonuses satisfactorily. As it would be in a straight partnership or associateship, the distribution of profits is "on a voluntary basis on the part of the corporation, and the prorata is based upon a factor consisting of the relative amount of wages and years of service with the company." They admit that the actual figuring may seem complicated, but they say, "We think it is a fair way of distributing the bonus." The factor for each employee is arrived at as follows: the number of months the employee has been with the corporation during the year for which the bonus is being paid is multiplied by the monthly salary plus ten percent of this amount for each year the employee has been in the service of the company. The resulting figure is that employee's factor, and when it is divided by the sum total of all the individual factors it gives the percentage of the total bonus that employee receives.

There appear to be other advantages—and perhaps some disadvantages—which a brief description of the corporation scheme itself cannot go into. For instance, the tax picture changes from that of the usual partnership arrangement. Other methods have been worked out by architects in various parts of the country, and anyone who wants to investigate the possibilities would do well to consult a lawyer about the restrictions governing corporate organizations in his own state. The set-up which Kump and Falk find satisfactory might not be the ideal one for another firm; it is described here merely to indicate that there are many manners of practicing architecture which have not been generally explored.
Richard L. Aeck (left) and John V. Manget (deceased) who was Aeck’s principal associate at the time the stadium was designed. Aeck: Ga. Tech. (B.S. Arch.). Work in Bogota, Colombia; general practice in Atlanta; District Architect for Pan American Airways in Recife, Brazil; association with Bush-Brown, Gailey & Heffernan, Atlanta, before establishing own practice in 1948. Manget: M.I.T.: Navy pilot during the war; work with Robert and Company, Atlanta, and Wurdeman & Becket, Los Angeles, before joining Aeck Associates. He was killed in July of this year while piloting a Navy plane as reserve officer, U.S.N.

Photos: Gabriel Benzur

Stadium: Atlanta, Georgia

AECK ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS

The Henry Grady Stadium serves six Atlanta high schools. Photo above: air view, with east stands at left, approached via a deep concrete apron; west stands (right) entered by long ramps from ground level. Headquarters for the Henry Grady High School R.O.T.C. are at grade, under the west stands.

Below: left—short ramps leading into east stands; right—comparable detail of west stands. R.O.T.C. floor visible under ramps at left.
Right: detail of press box area of east stands, with light standards towering 102 feet above the playing field; riser type "form fitting" seat brackets to be added later.

Below: the stands in use. Night games are the rule. Field is used for about 50 football games and track meets a year.

Across page: general view of east stands. In this bank, the toilet rooms occur at field level (beneath the concrete entrance concourse); in the west stand, toilets are on the mezzanine level, adjacent to the top of the long access ramps.

**program:** Seating for 10,000 at a football field, to be used by six city high schools; headquarters for the Henry Grady High School R.O.T.C. (rifle range and lecture room; offices for commanding officers and personnel; storerooms and armory); headquarters for officers and personnel of all six schools; dressing rooms, showers, toilets, for both teams.

**site:** Either side of standard football field and track; 20 to 30 feet of fill requiring piles; different levels in approaches to the two stands—a main highway behind the east stands, well above playing-field level; finished grade, slightly below field level, behind west stands.

**solution:** Parallel stands, one on the east, one on the west. In each unit, four vomitories open onto a central cross aisle that feeds six vertical aisles; press box at top of east stands; six structural light standards (bottom 40 feet are "working" supports; see Selected Detail, page 87). Entrance ramps varied in accordance with site conditions (see plans across page and photographs on preceding page).
MATERIALS AND METHODS


School Addition: Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

O'DELL, HEWLETT & LUCKENBACH, ARCHITECTS

Floor Plan
program: Addition of contemporary facilities for a lower elementary school (with provision for future expansion) to a stone school house, a local landmark built in 1886. In addition to problem of harmonizing thoroughly up-to-date facilities with the old building, the need was to provide for about 50 children of kindergarten, first- and second-grade ages.

site: Approximately level site with some fine old trees.

solution: Extension from the original building in a westerly direction, with connecting unit—heater room, toilets, and entrance lobby—and end unit, with south-facing window wall, comprising the kindergarten room. Eventual addition of four more classrooms will be handled in a wing extending to the north, to be served by a single-loaded corridor on its east side with clerestory cross-lighting above the corridor. A generous use of the local fieldstone recalls the wall treatment of the old building, while the plan scheme of the new unit makes no compromise with contemporary practice.

Across page: south front, showing new kindergarten room, connecting unit, and the original 1886 stone school house.

Below: general view of north side. The future classroom wing will extend forward from immediately at right of main entrance doors.

Photos: Joe Munroe
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating: radiant system with wrought iron pipe in the floor; oil-burning furnace. Lighting: concentric ring incandescent fixtures.

Left: southwest corner of kindergarten room; masonry wall extends out beyond building line on the south to form sun-control recess. Low window-sills and storage cupboards were designed to be in scale with small children.

Right: the opposite (northwest) corner. Note high band of north windows that continues above cinder-block wall at right. Traverse droperies provide great flexibility in daylight control.

H. Augustus O'Dell (left): Practiced in Detroit since 1903—Baxter & O'Dell (1903-1922); Baxter, O'Dell & Haplin (1922-1930); O'Dell & Diehl (1930-1939). Firm of O'Dell, Hewlett & Luckenbach established in 1942.

Thomas H. Hewlett (right): U. of Penna. Practice in Cleveland in 1923; in Detroit, member of the firm of Hewlett & Luckenbach from 1936 to 1942 when the present firm was formed. Director, Detroit Chapter, A.I.A.

Owen A. Luckenbach (not shown): U. of Penna; practice in Detroit established, 1932. Partnership with Thomas Hewlett, from 1936 to 1942, when O'Dell joined them to form the present firm. Former Secretary, Detroit Chapter, A.I.A.
The following article is an excerpt from Mr. Neutra’s forthcoming book, Survival Through Design, which deals with the various essentials of a planned environment. The title below, which is P/A’s abbreviation, is perhaps unfair in that Neutra deals with temperature, tactile impressions, etc., as well as sensory reactions to odors and sounds.

The Sound and Smell of Architecture

BY RICHARD J. NEUTRA

Architecture has been traditionally conceived in visual terms. Our sense receptor for vision, the human eye, is much more highly developed, more sharply focussed than our ear. Compared with its influence on our consciousness, all other sense receptors are weak. Some of them, like the sense of smell, are perhaps not only arrested on a lower level, but definitely regressed and atrophied when compared with the corresponding equipment of lower animals.

Some dogs have dull eyesight. But if they could speak up—after patiently hearing with us for millenniums in caves, in elevated and open neolithic lake dwellings, in tight-walled cities of the Crusades, in farm houses, and in apartments with dumb-waiters and laundry chutes—a history of architecture could be unrolled which would be sensitively flavored by smells and very strikingly different from the one visually pictured in our textbooks.

We must guard against the notion that the only sense perceptions which really count are those which are easily and consciously perceived. On the contrary, one might say that an environmental influence may be particularly pernicious where the consciousness does not correct it. We should therefore pay full attention—and future experimentation will undoubtedly do so—to all the non-visual aspects of architectural environment and design.

As we all know, the acoustics of a theater or assembly hall have become a design factor of the first order, changing shape and surface treatment in a manner which never would have been stimulated by considerations of vision alone. In many cases the intentions of what we may call the Platonic or Euclidean architect, the designer in terms of “geometrical” shaped domes, etc., is counter-crossed and nullified by the acoustical expert. This “classical” architect, we must remember, does not use the terms “geometrical” or “mathematical” according to the modern standards of Minkowski, Einstein, and others. He uses them always in the rather elementary sense of “easily memorizable” relationships. Even a fraction with several decimals, to him does not belong to “comfortable mathematics.” A square, a rectangle, a circle, or possibly an ellipse, are about the only geometrical shapes permissible. But acoustics do not happen to fit into this straitjacket of special visual prejudice.

If we speak of architecture as an acoustical phenomenon, we have in mind more than audibility of a speaker on the platform or of a singer on the stage. Acoustics affect more deeply the phenomenon of architectural enjoyment itself and the perception of space within enclosure (or of voids between buildings).

If we walk through the nave of a medieval cathedral, the impact of our steps on the stone pavement—or perhaps the reverberation of a little cough—becomes in itself or makes possible a vital, an essential impression of the architectural space. Such sounds acoustically elucidate also the material specification of the enclosure. Stone walls may echo, while velvet drapes hardly reverberate and signal nothing to the ear. The sounding ritual during mass shows up the church to us. It is an error to believe that this cathedral is here only to “contain” or “house” candles, singing people, a sounding organ. The sounds illuminate the grand interior acoustically, just as well as the candles do visually. A design pattern, conditioning sound, makes possible a great part of our architectural perception.

A motion picture set constructed for mere optical consumption by the camera is strangely devoid of the architectural impressiveness of a real cathedral. It is photographically, visually faithful to the original, an object of pride for the stage decorator. But its dull acoustical properties of reverberation, so far removed from the original, make an entirely different effect. In other words, fine visual sets may be acoustically untrue. In the sound picture, the acoustics of a real cathedral are produced separately in an electrically equipped sound chamber, and then synthetically added.

It may be true that the act of hearing, “audition”, penetrates most into our distinct consciousness when we are exposed to articulated words or certain musical sound patterns. However, conscious or not, the constructed environment either appeals to us, or harms us as a complex auditory phenomenon, effective from its tiniest reverberations on up. Pitch, acoustical intensities, shocks, repetitiveness of even minute acoustical stimuli; all are factors which the “classical” architect permitted himself to ignore for the sake of a mere visual, static abstraction. The designer of a physiologically conceived and constructed environment can no longer ignore them.

Anyone who travels in Japan notices that Japanese speech and behavior is less noisy, more subdued than the corresponding occidental expression. Japanese children are early trained to delicacy in sound and touch. In a Japanese interior of oiled paper and thin silk, stretched over those incredibly slender frames of cryptomeria wood, an American child seems at once noisy and destructive.

Japanese privacy is based on hushed voices in rooms which are separated temporarily by sliding screens—acoustically not insulated from each other. And this home of theirs, more than ours, is the nucleus of a broad culture, of a complex of living modes intricately dependent on architecture and its specific realities. The subdued chirping sounds of stringed instruments, like the samisen and the goto, the vocalization of Japanese song and lyrics, are similarly designed for no carrying distance at all. Their vibrato, when it occurs, means something entirely different than that of the Italian primo tenoro, whose singing fits a vast structure of resounding masonry. The Japanese house has no such resounding quality whatever. Its shell consists of silk and paper membranes in dull tension, and the floors are heavily covered with thick straw mats on which the feet produce no audible impact.

In a Japanese house a fandango or seguidilla garnished with Spanish castanets would be destructive and would produce an incomprehensible, frustrated turmoil acoustically out of scale—like a
Lisz piano piece played on a concert grand that has its legs on a padded floor. But we must not forget that a Japanese lyrical poem of three short lisped lines, correctly recited to an American after-dinner party in a masonry, fireproofed apartment, with windows vibrating from Park Avenue traffic, would be equally incomprehensible and puzzling.

There are also subconscious architectural associations of smell. The interior of the little red school house, with its cast-iron stove glowing in an unventilated room, and the classrooms of its great successor, the monumental brick box of a metropolitan school district with its wood-trimmed blackboards and oiled or waxed floors, have a peculiar sour smell. Generations of boys and girls have been thoroughly familiar with the "school room smell" which attaches itself to that wooden chalk rail with a wet sponge on it, the lockers loaded with raincoats, and the lunchkit, itself scented by the food it contains.

Books read between smelly high school library cases have olfactory accents which remain emotionally associated with these early experiences in literature. As a matter of fact, odors of the school environment, as of many others, are held in memory and more quickly recognized again in later days than are the visual impressions of "architecture."

The hygroscopic cut stone of medieval cathedral masonry has its gaseous exhalations, supported by those of moist microbiotic life, which make ancient interiors recognizable to one with blindfolded eyes. Certain odors do not occur in brightly irradiated rooms, but are indigenous to dark basements. Porous, pervious materials, such as soft wood, flavor interiors quite differently from those where condensations due to temperature drops occur on impervious surfaces, such as marbles or metals.

The smell of a Victorian wood-panelled study might be sensorially more decisive to us than its stylistic profiles, cornices, and moldings; and it will be different for highly polished lacquered walnut than for waxed oak or untreated redwood or cedar.

The livability of a parlor might be more strongly affected by the smells of upholstery goods, carpet padding, and draperies, than by the visual ornament of imitation Chippendale of Sheraton chairs. The rubber flooring, the enamel paints, spar varnishes, tung oil, the banana smell of certain synthetic lacquers are, without much conscious recording, an inexhaustible array of odorous impressions to be reckoned with in design.

Slums tolerated by some indifferent eyes become offensive to many noses. It is characteristic of the contempt in which this sense is unjustly held, that it passes as ill-bred even to discuss smells. Earlier periods used antidotes of scent in interiors and burned incense to overpower the nose attack of tallow candles or chamber toilets. It remains questionable whether future designers will, by mere negation, content themselves simply to produce abstract odorlessness (if this can be done at all). Perhaps they will learn to know the permanent physiological effects of the exhalations of their structural and finishing materials.

Intimately related to our perception of odors is our sense for the moisture content of the air enclosed in architectural space—and again for movement of this air. The latter sensually caters to cutaneous receptors of lower-than-body temperature, which are activated when evaporation of the moisture film on the skin is accelerated. The degree of this acceleration is sensitively perceived and—through subtle tactile receptors—conveys to us a consciousness of the speed and intensity of air movement. Every constructed interior, down to a simple cross-ventilated living room, is destined, and may well be designed, to have its specific pattern of air currents which normally is perceived by our senses of temperature and of touch.

Our physiological, our nervous equipment, permits us to note the vital difference in nearby wall-forming materials. Some of them seem to absorb the bodily warmth, some are mirrors which seem to reflect our own heat rays. Some are "calorific" like wood, or celotex, or cork, and store heat near our shoulder or our back; some speedily conduct it away from us and are cool—not only to the immediate touch.

A designer who places a built-in seat so that there is a concrete wall on one side, a glass surface on the other, and a wood wainscots to the rear of the sitter, has established a definite pattern of heat loss. And we must remember various parts of our body have a varied sensitivity to heat losses; the soles of our feet and the dorsal region, the back, have a greater sensitivity than, for example, our chest or head. The head again takes irradiation of heat quite differently than, say, the palm of our hand. Anyone who basks at the beach may painfully learn that much.

One can design a room, its orientation, and material selection so that temperature losses, irradiation, and air currents are salient parts of the scheme. In this way one can achieve a differentiation richer, more pleasant, or possibly more obnoxious, than when a design is merely concerned with visual perception and ignores all other potential aims.

Tactile stimuli have always been recognized as important ingredients in producing responses to architectural environment. Rough masonry on the breast of a fireplace, crudely surfaced, porous softwood, homespun upholstery goods, coarsely woven rugs and blankets—apart from all associations with "rusticity"—will yield quite primary effects profoundly different from smooth, evenly polished surfaces. There is no doubt that detailed experimentation is in order as to how certain tactile stimuli (resiliencies for example) appeal to our finger tips, to the soles of our feet, to our back, and so, in the long run, affect our total nervous system. What are the different physiological consequences of living on a floor of cement or one of sponge rubber? Such detailed experiments would furnish most valuable guides to help us design a well balanced physical environment.

Closing these abbreviated remarks on the participation of numerous senses in the subjective picture which we form of our surroundings, designed or otherwise, we should not fail to emphasize that none of these responses are really independent of the others. On the contrary, they are integrally fused, or at least tightly knit together. There is a perceptual and an emotional combination of sense impressions, which through nerve currents, produce a generalized consciousness of the environment, emotionally tinged and flavored from many sources.
Steel Walls for an Industrial Building
STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

This huge turbine plant is an important new unit for General Electric at Schenectady, N. Y. In addition, it represents a notable architectural first—the first use of stainless steel in a curtain-wall system. This usage occurs on the four-story office building at the front of the plant.

program:
A plant for the manufacture of steam turbine-generators; an air conditioned office building to house administrative, engineering, and sales offices.

site:
20-acre plot adjoining existing smaller structures.

solution:
A 650' x 1240', one-story manufacturing area consisting of nine manufacturing bays served by a three-story service bay; a 50' x 360', four-story office building on the south front.

office building:
The office building (see typical plans over page) is arranged within a simple rectangle, with offices at either side of a central corridor. The building was originally designed as a three-story structure with masonry exterior walls; foundations had been installed and the steel framing fabricated when it became necessary to add a fourth floor. To do this, and yet salvage the existing foundations and framing steel, some lighter-weight wall system had to be found to substitute for the scheduled masonry.
By employing a curtain wall of stainless-steel-surfaced, insulated metal panels, this dilemma was solved. As the dead load imposed upon the exterior columns and foundations was greatly reduced, the original structural design of these members required no major change. Other advantages gained by this construction system were: increased floor space, significant reduction in maintenance and depreciation costs, and, by quick erection, cold weather construction problems were eliminated. Material elevators, extensive scaffolding, and elaborate forms were not needed.

The H. H. Robertson Company fabricated and erected the panels. A typical unit, 24" wide, and in lengths up to 25', contains a fiber-glass core sandwiched between a sheet of square-corrugated stainless steel and a sheet of flat carbon steel. (See Selected Detail on opposite page.) Although only three inches thick, this wall section is reported to have an insulation value superior to that of a 12" masonry wall with a furred plaster interior. Protection of panels during fabrication and erection was accomplished by placing a protective paper over the stainless steel. A full-drying type of adhesive was required for this purpose.
Section thru Wall  1 1/2" SCALE

TURBINE BUILDING, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Schenectady, New York
Each panel is four corrugations wide and sides have overlapping flanges. Opposite ends of each unit are sized and die set so that, when assembled vertically, an overlap provides protection against weather. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation supplied the stainless steel which contains 18 percent chromium and 8 percent nickel. The high yield and tensile strength of this material affords resistance to wind-loading, sagging, denting, scratching, and spalling.

Photo at right shows two panels that have been joined laterally and cut to accommodate a window opening.

Photo at left, taken during construction, shows simple erection method which required no material elevators.

Photos below, picture a final step in the fabrication process and placement of the fiber-glass insulation. After testing a large expanse of wall, including side and end joints, an independent research laboratory determined the average U factor to be .14 Btu.
The pilasters were applied over the surfacing of corrugated stainless steel (see construction photograph on facing page). At either end, these at least mark the location of stair wells; in the center, they merely carry upward the entrance motif on the ground floor; office areas on upper floors are actually continuous between stair towers.

Photo at right indicates the coordinated layout of lighting and acoustical elements, the finished, suspended ceiling being made up of aluminum acoustical pans supported on the lighting troffers.
Photos at left: top—the general work area of a department. The fluorescent lighting system provides from 50-60 maintained foot candles.

Center—departmental offices, divided by movable, glazed, metal partitioning.

Bottom—an executive’s office, with sliding-panel pass window, in partition between this room and secretary’s office.

Photo below: conference room, with windows and a door opening onto a balcony overlooking the manufacturing area (photograph at top of facing page was taken from this balcony).

Photos across page: views within the manufacturing area. Photo at top looks along one of the 80-foot-wide, 90-foot-high bays. Two cranes span the bay—the upper one almost 62 feet above the floor, supports a crane of 200-ton capacity; the other one, 24 feet lower, is for cranes carrying loads up to 100 tons.
Because the plant is partially built over a filled-in backwater of the Mohawk River, the entire structure and most of the manufacturing floor are supported on piles; in the case of the heavy-crane runways, steel piling extends from 80 to 140 feet below ground surface; in other parts of the heavy manufacturing area, the floor rests on a 16-inch mat of reinforced concrete supported on steel H-piles seven feet below the operating floor level. Manufacturing floor surfacing is of two-inch wood blocks. In this portion of the plant a lighting intensity, of from 35 to 45 foot candles at work height, is provided by fixtures located at the level of bottom chords of roof trusses. Ventilating fans located on the third floor of the service bay and in roof penthouses provide fresh air throughout the manufacturing area through aluminum ducts (either side of structural columns in photo). Heaters provided in connection with the fans furnish warm air during the heating season.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
(Manufacturing area)


EQUIPMENT: Heating: company steam supply; general heating and ventilating; centrifugal fans; controls. Lighting: both incandescent and mercury mazda. Special: sprinkler system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Weather-Conditioning of Roofs for Residences: Part I

BY GROFF CONKLIN

One of the most controversial and confusing aspects of modern home design is the achievement of control over the relation between exterior and interior climates the year round. This is a problem with which every architect must cope, whether he is designing a simple one-room cottage or a five-room bungalow. It should be stated at the outset, that the exclusion of foundations and exterior walls from this review does not mean that these components of the dwelling are not as integral a part of the climate control problem as they are of the house itself. However, the roof and the attic below it present a number of special and complex technical questions which do not necessarily enter into the design of the rest of the house, and for this reason they must be considered as a separate and distinct part of the over-all problem.

Traditionally, a home used to be considered well-built if it offered complete protection against the entry of wind, rain, snow, and dust, was sturdy and durable in materials and in construction, and barred entry to the more obvious hazards of the living external environment such as insects, rodents, and human prowlers. Such construction was accepted as the best that could be had by even the wealthiest client. The concept of the house itself as an active protection against winter cold and summer heat was unheard of. One heated the dwelling with a furnace, and if half the heat escaped through the roof and walls that was an unavoidable and universally accepted part of home operating costs. In summer one opened the windows, used palm-beach fans, and drank cool drinks to combat the sweltering heat; the owner of an all-stone house thought himself fortunate because the walls did help to keep the interior somewhat cooler than those of a frame house. In all types of dwellings the attic was always an efficient summer heat trap.

With the advent of modern insulating materials the whole art and science of residential design and construction took a revolutionary turn, bringing with it a number of problems that even today baffle a considerable portion of the profession. It is difficult, actually, to realize how recently both "convection insulation" (an excellent term used by C.E. A. Winslow, Yale School of Medicine, for bat, blanket, or fill-type insulating materials), and reflective or radiation insulation have become standard parts of house construction. As recently as 1933, Bemis and Burchard, authors of a three-volume work called The Evolving House (published by Massachusetts Institute of Technology), in describing "suburban construction," referred only in passing to "lath . . . of heat-insulating material to cut down the fuel bill." They omitted all reference to insulation in their index, and showed in their wall cross-sections an empty air space between outer and inner surfaces of the structure.

Today, however, hardly a house is built, at least in the northern parts of the country, without some sort of insulation against cold. America's home buyers have become accustomed to demanding it in the attic and walls of the dwellings they purchase. For, even considering its defects and the maintenance problems which often follow upon poorly-designed and haphazardly installed materials, insulation always results in sizable savings in heating costs.

But insulation can be a much more effective barrier against cold and heat than it usually is today. In winter, the extremely serious difficulties caused by moisture condensation behind insulation may be to all intents and purposes eliminated by up-to-date materials and construction practices. In summer, the control of the sun's radiant heat by use of reflective insulation, either alone or in combination with the convective type, can help to create genuinely comfortable living conditions during even the hottest spells.

It is the purpose of this article to describe the various ways in which these goals may be attained through the correct design and installation of different types of insulation, vapor barriers, means of ventilation, and certain special elements having particularly to do with summer heat controls in the attic and the roof.

Let us consider then the essential components of a well weather-conditioned roof. No problem presents itself, of course, in designing roof structures to withstand the force of the elements. The problem is not one of strength, it is, rather, one of thermal control.

Insulation

The first and most important factor in a weather-conditioned roof is its insulation, and here it is that one finds some of the most violent controversy in the building industry. The issue at base revolves around the question whether convective insulation with vapor barrier, reflective insulation with adequate "dead air" spaces, or a combination of the two, is the most efficient and, in the long run, the most economical method of stabilizing the exterior-interior temperature and moisture relationships in regions of wide climatic variations.

Bearing in mind that laboratory tests may be inaccurate reflections of the actual performance qualities of a material, the following data may still be studied with some profit:

1. From Wilkes, Hechler and Queer, Transactions of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, Vol. 46, 1940, come these figures for the U-factor, or over-all coefficient of heat transmission in typical roof and wall constructions containing two layers of reflective insulation. The insulation material consists of one layer with aluminum foil on both sides, and a second layer foiled only on one side. Thus, in a roof with 8" rafters, there are three reflective surfaces, with a 2.7 inch air space between each layer, as well as between the top layer and the roofing, and the bottom layer and the lath and plaster (see Table 1). The first test, for a horizontal roof, gave U-factors of 0.11 and 0.12 for upward-moving heat, and 0.05 and 0.06 for downward-moving heat. The second test for a similar construction
tilted 30° from the horizontal to simulate a pitched roof, gave U-factors for upward heat flow which were the same as for the horizontal panel. For downward heat flow they were 0.07 and 0.08—slightly higher than for the horizontal section. The third test was for a vertical wall section constructed to simulate a standard wall in a frame house. Here the U-factors were 0.08 and 0.09, there being no “upward” and “downward” to contend with.

2. From Rowley and Lund, Transactions of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, Vol. 49, 1943, have come these U-factors for walls with 2" x 6" joists, mineral wool bat insulation, and an inner face of 5/8" gypsum plaster board. With nominal 3" bats, measured thickness of 2.646" and density of 2.24 lbs. per cu. ft., this wall held horizontal had a U-factor of 0.106 for upward moving heat; held vertical, a factor of 0.102. In both tests a bat with a vapor barrier on one side was furnished. With nominal 4" bats with vapor barriers, actual measured thickness being 3.890" and density of 2.99 lbs. per cu. ft., a U-factor of 0.084 was obtained for upward moving heat, and a factor of 0.088 when the wall was held vertical.

These figures indicate that for the samples tested there was relatively little to choose between the convective and reflective insulations for upward and laterally moving heat. For downward moving heat, however, it will be noted that reflective insulation possesses a remarkably low overall coefficient of heat transmission.

Today there are available regular reflective insulations consisting of either two or three layers of pure aluminum foil, reflective both sides, and separated by air spaces. They are designed so that when the strips are installed the layers are between 1" and 2" apart. The U-factors claimed are at least equal to those found in Table 1. Reflective foil combinations, when correctly made and installed, have something of a future in the insulating business, particularly as a means of controlling summer temperatures inside the house as well as efficient and adequate winter insulation.

There are a number of considerations which the architect must regard in selecting an insulation. Here are some of those affecting reflective insulation:

1. According to Wilkes of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a normal layer of dust on the surface of a reflective foil does not materially decrease its insulative value. The infrared rays, which make up most of the radiant heat one wants to keep in the house in the winter and out of the house in the summer, are reflected back nearly as efficiently with the layer of dust present as without. Consequently, the dust that may settle on the reflective foil in an attic installation is inconsequential in its effect on the material's insulative value.

2. Reflective insulating foils are at one and the same time nearly perfect vapor barriers, according to Dill of the Bureau of Standards and various other responsible scientists. No other barrier is needed. (See vapor barriers discussed further on in this article.)

3. However, if aluminum foil comes in contact with wet plaster or mortar it corrodes easily. Consequently, care must be taken in installing this insulation to keep it from contact with such materials. The insulation should be installed between framing members, and not across their faces, if a plaster surface is to be added as an inside finish. This may involve a somewhat higher labor cost.

4. The heat storage capacity of reflective insulation is low. As a result, it does not store heat during summer days, only to pass it on down into the rooms of the house from the attic at night when coolness is most apt to be desired from the point of view of sleeping comfort.

The conclusion from these various facts is that, at least as far as present knowledge goes, reflective insulation is one of the essentials for a weather-conditioned house in a region that has hot summers. Whether it is as good, or better, than the convective insulations for winter use is still to be ascertained by scientific testing on comparable bases, and by actual practice in occupied dwellings. Convective insulations, with their extremely small reflective insulating values, are not as effective in reducing summer heat.

Some of the considerations, in the case of convective insulations in general, which the architect should bear in mind follow:

1. The cost factor in most standard mineral wool and fiber insulations may tend to make them preferable, at least for the time being, to the reflective type, though the prefabricated aluminum foil units described above are claimed to be competitive in price with mineral wool insulation of the same Coefficients and a good vapor barrier on one side.

2. Installation is likely, at present, to be less expensive as well, since mechanics are more accustomed to working with these materials than with the reflective insulations. No care has to be taken to suspend the convective insulations so they will not make contact with the inner or outer layers of the structure, as has to be done with the reflective insulations if they are to be of full value.

3. The propensity of convective insulations to absorb heat markedly reduces values as insulations for summer comfort, making them considerably less effective for this purpose than aluminum foil and other reflective surfaces.

4. Certain types of convective insulations,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat Flow</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>Temperatures ΔT for C₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Temperatures</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: ROOF AND WALL COEFFICIENTS WITH ALUMINUM INSULATION.**

From "Transactions A.S.H.V.E., Vol. 46, 1940."
though not all, absorb and hold moisture with increasing interior relative humidity and falling exterior temperatures. They thus lose much of their insulating value. Furthermore, this moisture accelerates compaction of the "three-dimensional" insulations which depend on minute air spaces in their cross-sections for their effect. This further decreases their efficacy as time passes and parts of the house become to all intents uninsulated. Vapor barriers, of course, will slow down or actually stop this tendency.

**Vapor Barriers**

There can be few architects today who are unaware of the existence of the problem of moisture condensation in insulated homes. Many thousands of dwellings built and insulated in the early years of the use of the material have developed serious trouble due to condensation. It was not understood in those days that insulation made it difficult, if not impossible, for a house to "breathe" in the winter. The average uninsulated house maintained its own safe humidity-temperature ratio by the simple method of pushing the dewpoint outside of the walls and the roof. The heat of the dwelling went clear through the structure, and where it met the cold, either in the very outer layer of the roof or wall, or on their surface, its moisture condensed into water droplets. Since the water was outside the building, it did no lasting harm though it was often rather rough on the paint. Of course condensation does occur in uninsulated homes, particularly around windows, but it is by no means as severe a problem as it is in the tightly built, well-insulated, high-humidity homes of today.

In the latter type of dwelling, the meeting-place of warm and cold is moved inside the house, usually somewhere in the outer layer of the insulation or between the insulation and the sheathing. The vapor then collects inside the attic or the wall and the result is plenty of trouble. Wet spots on the ceiling or the walls as the moisture flows down from the cold attic space; falling plaster as an end result; constant and repeated paint failures on the outer walls and gable-ends; and rotting rafters, joists, studs, sheathing, and shingles or siding: these are the only too common and costly results of the over-insulated, under-moisture-proofed home.

The easiest solution, of course, is the inclusion of a good vapor barrier when the house is built. Today in all parts of the country north of what is known as the 35° January isotherm—that line across the southern part of the United States north of which average January temperatures are below 35° (see Figure 1)—vapor barriers should universally be installed in all new dwellings, insulated or not.

A well-known test made by the Forest Products Laboratory and the Housing and Home Finance Agency in 1947 showed that even without attic or other roof ventilation a good vapor barrier could keep moisture conditions in a fill-type insulated attic below the danger point for condensation (see Figure 2). The report, which is full of interest for architects practicing in the central and northern parts of the nation, is contained in the Housing and Home Finance Agency Technical Bulletin No. 6, and also in No. 8, which is an especially valuable issue in which several technical reports from previous issues were reprinted.

It cannot be overemphasized that a vapor barrier is an absolute essential in modern homes. A series of laboratory tests made by the Forest Products Laboratory and the University of Wisconsin also in 1947, and summarized in their Report No. R1710, Remedial Measures for Building Condensation Difficulties, shows that any barrier which
has a vapor transmission coefficient of one grain or less of moisture per hour per square foot will usually (but not always) keep the moisture content of the sheathing in the attic and walls below the danger point for decay. This danger point is stated to be a moisture content of more than 15 percent. The laboratory lists seven types of materials which make good vapor barriers, some of them only under average rather than extreme conditions of relative humidity and temperature differentials:

1. Asphalt-saturated and coated papers, 35 to 50 lbs. per sq. ft.
2. Roll roofing, smooth-surfaced, 45 to 65 lbs. per roll of 108 sq. ft.
3. "Some of" the asphalt-laminated papers.
4. "Some, but not all," insulating back-up papers.
5. Reflective insulation of aluminum foil good both sides, and "some of this type with reflective coatings."
6. Aluminum foil-backed rock lath.
7. "Some of" the asphalt-laminated fiberboard lath.

(For a more complete list of materials tested see Table 2.)

Aluminum foil had by far the best rating as a vapor barrier. The vapor transmission factor of foil-surfaced reflective insulation, double-faced, ranged from 0.066 to 0.136 water grains per hour per sq. ft. Roll roofing ranged from 0.068 to 0.864; asphalt-saturated and coated papers from 0.158 to 0.727; other materials ranged from a low of 0.357 for "Duplex or laminated paper, 30-60 sq." to 10.520 for one type of insulating back-up paper. Unprotected mineral wool 4" thick had a vapor transmission rate of 20.950, as compared with only 7.90 for a straight plaster and wood lath construction with a "dead air" space between inner and outer surfaces.

The lesson in all this is that architects must assure themselves by impartial tests that the "vapor barriers" sometimes offered on the market as parts of insulating bats or blankets or separately, actually have sufficiently low vapor transmission value. Reflective foil insulations, of course, are themselves nearly perfect vapor barriers when correctly installed.

Vapor barriers must always be placed as near as possible to the inner face of the rafters, the ceiling joists, and the walls, and always on the sides of the insulation facing into the house not the side facing out. As the FPL report R1710 put it, with vapor seals so placed "the temperature of the barrier will always be above the dewpoint temperature of the room, in which case no condensation will take place on the barrier." Beyond it. In new construction, this means that the vapor barrier should be immediately behind the plaster lath or the drywall surface. Since it is impossible to place a vapor barrier because of the impermeable nature of the material, it must naturally be on the outer face of the lath or on the inner face of the insulation. Barriers must be as nearly airtight as possible, particularly along the joints between them and the rafters, joists, or studs to which they are fastened, to prevent moisture condensation on these structural members. Many manufacturers recommend that bats or blankets with self-contained vapor barriers be stapled or tacked every two or three inches, care being taken to prevent gaps between the fasteners. Similar precautions should be taken with reflective insulations and with separate vapor barriers. Perhaps the most foolproof method of installation, though more costly, is to fasten the flange of the material to the sides of the structural timbers with ordinary wood lath and two-penny nails, thus assuring a uniform tight closure.

Particular care must also be taken to guarantee a similarly tight joint between rafter or ceiling joist vapor barriers and wall vapor barriers. The best practice is to lap the two widely at the top plate. This is the only safe way to prevent water vapor in the attic from descending into the walls at the eaves and condensing behind the wall vapor barrier.

When loose-fill insulation is used in attic floors it is, of course, essential that a trustworthy vapor barrier of some sort be laid against the topside of the ceiling lath before the insulation is placed. This barrier should be stapled or tacked to the lower sides of the joists to form a tight, self-contained vapor shield.

Furthermore, according to Wilkes and Vianey, in the Transactions of the American Society of Ventilating and Heating Engineers, Vol. 49, 1943, it is equally important, this time from the aspect of insulating value rather than from that of moisture proofness, that loose-fill insulation in attic floors should be covered on top with a sheet of vapor-permeable paper. According to these experts, uncovered loose-fill insulation 1" thick has a U-value of 0.312, whereas for a similar thickness covered with a permeable paper it has a U-value of 0.268—a very consequential difference. The Federal Housing Administration's official U-value for this material covered and uncovered is the same—0.202. Suitable papers are inexpensive and easy to lay, and the results in higher heating efficiency in wintertime are noticeable.

### Table 2: Comparative Resistance of Various Materials to Vapor Transmission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Description</th>
<th>Loss in Grains per sq. ft. per hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foil-surfaced reflective insulation (double faced)</td>
<td>0.086 - 0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll roofing—smooth surface—to 65 pounds per roll at 108 square feet</td>
<td>0.066 - 0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt-impregnated and surface-coated sheathing paper, closely-surfaced, 35 to 50 pounds per roll of 500 square feet</td>
<td>0.158 - 0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex or laminated papers 30-60 sq.</td>
<td>0.487 - 3.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex or laminated papers 60-80 sq.</td>
<td>0.357 - 5.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex papers reinforced</td>
<td>0.574 - 4.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation backup paper</td>
<td>0.620 - 10.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum lath with aluminum foil backing</td>
<td>1.122 - 3.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster—wood lath</td>
<td>0.570 - 4.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster—2 coats lead and oil</td>
<td>2.650 - 2.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster—3 coats lath wall point</td>
<td>0.618 - 2.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster—2 coats aluminum paint</td>
<td>0.831 - 2.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster on fiberboard</td>
<td>1.600 - 3.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster on gypsum lath</td>
<td>13.860 - 21.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terraced felt</td>
<td>19.200 - 24.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt felt</td>
<td>23.880 - 32.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plywood—1/4&quot; Douglas-fir, soybean glue, plain</td>
<td>3.080 - 4.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 coats asphalt</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 coats aluminum paint</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot; 5-ply Douglas-fir</td>
<td>1.920 - 1.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot; 3-ply Douglas-fir, synthetic-resin glue</td>
<td>3.080 - 4.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot; 3-ply Douglas-fir, synthetic-resin glue</td>
<td>1.975 - 2.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating lath and sheathing—uncoated</td>
<td>18.50 - 24.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating sheathing, surface coated</td>
<td>2.10 - 3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot; and 1&quot; blanket insulation between covered papers</td>
<td>1.380 - 1.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; mineral wool—unprotected</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This article, the first of a series, has been prepared to illustrate a streamlined specification for electrical installations. Wiring for lighting, heating, power, and communication systems in residential, commercial, and industrial structures has been considered. No attempt was made to discuss the design or other engineering aspects of the installation.

Since most electrical systems are furnished with power from a main supply source, an installation as a whole might be considered as one system. In these specifications, however, the word system applies only to a particular part of an electric installation; i.e., a fire alarm system. Material and installation standards established here will not be repeated, but do apply to the various electrical systems which will be presented in subsequent issues of P/A. It will be necessary, of course, to edit them to suit the job.

Bold face words and figures occurring in sentences or phrases are those of the authors' selection. Those who may use this specification as a guide will furnish their own words in accordance with project requirements.

PART 1—GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1. general
(a) Applicable provisions of "General Conditions" govern work under this section.
(b) These Specifications are of the abbreviated or "streamlined" type and include incomplete sentences. Omissions of words or phrases such as "The Contractor shall", "in conformity therewith", "as noted on the Drawings", "according to the plans", "a", "an", and "all", are intentional. Omitted words or phrases will be supplied by inference in the same manner as they are when a "note" occurs on the Drawings. Words "shall" or "shall be" will be supplied by inference where colon (:) occurs within sentences or phrases.
(c) Provide all items, articles, materials, operations, or methods listed, mentioned, or scheduled on the Drawings and/or herein, including all labor, materials, equipment, and incidentals necessary and required for their completion.
(d) Install and connect items mentioned herein and furnished by others.
(e) Connect items mentioned herein that are installed by others.
(f) Install items mentioned herein furnished by others.
(g) Abbreviation list of organizations and publications specified herein follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIEEE</td>
<td>American Institute of Electrical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>American Standards Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Federal Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IES</td>
<td>Illuminating Engineering Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCEA</td>
<td>Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBFA</td>
<td>National Board of Fire Underwriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>National Electrical Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>National Electrical Manufacturers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESC</td>
<td>National Electrical Safety Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFPA</td>
<td>National Fire Protection Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PART 2—MATERIAL STANDARDS

1. materials
(a) Materials: UL, unless otherwise required.
(b) Deliver materials to site; store until ready for installation, in original packaging, in manner to permit ready inspection by Architect.

PART 3—INSTALLATION AND WORKMANSHIP STANDARDS

1. general
(a) Installation and workmanship standards: NEC, NESC, unless otherwise required.
2. exterior work
(a) Underground conduit and cable work:
1. Excavation and backfill: by others. (4) Establish line and grade of conduit runs and manholes by reference to finished grade.(5) Provide 1'-0" minimum clearance between conduit structure and other sub-grade structures and piping. Ram floor of excavations solidly.
2. Conduit: (Following applies to cement asbestos or fiber conduit only.)
   a. (Insert FS Number or brand.)
   b. Pitch: 3" per 10' to avoid water traps.
   c. Clean with mandrel prior to pulling in conductors.
   d. Install conduits in place with concrete (or other approved) separators to provide 1" spacing between conduits.
   e. Conduit structure with 10-gage galvanized iron wire or approved banking iron. Maximum spacing between ties: 5'-0". Paint inside of couplings and tapered conduit ends with asphaltum paint prior to joining. After joining, wrap joints in two layers of tightly drawn muslin; paint with asphaltum paint.
   f. Provide bell ends at conduit termini.
   g. Concrete work and reinforcing: by others.
   h. Leave 10-gage galvanized iron drag wire in place. Pull conduit(s).
   i. Monhole(s): b')
      a. Excavation, construction, and backfill; by others.
      b. Deliver cover, cover frame, pull-in irons, inserts for supporting ladder, rods, other items to be framed in concrete by Masonry Subcontractor at site. Place conduit sleeves and bell ends in form(s) prior to pouring. Be responsible for final location of conduit termini.
   j. Conduit fitter(s): (4)
      a. Pull in after construction of (manholes and conduit runs) is completed.
      b. Splices, taps, joins, pressure connectors or splicing sleeve: similar and equal to (brand).
      c. Insulation over splice, tap, or joint: equal to that on conductors. On lead covered cables, lead sleeve: wipe soldered over insulated splice or tap.
      d. Potheads at cable termini: equal and similar to (brand). Install, connect conductors; fill pothead in accordance with manufacturer’s printed installation directions.
      f. Identify cables with brass tags(e) having engraved wording ¼" high (minimum) tied to each conductor or cable with 12-gage base copper or brass wire. Tags: required in each manhole, at cable termini.
   k. Tie cables to supports with muslin in approved manner.
   l. Conduit and Electrical Metallic Tubing: (a)
      a. NEC, NEC, unless otherwise required.
   m. Install exposed on walls (or) ceilings.
   n. Install concealed in floor(s), wall(s) (or) (and) ceiling(s).
   o. Install sizes up to 1" concealed in floor (slabs or fill and finish); sizes up to 1½" concealed in walls; sizes up to 3" concealed in hung ceilings; expose other runs.
   p. Cover conduit within 1' of top of floor finish with ½" wire mesh extending 6' beyond each side of conduit.
   q. Exposed runs: parallel or perpendicular to walls, ceilings, or structural members, and symmetrical with regard to room or area and equipment therein.
   r. Support exposed conduit every 8'-0".
   s. Install expansion fittings where conduit crosses structural expansion joints.
   t. Secure conduit where subject to displacement by other trades.
   u. Be responsible for final conduit location.
   v. Provide template for conduit groups passing through fire walls or floors. Template: as approved.
   w. Plug conduit ends during construction; be responsible for entrance of any foreign matter; make repairs or replacements at no extra cost to Owner.
   x. Where possible, avoid conduit runs that will trap condensate.
   y. Keep conduit runs 6" from steam or hot water piping, flues, and any other work liberating heat in excess of conductor rating.
   z. Conduit on trusses type hangers with piping of other mechanical trades shall occupy upper tier wherever practicable.
15. Running threads: not acceptable; use equal and similar to (brand).
16. Butt joints at threaded couplings.
17. Apply red lead, or other approved compound, to male threads prior to joining parts or sections.
18. Clean conduits with mandrel or other approved means, prior to pulling in conductors.
19. Leave 14-gage galvanized iron drag wire in empty conduits.
20. Use preformed conduit bends for 90 or 45 degree bends where practical. Where conduit passes around sharp corners at beams or other structural members, install pressed steel or cast conduit fittings.

(b) Conduit and Electrical Metallic Tubing Fittings:
1. NEC, unless otherwise required.
2. Install for symmetrical arrangement with regard to room area and equipment therein.
3. Where conduit(s) pass around structural members, use pressed steel or cast fittings.
4. Use threadless, pressure type fittings in exposed work in dry nonhazardous areas only.
5. Expansion fittings: telescoping sleeve type, with grounding ring, insulated bushings and packing, pressure rings, and waterproof.

(c) Armored Cable and Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
1. NEC, unless otherwise required.
2. Install exposed on walls (but not within 1'-0" of floors or adjacent work table tops) and ceilings."
3. Install concealed in wall, floors, or ceilings."
4. Install sizes up to 1" outside diameter (or where largest outside dimension is less than 1") concealed in floors; sizes up to 2" (or where largest outside dimension is less than 2") concealed in walls; sizes up to 3" (or where largest outside dimension is less than 3") in ceilings; expose other runs."
5. Encase in conduit where subject to mechanical injury.
6. Maximum spacing between supports on exposed runs: 5'-0".

REFERENCES
1. It is recommended that the Subcontractor responsible for the ultimate performance of a system, furnish all equipment required for its operation. For example, in an air conditioning system, the Ventilating Subcontractor should furnish motors and controls. Motors are installed by the Ventilating Subcontractor, as they must be aligned with air handling and cooling equipment which are his responsibility. Control equipment is furnished by the Ventilating Subcontractor and installed by the Electrical Subcontractor. This method avoids the confusion that would result from requiring the Electrical Subcontractor to furnish some equipment and the Ventilating Subcontractor other equipment. Responsibility for all equipment is in the hands of one Subcontractor; all shop drawings, cuts, and the like are submitted by one organization, thus insuring, as far as possible, maximum co-ordination; related plumbing and electrical wiring changes are usually comparatively minor in scope.
2. This sentence covers such items as lamps and special, or decorative fixtures furnished by the Owner.
3. Establishes a minimum standard. Other requirements such as grade of work and work not specifically covered by NEC should be written into the Specification Part covering the particular system.
4. Usually by the General Contractor or his Excavation Subcontractor.
5. Minimum distance below finished grade and general direction of conduit runs, usually indicated on the Drawings.
6. Specify water soaking or other methods as required; this work usually done by the General Contractor or Excavation Subcontractor.
7. Detail of conduit structure on the Drawings.
8. Usually by the General Contractor or his Masonry Subcontractor. Specifications for concrete mix and reinforcing by structural designer.
9. Where future excavation, planting, and the like will occur, cable may be covered by (and strapped to) suitable planks. Where direct burial cables pass under roads, drives, and the like, specify runs in conduit; costly road repairs are saved if cable must be replaced.
10. Aerial construction varies considerably. Installation standards as specified cover most cases; specify project requirements under "systems" and on the Drawings. Where aerial construction extends utility lines over private property it is often necessary to conform to utility company requirements. Consultation during planning stage is advised. Consideration should be given to providing utility company with a right of way on Owner's property for servicing lines.
11. Such as pouring of concrete.
12. The word "conduit" is used throughout this paragraph for convenience only. Change wording to suit conditions where both rigid conduit and electrical metallic tubing are used, or where only electrical metallic tubing is used.

* Use 2, 3, or 4.
armorply for coolers

Prefabricated, modular, insulated panels have been developed by the United States Plywood Corporation for the erection of walk-in type coolers. The panels consist of two sheets of Armorply separated by 4" of Fiberglass; Armorply is made of thin metal strips adhesively bonded to plywood. These sections may be employed to provide any desired amount of refrigeration space. Erection of cooler is accomplished with minimum of labor; only sufficient ceiling height and adequate floor strength are necessary to house this type of cooler which is primarily suited for commercial, industrial, and farm use.

This panel system provides an impervious barrier to the transfer of water vapor; loss of efficiency due to icing of panels is eliminated. When subjected to a temperature differential of 70°F in a four-week test, no icing of insulation developed, although abnormally high humidity was maintained on both face and back of units being tested.

The metal facing can be of stainless steel, aluminum, or electrolytically zinc-coated steel. Metal surfaces are waterproof and easily cleaned.

Standard modular panels are available for coolers 8' high, 8', 10', and 12' wide, and within two foot multiples, any length desired. The door assembly and adjacent jamb panels have a 6' combined span, which permits their location in place of any three adjacent standard wall panels of basic two foot width.

The coolers can be easily disassembled and moved to another location. The 4" thickness of insulation in the panel cavity provides low heat transfer and economical operation with any conventional, electrically operated refrigeration unit which the owner may purchase.

asphalt shingles receive "class a" fire resistant rating

After ten years of field work and laboratory research, the Philip Carey Manufacturing Corporation becomes the first organization to produce asphalt shingles with a "Class A" fire resistant rating awarded by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Incorporated. These shingles, called Fire-Chex, are claimed to be the only ones of any kind to achieve this rating without the use of an asbestos felt underlayment. No special application method is required, and this roofing material can be used without limitation in any area which requires the highest fire resistant rating. Extra thickness and weight, 325 lb. per square, give longer life and greater weather protection.

The success of this product lies in its top coat, which contains a patented asbestos-bitumen plastic compound. The asphalt coating, when exposed to a high heat or flame, is flow resistant and prevents exposure of the inflammable felt base. This coating also forms an insulation mat which shields the underlying combustible roof deck from flame. Blistering, on hot summer days, is prevented by the additional tensile strength afforded the asphalt coating by the compound.

Now available in quantity, the price range is little more than that of other asphalt shingles claiming only a "Class C" rating.

produces magnetic catch for small hinged doors

A magnetic catch, for use on all small hinged doors, and good for 250,000 openings, or 70 years normal service, is being produced by Engineering Achievements, Incorporated, New Orleans. Known as Magnecatch, this device is equally suitable for new equipment or for replacing inoperative catches. A steel disc, placed on a door, becomes flush with a lifetime magnet when the door is closed. The magnetic attraction of the catch for the steel disc holds the door in place. Only slight pull is required to break the attraction.

Only three wood screws are required to install the Magnecatch on a door frame.

sharpens mechanical pencils

A precision instrument, designed to point leads quickly and cleanly, has been developed for draftsmen who prefer to use mechanical pencils. Lead, extended from pencilholder and locked in position, is inserted in a top opening and rotated until the desired point is obtained. Four carbide blades inside the casing will last indefinitely without sharpening. A cap on the pointer unscrews to permit removal of accumulated lead dust; a suction cup on the base holds instruments to desk or drawing board in desired location. The pointer is manufactured by Fugle-Mellett Products, Incorporated, Stamford, Connecticut.

(For additional product news, see Selected Producers' Bulletin, page 145.)
**this month's products**

**air and temperature control**

**Central-Air Air Conditioners**: packaged units, with fully automatic controls, designed primarily for remote installation with wall ducts; may be used as heating unit, with addition of heating coils. Comes in 8 sizes ranging from 5 to 40 tons capacity. Baker Refrigeration Corp., South Windham, Me.

**Gas Circulating Wall Heater**: constructed to fit between floor joists in new or old houses. Instantly adjustable manual control; automatic control optional. Input rating: 250,000 B.T.U. Southwestern, Inc., Chicago 8, Ill.

**Crane "30" Boiler**: burns coal or oil, may be fired manually or automatically. For use in large homes, dwellings, apartment buildings, churches, schools, and commercial buildings. Features patented baffles for control of water travel, corrugated multiple-pass tube design presenting maximum area to fire and hot gases, multiple burners, large fuel capacity. May be equipped with trombone-type water tank. Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 6.

**No. 20 Adsorption Type Dehumidifier**: for domestic or light commercial use, effective for humidity control in areas up to 7000 cu. ft. Deluxe model: incorporates a steam-heated, socket-powered (110V, a-c), completely automatic. Drymatic Corp. of America, 1600 Union Ave., Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

**Warm Air Conditioner**: vertical floor model, may be transformed into suspended unit. Contains two motors, full pressure atomizing burners, and a blower built into unit. Fully adjustable for residential and commercial installations. Harvey-Whitple, Inc., Springfield, Mass.

**Economy Wall Heater**: duct vented, circulating type, for rooms generally below 450 ft. exponentially shut-off valve. Baked enamel surface remains at safe temperature and will not burn on contact. Will fit in standard 4" stud wall, requiring only of opening of 14" x 50". Holly Mfg. Co., 875 S. Arroyo Parkway, Palisades, Calif.

**Ceiling-Type Kitchen Ventilator**: fully automatic, controlled by standard light switch; mounting plate adjustable to permit flush ceiling installation. Special mounting bracket included with radio or television. Grill and fan assembly easily detached from unit for cleaning. Igl Electric Ventilating Co., 2360 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.

**Ventrol 30-C Ceiling Fan**: powered to move 500 cu. ft. of air per minute, will not reduce efficiency of fan or dislocate light fixture. Required ceiling opening only 11 1/2"; parts easily removable to clean fans or amplifiers. Co., 4814-16 W. Vernon, Detroit 9, Mich.

**Baseboard Heating Units**: improved type, with output of 600 Btuh per hr. per lin. ft., with 7070 forced water, or about 25% less cost than former models. Covers and reflectors constructed in 6-in. increments to eliminate on-the-job cutting of sections. Fully adjustable. Underfloor installations. Rittling Corp., 1292 Niagara St., Buffalo 13, N.Y.

**Boiler-Burner Units** for residential hot water and steam heating systems, with provision for hot water heating. H. B. Smith Co., Inc., Westfield, Mass.

**Unit Heaters**: new all-steel line includes 9 sizes with capacity ratings of from 100 E.D.R. to 1000 E.D.R. Heat transfer surface constructed of E.D.R. Heat transfer chamber resembling Radi-Vector; made of 20-gauge galvanized or cold rolled steel, in 1", increments up to maximum length of 24", from floor to ceiling, gives ample heat for floor level comfort. Vulcan Radiator Co., 26 Francis Ave., Hartford, Conn.

**Radi-Vector Type FSB**: newly designed from old proprietary systems: 20-gauge galvanized or cold rolled steel, in 1" increments up to maximum length of 24", from floor to ceiling, gives ample heat for floor level comfort. Vulcan Radiator Co., 26 Francis Ave., Hartford, Conn.

**construction**

**Westbilt Forms**: arches formed to provide dead air space under 75%, of floor areas in basement, house, or other one-story structure; floor, or base for partition fasteners and radiant heat coils. Forms made of water repellent, economical material; come in 100 sq. bundles in collapsed form. Westbilt, Inc., 93 Tiffany Blvd., Newark 4, N.J.

**doors and windows**

**Picture Window Units**: central picture window, offset by multiple panes of arcing windows on either side. Includes combination 75" x 85" x 90" hung wood; fireproof, resistant to damage by rot and vermin. Furnished complete, custom built to fit. Bud Bros. Mfg. Co., 2700 Sidney St., St. Louis, Mo.

**Steel Window Casings**: production of standard casings to fit standard line of residential (Holst) steel casement windows. Casing allows key for plaster and template for plaster or masonry; clearance for screens and storm windows. Hope's Windows, Inc., Jamestown, N.Y.

**Smokehouse Door**: all-steel, now available in standard line. Three-point fastener provides uni-directional control at top, center, and bottom of door; safety feature eliminates need for emergency release window; unit claimed to withstand windstorm and smokehouse temperatures. Janman Cold Storage Door Co., Ragerstown, Md.

**Stabilized Solid-Core Flush Door**: for exterior or interior use. Single or double leaf. Stabilized core will withstand violent changes in temperature and humidity. Mengel Co., Louisville 1, Ky.

**Brookside Ceiling Radiator**: combining storm sash, screen, and weather-stripping; screened panel assures filtered ventilation in summer or summer; will not rust, rot, corrode, or need painting. F. C. Russell Co., 6400 Herman St., Cleveland 2, Ohio.

**electrical equipment, lighting**

**Weatherproof Switch**: for outdoor use on building. Requiring only one 3-way switch. Entrance switch in combination with 4-plug fuse branch circuits. General Switch Corp., 45 Roebell St., Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

**"Top Hats"**: recessed reflectors for use with R-40 lamps; suitable for supplementary incandescent lighting, sun lamps, and other applications. Edison Lamp Co., 2165 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

**Lilitec**: new line of round and square recessed incandescent fixtures, made in heavy-gage aluminum; in wide selection of finishes; 50 models in different sizes and styles, all well adapted to use in churches. Revere Mfg. Co., 104 S. Fourth St., Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

**Outlet Box Cover and Switch Housing**: suitable for individual control of lights or power units and control of banks of lights up to 1500W. Overall diameter: 4 1/4". McGill Mfg. Co., Inc., Valparaiso, Ind.

**Berkeley Luminaires**: all metal fixture using two 40W general line fluorescent lamps, designed for better lighting of schools and commercial interiors. Downlight shielded 60° crosswise and 30° lengthwise, eliminating brightness and glare. Designed for individual suspension mounting with metal hangers, or for surface mounting without hangers. Miller Co., Meriden, Conn.

**CL-324 Fluorescent Lighting Fixtures**: two-lamp 40W unit with bottom louver and luminous plastic side panels; credited with unusual flexibility in mounting, either surface or pendant, individually or continuously mounted, 20-gage steel chassis, completely assembled and wired. Syntex Electric Products, Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

**insulation**

**Weatherwood Twin-Tiles**: wood fiber insulating tile, produced in two-tile units, with plastic tile edging, which, when chipped, gives automatic stapling. Edges easily fitted and aligned; may be nailed, if desired. U. S. Gypsum Co., 500 W. Adams St., Chicago 8, Ill.

**sanitary equipment, water supply, drainage**

**VARIETE Package Units**: compact water system for shallow well installation on lota not over 25 ft. designed for small homes; will fill under kitchen sink. Available in any spaces measuring 9 1/4" x 28 1/2" x 24" high. 1/4" pump delivers from 110 to 800 g.p.h., depending on suction. A flexible discharge hose, flexible fittings and accessories included. Flint & Walk Mfg. Co., Inc., Kendallville, Ind.

**High Outlet Trap**: when used in conjunction with toilet, provides an outlet for water to any toilet, without plumbing change in over 85% of existing houses having sinks with 3/4 in. drain, opening. General Electric Co., Boston Ave. and Bond St., Bridgeport, Conn.

**specialized equipment**

**Bodiform Refractor Theater Chair**: cast-iron construction, upholstered in two sections, separated from each other by two "alite" self-lubricating bearings on each side; "swing" mechanism smooth, silent, completely shrouded. Nothing can be caught or scalded; when vacated, seat automatically assumes position, and itself, being flexible for patrons; damaged upholstery quickly replaced—no tacks. American Seating Co., 920 Broadway, N.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

**Explosion-Proof Intercom System**: safe, two-way voice, electronic system for plants where atmosphere in work areas is explosive, flammable and explosive gases or fumes. Full selectivity; stations in hazardous areas can call and send messages to buildings in non-hazardous areas. Each system individually planned to meet specific needs of plant. Executone, Inc., 415 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

**Adjustable**: plywood device, when placed under mattress, transforms regular bed into modified hospital bed with seven possible positions for upper trunk and five positions for flexing hips and knees. Notched steel brackets, hinged for quick alterations of positions, can be locked easily for storage. Mengel Co., Louisville 1, Ky.

**Roof-Deicing Kit**: designed to prevent water damage from snow and ice on roofs in buildings. One kit will prevent thawing of 85"/" of lead sheeted heating cable with standard plug, shingle clips, jacket, and installation instructions. Cable, looped around roof edge, melts channel through ice, allowing water to drain away normally, rated at 4600w, designed for operation from 110v. Rockbestos Products Corp., Nicoll & Caner Six., New Haven 4, Conn.

**surfacing materials**

**Arlon** resilient plastic asphalt tile with high resistance to oils, greases, fats, alkalis, and wear; practical for installation on or below grade, as well as on concrete or concrete floors. Produced in 1" x 1/4" and 3/4" x 1/2" or 1" x 1/2" tiles, in 11 shades. Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.

**Arron Carpet**: vinyl plastic floor covering with cellular rubber base; embossed surface simulates appearance of broadloom carpeting. For use wherever heavy floor covering is required; additional maintenance makes fabric carpets impractical; tough, long-wearing, highly resistant to oils, greases, acids, alkalis and other substances. Three thicknesses. Hood Rubber Co., Div. of B. F. Goodrich Co., Watertown 72, Mass.

**Olympic Handlap Siding**: beveled cedar slats, cut to any length, for installation on all wood or concrete floors. In 4" lengths, without back, making it easier to lay, precasted in various colors. West Coast Stained Shingle Co. 1118 Leary Way, Seattle, Wash.
CONSTRUCTION


3-102. Gypsum Plank, AIA 10 (4460), 6-p. illus. folder on precast gypsum slab, reinforced with galvanized steel wire mesh, for use as roof decking. General information, roof application instructions, specifications, details of design and installation, technical data. Certain-Teed Products Corp.

3-103. Durimet 20 (Bul. 502), 8-s. illus. booklet on corrosion-resisting sheet and plate steel. Description, advantages, typical installation photos, standard gauges, sizes, weights, and finishes. Duriron Co., Inc.

3-104. Cut Concrete Form Costs with GXP (P-1), 4-p. illus. booklet describing plastic plywood forms, fabrication suggestions, specifications, photos. Georgia-Pacific Plywood & Lumber Co.

3-105. Metal Lath and Accessories, AIA 20-B-1 (Cat. 250), 16-p. illus. catalogue describing various types of metal lath, cold-rolled crankshanks, solid partition and furring system, corner beads, expansion casings, screeds, and other accessories. Illustrations, sizes, dimensions, index. Inland Steel Products Co.


3-111. Specification Sheet No. 1, AIA 19b; first of new series of specsheets covering application of Trip-L-Grip framing anchors at specific points in light wood construction. Sheet No. 1 illustrates application of anchors in attaching joists to headers and headers to trimmers, identifying anchor most suitable for each location. Timber Engineering Co.


DOORS AND WINDOWS


4-221. Daylight in Your Home (1867), 20-p. illus. catalog showing typical installations of glass blocks in houses where ordinary windows would not be practical. Advantages, photos, step-by-step instructions, required frame openings dimensions, designs, sizes, accessory materials, typical details. American Structural Products Co.

4-222. Choose the Safety of the New Berry Aluminum One-Piece Garage Door, leaflet describing three types of simply installed garage doors. Advantages, details, photos. Aluminum Products Corp.

4-223. Golden Polished Plate Glass (GP-1), 4-p. folder on store front plate glass claimed to reduce window display losses caused by sun fading. General and technical data, suggested specifications, typical installation photos. Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

4-224. The Rusco Prime Window (RPW-110), 12-p. illus. booklet on all metal, combination screen and storm sash, using no counterweights or balances. Advantages, installation details, types and sizes, full size details. F. C. Russell Co.

4-225. Dura-Seal Combination Metal Weatherstrip and Sash Balance (Cat. 49), 16-p. illus. catalog describing metal
weatherstrip'sash balance unit and standard line of metal weatherstrips. General features, construction details, standard gages, double-hung window footnote chart. Zegers, Inc.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING

5-221. Lehrolite, 24-p. illus. catalog, including price list and index leaflet, illustrating incandescent lighting fixtures of traditional design for ceiling and wall installations. Color illustrations, dimensions, wattages. Also, several examples of fluorescent fixtures. Lehrolite, Inc.

5-222. Midwest Champion (Cat. 10), 4-p. folder, with loose instruction sheet, on industrial incandescent lighting fixture and floodlight, each containing hermetically sealed, double-wall, silvered reflector. General data. Midwest Lighting Products Co.

5-223. Triangle Conduit, Wire, Cable (Cat. 49), 12-p. illus. catalog presenting basic data on wire, cable, and steel conduit railways. Detailed specifications. Triangle Conduit & Cable Co., Inc.

5-224. Plexiglas for Architects, AIA 31-F-29 (No. 1), portfolio containing two loose sheets on uses and advantages of Plexiglas (thermoplastic acrylic resin) as material for lighting purposes, design drawings, bulletin on approach to room lighting, two installation photos, physical properties, colors, types, sizes, thicknesses. Rohm & Haas Co.


FINISHERS AND PROTECTORS


6-177. Paint Selection Check Chart, 6-p. folder containing chart for proper selection of paint, primer, and coating for any surface. Wilbur & Williams Co.


INSULATION (THERMAL, ACOUSTIC)

9-140. Striated Homasote, 6-p. folder describing striated insulation panels and tiles for interior or exterior finish. Color samples, sizes. Homasote Co.

9-141. Alfoil, 4-p. illus. folder on building blanket insulation surfaced with reflective aluminum foil; provides positive vapor barrier, reflects 95% radiant heat. Advantages, method of application, description and uses of four types. Reflecta Corp.

SANITATION, WATER SUPPLY, DRAINAGE

19-147. Elgin Water Conditioning (Bul. 610), 20-p. illus. bulletin containing data on water conditioning equipment, including zeolite water softeners, water treating chemicals, conditioning systems for boilers and processing, water filters, aerators, taste and odor removers. Advantages, uses, typical applications, operations. Elgin Softener Corp.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

19-480. Fire Extinguishing Equipment and Smoke Detecting Systems (C-70R2), 14-p. illus. booklet on wide line of fire extinguishers, including portable, mobile units, and complete systems; also smoke detecting systems of audible and visual types, and recharging equipment. Descriptions, photos of units and installations. C-O-Two Fire Equipment Co.

Folder describing two types of bank drive-in depositories of modern design. Specifications, drawings and dimensions, advantages, photos. Other folder outlines design, construction, and operation of typical modern bank vault. Typical plan, installation photos. Her-ring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co.:

19-141. Drive-In Depository (480-000)

19-142. Modern Bank Vaults (405-001)

19-143. Everything for the Fireplace, 4-p. folder, with price list, illustrating wood and marble mantels, brass and iron, screens, grates, tile facings, other accessories. Sizes, photos, drawings. Wm. H. Jackson Co.

19-148. Book of Hospital Casework, AIA 35K (Cat. 49), 88-p. illus. catalog on hospital cabinet and storage cupboard units, water and electric service fixtures, typical nurses' station, standard assemblies. Typical floor plans and elevations, general information, unit dimensions, photos, drawings, specifications. Kewaunee Mfg. Co.

SURFACING MATERIALS

19-485. Tread-Sure, 4-p. folder on abrasive coating to provide antiskid surface on wood, concrete, or steel deck flooring. General data, application directions. A. C. Horn Co., Inc.

19-486. Amerwood, 4-p. leaflet on all-purpose, natural wood paneling with lacquered and waxed finish. Description, advantages, widths and lengths. Lehwood Corp.


19-488. Stylized Floors, Walls of Rubber, 4-p. illus. folder showing selection of colors and patterns available in rubber floor and wall coverings. Color plates, typical installation photos. R. C. A. Rubber Co.


(To obtain literature coupon must be used by 2/1/50)
102½ MILES OF REVERE COPPER WATER TUBE AT OAK RIDGE, TENN.

500 Permanent Homes to be heated by RADIANT PANEL METHOD

This huge project of 500 permanent homes being built for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission at a cost of $6,500,000.00 by John A. Johnson & Sons, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn., will consume 540,900 feet of Revere Copper Tube to be used for radiant panel heating, water lines and service connections.

As more and more radiant panel heating systems are being installed, more and more contractors and builders are finding out that they like to work with Revere Copper Tube. They have found they can trust it to guard against leaks, inadequate flow and faulty circulation... that it is unusually easy to handle and bend, has full wall thickness and close dimensional tolerances so essential for tight soldered joints. And, installed, Revere Copper Tube costs little or no more in the first place... may be much less in the long run.

NEW REVERE BOOKLET MAKES IT EASY TO DESIGN FOR RADIANT PANEL HEATING

This booklet, "A Simplified Design Procedure For Residential Panel Heating," contains the most simple, rapid method of design for panel heating ever devised. Send for your free copy today!

REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York


TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY IN HANDLING and installing the radiant panels for heating, the Revere Copper Water Tube was speedily bent into wooden forms by hand, then wired to temporary frames and stacked flat until needed. Tube sizes run from 3/8" to 1 3/8".

STADIUM: floodlight standard

SECTION A

SECTION B

NOTE: Floodlight standards were poured in 15’-0” sections, a 10’-0” beam strongback bolted to the first section and projecting 15’ beyond, held forming and reinforcement until the second section was poured and stripped. This process repeated through full height.

HENRY GRADY HIGH SCHOOL
Atlanta, Georgia

AECK ASSOCIATES
Architects
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A good first impression is a foregone conclusion when you specify Flexachrome® for the foyer. Big black and white tiles in a sharp, clear checkerboard pattern make a striking entrance, as durable as it is beautiful ... as easy to clean as it is easy to look at.

A good first impression is a foregone conclusion when you specify Flexachrome® for the foyer. Big black and white tiles in a sharp, clear checkerboard pattern make a striking entrance, as durable as it is beautiful ... as easy to clean as it is easy to look at.

Help your clients start the day right in this All-American bathroom of red, white and blue. Anything from “Singin’ in the Bathtub” to “Yankee Doodle Dandy” is right on key here. Custom-cut inserts, as in the floor above add the individuality every home-owner wants.

Help your clients start the day right in this All-American bathroom of red, white and blue. Anything from “Singin’ in the Bathtub” to “Yankee Doodle Dandy” is right on key here. Custom-cut inserts, as in the floor above add the individuality every home-owner wants.

Just look at the advantages you build right into floors and walls ... when you specify Flexachrome and Mura-Tex.

Color! ... a whole prism of sharp, clear companion colors, that are scientifically blended so that you can harmonize or contrast Flexachrome and Mura-Tex perfectly. Design is almost unlimited, due to tile-at-a-time installation ... a wide variety of sizes ... and custom-cut inserts. Easy, economical maintenance enables today’s “busy” housewives to keep floors and walls at their sparkling best with a minimum of effort. Durability ..."Registered Trademark, The Flintkote Company

Put a plaid pattern of Mura-Tex on the wall. Build a shuffleboard into the Flexachrome floor. Make a table from a lolly column. Presto! you’ve designed a playroom a millionaire would be proud to own ... and one almost every client can afford.

Put a plaid pattern of Mura-Tex on the wall. Build a shuffleboard into the Flexachrome floor. Make a table from a lolly column. Presto! you’ve designed a playroom a millionaire would be proud to own ... and one almost every client can afford.

everywhere in the house ... is assured because these plastic-asbestos tiles are truly greaseproof.

These are only a few of the outstanding qualities of these modern floor and wall materials. They’re yours to use ... right at your pencil’s point. See Sweet’s for full information, or write us. We’ll rush complete data and specifications.

selected details

**Fulcrum Detail**

**Joint Detail**

**Side View**

**Rear View**

**Detail at Base**

---

**BROADMOOR HOTEL**

Colorado Springs, Colorado

**BURNHAM HOYT**
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New Research shows how to get Better Vision... ECONOMICALLY

Research recently completed at Southern Methodist University by Prof. R. L. Bieseke, Jr., shows that you can fully, and economically, meet the recommendations of the 1948 American Standard Practice for School Lighting by the intelligent use of flat glass.

It establishes techniques which enable you to take advantage of the high light transmission of flat glass in achieving desired levels of illumination and proper brightness patterns for good seeing.

These techniques include the use of shielded unilateral fenestration, interior decoration with non-glossy surfaces of high reflectance, and proper seating arrangement to give each pupil enough light on his visual task and desired brightness ratios within his visual field.

Thus, with economical flat glass, you can provide the quality of daylighting which means less eye fatigue... keener interest in school work... improved posture habits... better physical and mental development.

L-O-F Thermopane* insulating glass is an ideal means of obtaining these conditions when insulation of window walls is desired. A double-glazed window of clear, flat glass transmits more daylight than an equal area of any other form of double glass insulating unit. Thermopane composed of two panes of clear glass transmits approximately 81% of daylight. To meet special requirements, Thermopane may be fabricated with varied types of flat glasses, including Polished Plate, Sheet, Heat Absorbing, Tuf-flex* and Patterned Glass.

Write us for further information on the Bieseke research and for our Thermopane book.

FOR BETTER VISION SPECIFY THERMOPANE
MADE WITH POLISHED PLATE GLASS

Thermopane windows, the full length of one wall, provide excellent daylighting, plus insulation, in this school designed by Architect Albert A. Rumschik, Buffalo, N. Y.

Two Panes of Glass
Blanket of Dry Air
Bondemetic Seal* (Metal-in-Glass)

Cutaway view of Thermopane

Thermopane
MADE ONLY BY LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS COMPANY
74119 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio

90 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
Two sides to this story . . . . . . . about
Facing tile for industrial buildings

Two sides to this story . . . and both good!

Take this inside story, for example.

The setting is a busy industrial interior built with Structural Clay Facing Tile. The walls are exposed to dirt, bacteria, steam, acids—all manner of hard wear. This goes on for years and the walls never get any more attention than an occasional soap and water cleaning! Yet the “finish” of the story is beautiful. That’s because Facing Tile’s surfaces are impervious, easily cleaned, tough! They never need costly maintenance!

The outside story might be set in a storm. Season after season grit-packed winds, rain, heat and cold take turns attacking a Facing Tile exterior. But the walls resist this extreme weather. They never crack, scratch or decay, never need refinishing or redecorating.

Inside or outside, Facing Tile provides a strong, fire-safe wall and finish that will serve a lifetime with a minimum of maintenance.

And—this is the big "plus"—Facing Tile adds beauty and flexibility to your plans! It makes imaginative design easy.

Facing Tile for interiors and exteriors is made in a variety of colors in efficient modular sizes, both glazed and unglazed.

Be sure you have the complete story on Facing Tile when planning future jobs. You can get detailed information from our Catalog 1d/5 in Sweet’s, from Institute members, or from us, Dept. PA-11.

AUTHORITATIVE REFERENCE SOURCE
"Tile Engineering" is a handsome bound, 450-page handbook of design, full of valuable information for the architect. It includes detailed data on properties, specifications, uses and construction techniques for Structural Clay Tile. Send $2.50 with your name and address to Facing Tile Institute, Dept. PA-11.

INSTITUTE MEMBERS
Belden Brick Company, Canton, Ohio  •  Continental Clay Products Co., Kittanning, Pennsylvania  •  Charleston Clay Products Co., Charleston 22, West Virginia  •  Hanley Company, New York 17, N. Y.  •  Hydraulic Press Brick Co., Indianapolis, Indiana  •  Mapleton Clay Products Company, Canton, Ohio  •  Metropolitan Brick, Inc., Canton, Ohio  •  National Fireproofing Corporation, Pittsburgh 12, Pa.  •  Stark Brick Co., Canton, Ohio  •  West Virginia Brick Company, Charleston, West Virginia
YOU CAN MAINTAIN HIGH ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND REDUCE BUILDING COSTS... THROUGH THE SKILLFUL USE OF CUSTOM-STYLED KAWNEER STOCK METALS
You can achieve all the unique distinction of custom-styling—all the clean-lined simplicity of modern design—by creatively adapting Kawneer Stock Metals to your individual style.

A perfect example is this outstanding women's shop in Long Beach, California.

To increase customer traffic, Kenneth S. Wing, A.I.A., decided to create an inviting open-air atmosphere which would eliminate the usual building line barrier and put the attractive interior on display.

To achieve this effect Mr. Wing specified Kawneer Patented Flush Glazing Sash, one of the many modern Kawneer Stock Metals.

The face of this sash is flush with surrounding wall and ceiling surfaces, because all projecting members are eliminated. To the eye, the surfaces on both sides of the glass appear to be a single smooth plane, continuous and uninterrupted by glazing sash.

By using such Kawneer Stock Metals you can meet your clients' demands for lower building costs—and you can reduce your own operating costs. Kawneer Stock Metals are far less costly than special, made-to-order assemblies—and they eliminate time-consuming drafting and detailing in your own office.

For information, consult your Portfolio of Kawneer Details or write 291 N. Front St., Niles, Mich.; or 2591 8th St., Berkeley, Cal.
Low Maintenance

This aerial view was taken in Atlanta, Ga., and shows one of the largest housing developments in the country. It includes three new projects—Oglethorpe, Inc., Golf Club, Inc., and Peachtree Chamblee Apartments. In each of the 1,000 modern dwelling units, tenants enjoy noise-free, trouble-free Servel Gas Refrigerators. James Wise was the architect. Construction was done by Algernon Blair.
Cost  
— one of the big reasons
three multiple-housing projects in Atlanta
installed 1,000 Servels

Operators decide on the "no moving parts" refrigerator because
of its low upkeep, long life, silence, and low operating cost

Year in, year out—the upkeep cost of a Servel is normally only a fraction of the cost to maintain
a motor-driven refrigerator. And Servel offers plenty
more besides rock-bottom maintenance costs.

There's Servel's longer life—its undisturbing silence—
its low operating cost. And these are all unique features
... exclusive with Servel. Exclusive because
only Servel has a freezing system with
no moving parts. There's no motor or
machinery to wear and grow noisy.

Instead, a tiny gas flame does all the
work. And this assures silent refrigeration
... dependable, worry-free refrigeration
with uniform efficiency year after year
... and for more years, too.
PRECIPITRON®
ADDRES REAL VALUE
TO YOUR
VENTILATING
SYSTEMS

BY SAVINGS
PRECIPITRON, the electronic air cleaner, collects 90% of all airborne
dust, dirt, and soot particles. Result:
Reduced Waste — Fewer “seconds” and
rejects where products are harmed by
dust and dirt.
Less Maintenance — Protects walls, ceil-
ings, fixtures and machinery, keeps them
cleaner; drastically cuts interior main-
tenance.

Better Production—Clean, fresh air means
happier, more efficient employees.

BY OPERATING ECONOMY
PRECIPITRON in a ventilating system
means:
Low Operating Costs — The PRECIPIT-
TRON cell has a constant minimum
resistance to air flow.
Inexpensive Maintenance—Simply wash
out the collected dirt and apply adhesive
to restore peak operating efficiency.

Everything
that puts air to
work for
Every application

Embody the BEAUTY OF WOOD without the HAZARD!

FIREPROOFED with PROTEXOL

Unmatched as an architectural medium for beauty — wood offers even greater advantages when impregnated by the approved *Protexol process. The natural charm and greater attractiveness of wood . . . combined with the safety and strength added by the Protexol treatment creates an entirely new concept of wood as a construction material.

- **FIREPROOFED** . . . Wood can't burn when Protexol-impregnated . . . eliminating fire hazards . . . assuring safer, better construction.
- **ROTPROOFED** . . . Protexol-impregnated wood is protected against decay, mold, mildew and stain.
- **VERMINPROOFED** . . . Prevention of termites, powder post beetles, wood borers and other vermin helps wood retain structural strength and beauty.
- **DIMENSION-CONTROLLED** . . . Protexol-impregnation reduces shrinkage and warping to a minimum, stops grain raising and checking.

Write for colorful brochure A.I.A. No. 19 19:A:33. Covers Fox-Made Wood Fire Door test and approval.

FOX BROS. MFG. CO. 75 Years Experience

MANUFACTURERS OF ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

Custom-built Millwork

*2700 SIDNEY STREET* 

ST. LOUIS 4, MO.
1 Fewer Hanger Stems and Canopies
Unistrut's great channel strength permits wider spacing of stems—up to 15 ft. apart if desired, but a better appearing installation and obvious savings.

2 Perfect Alignment
Unistrut channel is rigid, strong and perfectly straight—gives you true alignment of fixtures. Cleaning, re-lamping or other servicing cannot disturb this alignment.

3 Completely Flexible
Stems or rods can be installed at any point along Unistrut channel to overcome possible ceiling irregularities or obstructions. Ideal for continuous runs or intermittent spacing of fixtures.

Fully Tested and Proved by Contractors—on Thousands of Installations
Demanding the Finest in Lighting!

You Need Only These Few Unistrut Parts
Joiner Fitting, complete.
Hanger Fitting, complete.
End View of Hanger Fitting Supporting Unistrut Channel
Unistrut Steel Channel and Patented Spring Nut

Write today for your Free copy of New Unistrut Bulletin on Hanging Fluorescent Fixtures.

U. S. PATENT NUMBERS
2327587 2345650 2380379
2329815 2369382 2405631

Representatives in Principal Cities

UNISTRUT PRODUCTS COMPANY
1013 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill. DEPT. 82
Please send me your new Unistrut Bulletin on Hanging Fluorescent Fixtures, without obligation.

Name_________________________
Company_______________________
Address________________________
City___________________________ Zone_______ Illinois
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technical press

There certainly is a trend toward more standardized and more prefabricated materials, and more complete mechanization of site work, all making for great productivity. But it's a slow process and the trade and the industry will adjust gradually as it keeps happening. The only thing capable of seriously hurting the construction industry is a general business recession for construction is very closely tied to general business conditions. New ways of building, so dear to us architects, don't have much immediate effect on the overall picture. After all, the great majority of building work (90 per cent?, 95 per cent?, more?) is executed without benefit of architects. Even prefabrication of small houses has scarcely made a dent in the housing market. If it were encouraged where it is now opposed, prefabrication could become only a very small fraction of the whole building industry.

So the work goes on regardless, and the trained mechanic does a job of it, whether the structure is temporary housing or the most be-gadgeted commercial building. We probably overlook the vital fact that the mechanic is at least as important to the final structure (and to its design) as the materials that go into it. Incidentally, the training of the mechanic has a lot in common with the schooling of the architect—it's a training in the principles and theories and materials of his field; also, but secondary, the skill in using his tools. The architect's field is broader but it's a question whether he gets as solid a basis in facts and practices that he can use.

It is interesting that ex-carpenters and bricklayers comprise the majority of small contractors. The most generalized work, apparently, gives the best background for handling the whole job. The building field offers the best opportunity of any for a mechanic to get into business for himself. There are a tremendous number of such small businesses, making up a considerable portion of the industry.

(Continued on page 104)
SHERARDUCT is fortified against rust and corrosion by a zinc coating driven into the pores of all surfaces—inside, outside and threads. This coating is alloyed with the steel by the Sherardizing Process, and is an integral part of the tube itself.

SHERARDUCT is still further protected by the smooth “Shera-Solution” coating, baked on for added endurance against acids and other corrosive agents.

SHERARDUCT will not crack or split! Bending does not harm the fortified protection, because the coating is an integral part of the steel itself!

Specify SHERARDUCT—the fortified, full weight, threaded, rigid steel conduit. Sold through leading electrical wholesalers.
teachers and books between them. (Some of the very best construction texts originate in the trade schools—they could be used to advantage in professional schools.) Maybe a number of the students in architectural schools would better take up trades and maybe become contractors.

Anyhow, the bulletin "Employment Outlook in the Building Trades" is highly recommended as giving a pretty coherent picture of our most incoherent industry.

**Construction and Construction Materials**

The Department of Commerce publishes a monthly bulletin with the above title, which gives the latest statistics on construction activity and the various materials—stocks, production, etc., in graph and table form. Feature articles discuss the latest construction trends or a particular material. Very rocky ground, but very productive if you want to scratch for it.

---

**Reviews**

**CONCEALED OVERHEAD DOOR CHECKS**

Especially Compact for

NARROW

Headframes and

Transom Bars

...Metal or Wood

Rixson No. 220 concealed single-acting overhead door checks—for interior, vestibule or entrance doors—are particularly desirable when small space is a factor. These sturdy, reliable units are only 2½" wide x 2½" high and 17" long. Checking action is controlled by two valves—for closing and latch control. When door is closed, no parts of the plate, check or arm are visible. Roller bearings throughout. Spring control easily adjustable. Hold-open feature available. Specific literature and specifications will be furnished on request.

The Oscar C. Rixson Company

4450 Carroll Avenue Chicago 24, Illinois Telephone Mansfield 6-5050

Established 1900

**CLIENT RELATIONS**

How to Live With Your Architect. Victor Gruen. Store Modernization Institute, 40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N.Y., 1949. 32 pp., illus. $1.50

Victor Gruen, Los Angeles architect, presented a "slide talk" at the Store Modernization Show a year ago which explained in elementary but accurate terms just what an architect is, how he operates, where his fee goes, what plans and elevations are, what the difference is between preliminary plans and working drawings and detail drawings, etc. This book reproduces the amusing drawings that were used in the talk (there are about a hundred) and along with them a minimum of very pointed text. The booklet should be a most useful tool to explain, in terms that can be easily understood, exactly what a client can expect from an architect—and why.

T.H.C.

**BIGGER AND BIGGER**


Architects and planners who wonder what to do with the fastest and the biggest planes, as well as private craft and helicopters, will find the answers in this book. A sequel to the master-planning Airports, this book explains the necessity for regional thinking to achieve well-controlled air traffic. It discusses types of aircraft and their needs which ultimately determine the size, shape and location of airports in a regional setup. Picking his book with aviation statistics, the author indicates the nature of air traffic, sets up size standards for six airports, and provides an address to write to for the latest data.

Helen Mercner

**DRAFTING MANUAL**


This excellent text starts out rather deceptively as just exercises in drafting, but before long it gets into perspective and then launches forth into computations of heat loss, various heating systems, plumbing, electrical specifications, with a page of quix (titled Architectural Drafting Examination) under each subject. It seems to be a sort of study course for apprentices. Not for the professional but darn good for the office boy.

J. R.
The phenomenal growth of AIR DEVICES Inc., is the best evidence of their ability to design and build equipment that meets all of the rapidly changing requirements in the fields which they serve. It is a high tribute to the experience and energy of its personnel.

The program which guided this activity to its present achievement is now a time-tested and proven one. Any estimate of the future history of AIR DEVICES Inc., must be based upon past performance—and we pledge steadfast adherence to all of those policies and principles which have guided our activities in the past.

To strive for better things—to add to our rapidly expanding circle of friends—and to merit the continued confidence of all who have entrusted us with their problems in the past—are our prime objectives.
There was something that former Governor Robert F. Bradford of Massachusetts said, at the Smith College Commencement this June, which is so important to us that I must quote the speech in part, and at once:

"Unless you are ready for it, at this point the whole shining edifice of your education will seem to tumble about your ears. When facts triumphantly marshalled to pass examination after examination slip unceremoniously away from you; when all the training for living in the atmosphere of purposeful thought seem to be unwanted; when all the hope and enthusiasm and promise that have gone into that training find no ready takers; when all the humdrum details of a decidedly routine daily existence in a dull and prosy world rise up to engulf you; then is the very time you will need your education, all of it. For you will be facing an ordeal more exacting than any medieval ordeal by water or by fire. It is ordeal by disillusion."

Ordeal by disillusion. How well we know this ordeal in architecture and architectural education! How little have we attempted to mitigate it!

What exactly is this ordeal? What are the discrepancies that exist between schooling and the actual practice of architecture? It is in the difference between school and the real world outside that one of the major problems of architecture arises. There will be many who feel that this difference is inevitable and proper; that the necessary adjustment of the student to practice forms a vitalizing experience which toughens the fibre and matures the youngster. We oldsters have all been through it and look at us, we are fine. Anyone who can't stand the gaff couldn't make a good architect anyway.

Since earliest history, all cultures have required of the adolescent some form of toughening initiation. The most primitive tribes in Central Africa, the islanders of the South Pacific, the American Indian, the Spartan Greek. (The old "survival of the fittest" stuff!) However, there are two real differences between the method of a primitive culture's initiating for adult life and our primitive method.

In primitive cultures, the child and adolescent are fully aware of the strict ordeals through which they must pass; while with us, the parents and schools seem to wish to avoid mentioning the facts of life. Second, in the so-called "savage" initiation periods, trials, and ceremonies, the acolyte is carefully watched and advised by the elders. The "coming of age" period does not mean that the youngster is given instruction and then pushed out blindly into the night. The process is a continuing one in which the responsibilities of adulthood are involved in apprenticeship training, and training for tribal and
1407 Broadway is to be the "Prestige Headquarters" of the textile and allied industries. Everything's advance-styled. Vertical transportation will be an entirely new concept of elevating. For Otis AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed ELEVATORING is the only system that is timed to the traffic patterns of the entire business day. It excels at reducing passenger waiting time—not only during peak-traffic hours but also during the equally important between-peak periods.

It keeps cars evenly spaced throughout the building automatically. They can't bunch at terminals or landings. All floors, all tenants receive prompt, continuous service—with an expense-saving minimum number of cars.

In addition, Otis AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed ELEVATORING is dramatic! A passenger merely " TOUCHES", not pushes, an electronic directional arrow in the landing fixture. The arrow glows, the call registers, and a car arrives—as if by magic.

Otis Booklet B-721-P explains how AUTOTRONIC ELEVATORING will keep NEW or MODERNIZED buildings on preferred renting lists for years, years, years. Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

1407 Broadway Realty Corporation, Builders;
William Zeckendorf, Chairman of the Board;
S. M. Hirsch, President; Kahn & Jacobs, Architects.
$3.19 Air Express cost helped this wildcatter strike it rich!

When a pump valve goes while drilling for oil, it's costly. Idle men and equipment make profits evaporate. It happened to a wildcatter at 4 P.M. Phoned 800 miles away for parts—delivered 11 P.M. that night by Air Express, 12 lbs. cost only $3.19. (Regular use of Air Express keeps any business moving.)

$3.19 was complete cost. Air Express charges include speedy pick-up and delivery service. Receipt for shipment, too. Makes the world's fastest shipping service exceptionally convenient.

Air Express goes on all Scheduled Airline flights. Frequent schedules—coast-to-coast overnight deliveries. Direct by air to 1300 cities, fastest air-rail to 22,000 off-airline offices.

Facts on low Air Express rates

- Special dies (28 lbs.) go 500 miles for $4.30.
- 6-lb. carton of vacuum tubes goes 900 miles for $2.10.
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out of school

family living; at all times under the watchful eye of tribal custom and the elders with these fixed responsibilities. In our American tribe, we teach our men to swim on dry land and then push them off the dock. They have no idea how deep and cold the water may be, or how far down they have to dive.

Architectural education is a long and expensive process. (When I talk of "education" here, I mean the formal training in our universities and specialized schools.) During this process many men drop out. They either do not have the continued interests or the necessary aptitudes. In any case, the process does a pretty good job of winnowing; and the men ready to graduate at the end of four, five, or six years of intensive charrette are, in theory at least, the pick of the crop. The masters look at them with benevolent eye, hand them a fine plastic sheepskin, and toss them out the port with the hope that the sheepskin, plus a roll of thesis drawings or projects will open like a silk parachute and waft the poor daren gently to a field of clover. Without further ado, the port is closed and the academic plane moves on. In the appointed time the process is repeated, without a backward glance.

Sure, I know what I'm talking about. I graduated from a well-known architectural foundry and never once did the school follow up to see: (1) whether I was alive; (2) whether I was doing what I had been trained to do; (3) whether what I had been trained to do was being useful to me; (4) whether I was being useful to the men who were employing me; (5) whether the school could profit by my experience; (6) whether the profession wanted men of my kind of training; (7) how long it took me to find a job with an architect; (8) what kind of jobs I had for 1, 5, or 10 years. Oh well, I could extend the list indefinitely.

The schools are understaffed and the administrators, who were trained as architects and not administrators, find the routines often tedious and certainly different from their own background. The follow-up problem outside the school becomes just one more tough chore. The follow-through goes by default.

At the receiving end, the practicing architect has another point of view. Sure, he's been through the mill and he expects the boys to follow him through the same grindstones. As Dean Turpin Bannister of the School of Architecture of the University of Illinois states in his interesting letter to Henry Tideman in the August issue of the A.I.A. Journal, "There is a growing unwillingness of practitioners to continue to share the burden of training raw recruits..." There is also a growing unwillingness.
Announcing

Great New Facilities...Great New Service
...Same High Quality Standards in

KNAPP METAL TRIM

- Tremendous Plant Expansion plus
  Vastly-Improved Delivery Schedule
- Increased Scope of Service and Quality
  Products to Architects and Contractors

Now...famous KNAPP, a great name in metal trim, announces the biggest news in its almost half-century history! Long known to architects and contractors, Knapp today provides greater facilities and service than ever before.

Backed by 45 years of outstanding metal trim fabrication, Knapp Bros. Mfg. Co. now offers you almost every conceivable metal trim item necessary to modern building construction. Standard items of guaranteed precision and quality, plus custom-built parts that meet the strictest, most exact architectural specifications.

Expanded manufacturing facilities now provide all required metal trim faster, more accurately, better...with prompt delivery assured.

To insure the correct answers to your construction problems, specify KNAPP METAL TRIM in all future building planning. Write today for full details on Knapp Metal Trim and allied products.

KNAPP BROTHERS MANUFACTURING CO., CINCINNATI 36, OHIO

Commerce Mart, Chicago, world's largest commercial building...containing Knapp Metal Trim.
THE true economy of Sylvania Troffer lighting will be convincingly shown by any considered analysis of the costs of fixtures, installation, maintenance, and seeing efficiency. Troffers and metal acoustic tile work together to provide modern flush ceilings that are the ultimate in control of noise, flexible lighting, simplicity of installation, versatility in design pattern. The same basic 4-ft. troffer units may be supplied with one, two, or three 40-watt fluorescent lamps, each lamp having a flux of approximately 60 lumens per watt. Units may be unshielded, louver ("egg-crate") shielded, or Albalite glass shielded. Fixtures are supplied completely wired and are delivered with Sylvania lamps and starters for matched performance.

Mail coupon today  
Sylvania Electric
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out of school

on the part of the practitioners to train the man just out of school. He says he just can’t afford the desk space, overhead, and, anyway, why should he have to bother? What are the schools for anyway? The architect is thoroughly justified in expecting his money’s worth out of any employee. Much depends, my guess is, on whether the employee knows what is expected of him.

Let us take for a case study, young Corbu Wright, who has always wanted to be an architect. He excelled in math and mechanical drawing in high school and made imaginative and slightly sexy drawings in his art classes. He is admitted to the architectural school at Sullivan State College just as the war breaks out. He has a fine record in active duty, marries, and returns to college eager to pick up, after four years’ delay, the threads of his training. Zealously, Corbu charrettes with the other eager beavers in the crowded drafting room. His little lady of the Quonset waits each dawn with a candle in the door, while the brat frets in the suspended cradle for daddy to come home. Corbu goes up the long ladder. He fights through calculus and University Prints and design of a Bathing Pavilion for a Visiting Princess on the Island of Capri. He fights his way through Strength of Materials, Concrete and Steel, and the Design of an Incubating Plant for Aluminum Robots. Young C. Wright receives several prizes for excellence in Design. At the school, a number of great men visit the “design laboratory” and “inspire” the boys. He next takes the money saved by his dear little wife, who has taken in washing and several crew men, and travels widely studying modern architecture and city planning in Sweden and Mexico. He is further “inspired” by what he sees and those he talks to. His return for his fifth year (the G.I. Bill only pays for four) means further sacrifice for him and the little woman. He wins third consolation prize in the Retr active Architectural Competition for an Oil-Burning Juke Box and has his face and drawing published—indistinctly, but nevertheless published—on the 14th page of the ads, along with the other prizewinners.

Corbu wins a graduate fellowship to Craniesin to work under the Old Maestro. This has been his dream. For one ecstatic year, he sits at the feet of the Grand Old Man while the family stays with Mother. He redesigns the city of his birth, rings it with Greenbelts, and makes fine models of towering civic centers and hanging gardens. The damned stuff is really beautiful! Young C.W. can really draw and make superb models. He’s a craftsman. And he knows his construction too. The influence of
Proper daylighting and adequate natural ventilation are vital requirements in modern school planning. Studies have proved conclusively that metal windows provide the best source of daylight plus controlled ventilation. With Lupton Metal Windows, rooms have a maximum amount of daylighting, even on overcast days. Better vision for students is stimulated through Lupton Metal Window design because of the greater glass area and slender frames and muntins. Drafts and breezes can be controlled for room comfort with ventilators that open to any desired degree despite inclement weather. Lupton Metal Windows are weathertight. Will not rot, warp, swell or rattle. There is a Lupton Metal Window for every type of building—industrial, residential, commercial. Write for our Catalog or see it in Sweet's.

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO.
700 East Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia 24, Penna.
Member of the Metal Window Institute
THE ONE
CABINET SHOWER RECEPTOR
that belongs in the finest bathrooms

Yet it's priced within
the reach of average homes

Vitreous porcelain is the material you associate with standard bathroom fixtures. Weisway's stainless vitreous porcelain receptacle, with exclusive Foot-grip, No-slip floor, is one of the features which have established Weisway as the quality Cabinet Shower, suited to the finest surroundings.

Formed in one piece of heavy enameling iron, with a vitreous porcelain surface that is steel-strong and glass-hard, the Weisway receptor is guaranteed leakproof, assures a lifetime of satisfactory service. No seams or joints to crack—nothing to crumble away. Non-absorbent, easy to keep clean and thoroughly sanitary. No metal underpans or wall flashing—no messy mastic—or other "waterproofing" are required with the Weisway receptor. One man handles it easily and installs it quickly.

Weisway

Look at This Extra Depth in the Weisway
Here's added protection against leakage at the most vital spot in cabinet shower construction. A full 4 inches from textured floor to top! Contrast this with the shallow pan or slab-type base. Weisway's extra depth and quality protect your reputation—secure client satisfaction. Write for details.

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 1121 Weisway Building, Elkhart, Indiana
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Van der Gropius is evident in all detail.
Finally, Corbu Wright's education is finished. All he needs is three years in an architect's office, before he qualifies to go before the State Board. With several letters of recommendation, a portfolio of drawings, and high hopes, he sets out for the leading office in town. Here, dear reader, we draw the curtain. Even a tautened educator like me dreads the sight of Corbu Wright after two weeks of hunting through the classified pages of the telephone book for the practicing architect with all the "inspiration" he has come to expect, and the design lab., and all the rest. Two months later, at 90¢ an hour doing urinal details for bus terminals, Corbu has reached the all-time low. He is undergoing the necessary ordeal by disillusion.

Maybe it is necessary? I don't know and am asking you. Maybe our hero will build his dream cities in the end. Maybe, and most likely he won't. Here begins the second period of winnowing out. As Governor Bradford implied, this is the time when our hero needs his education—all of it—just to endure.

There are two sides to the canvas, as I have indicated. The practitioner himself often enough finds the young hopeful arrogant and uncooperative. Years of hard work in an un receptive community, fights with economic cycles, problems with clients, labor, and lending institutions, and the multitude of experiences which have continued the practitioner's education out of school are unknown to the younger. All he sees is what is on the boards at the time he applies for a job. His attitude towards his employer and his fellow employees is prejudiced by the excitement and colorful activity which prevails in most schools today. The architect's office seems "drab in comparison and it often is. (I wonder why so many architect's offices look like Hell. Most drafting rooms, let alone the reception room or client trap, look as though design had not yet been invented and technology was a thing of the past. But that is another problem. We will deal with Cinderella in another chapter.) In the meantime two mistrustful men are eying each other, one saying to himself, "There, but for the grace of God, I'll be in a few years"; and the other, taking in a crew haircut and tweed jacket, saying, "O.K., you young bastard, I need a draftsman and here's where I'm going to get some work out of you, if you can take it." All too seldom do the two men know what to expect of each other, and much unhappiness grows out of this lack of initial rapport.

This whole situation seems most curious in the light of our experience. Many
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NOW... research gives you a low cost way to

Better Daylighting

Now your school design can make classrooms easier to work in—to see in, to teach in. Now you can incorporate in your original plans better quantities . . . better distribution . . . and better quality of eye-easy daylight. And get those results economically.

Detroit Steel Products Company, long a leader in daylighting research, will send you the results of extensive new studies made under actual classroom daylighting conditions.

Solutions of such problems as these:
How to admit enough daylight to make studying more easy, more pleasant.
How to reflect daylight into the farthest corners to bring light to every child . . . to minimize brightness contrasts.
How to improve the quality of daylight to avoid annoying glare.

Included in this factual, new school daylighting book is specific, detailed material concerning:

1. What constitutes better classroom lighting.
2. Use of windows to secure greater quantities of daylight.
3. Use of window shading to meet changing light conditions.
4. Use of room decoration for improving daylight quality.
5. Proper seating arrangement for the best seeing environment.

SEND FOR THIS FREE GUIDEBOOK

Here is a fact-full guide for better daylighting design... a way to get excellent results with economical, easy-to-obtain, standard materials. For your free copy, simply mail the coupon.

Detroit Steel Products Company,
Dept. PA-11,
2253 E. Grand Blvd.,
Detroit 11, Michigan

Please send immediately your free new booklet on Better Classroom Daylighting.

Name: __________________________
Company: _______________________
Address: ________________________
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POWERSTAT Dimmers were the choice of management when plans were made for Long Beach, California's beautiful new Crest Theatre. The prototype of the theatre-of-the-future is a prefabricated unit designed for small towns and the export market. Only the most modern equipment was incorporated.

In this theatre-of-the-future the dimming apparatus had to be remotely located, yet controlled from a panel in the projection room. Motor-driven POWERSTAT Dimmers were installed with pushbutton control to meet this requirement. Thus, the projectionist, in his booth, has convenient and dependable fingertip lighting control. The push of a button brings lighting up to full intensity or lowers it to complete blackout. Intermediate degrees of brilliance are achieved by stopping the Motor-driven POWERSTAT Dimmers at any point between the two extremes.

Planning a new theatre? Renovating an old one? It will pay you to investigate POWERSTAT Dimmers for houselight control. Send for complete information today — then consult your illuminating engineer.

OUT OF SCHOOL
(Continued from page 112)

Employers have been to the same kind of school as have the young graduates. Their memories may be short or they may wish to forget their own gay young dreams. All too often the architect himself has been so altered by his own long ordeal by disillusion that the memory of his hopes and ambitions is not pleasant to look upon, or maybe he has just forgotten. Architectural practice in the United States today, for nine-tenths of the practitioners and the men in their offices, is not the glamour job we wish it were or that it really might be.

I am convinced of two things. First, that the transition from formal schooling to office must be a studied plan; and second, that the ordeal by disillusion is not an acceptable method. This is going to call for a real effort of schoolmen and the practitioner to get together to find out what each believes in. We are back to a fundamental inquiry.

Since one of the reasons for this column is to find out what we do believe in, and my beliefs may not agree with yours, let us concentrate for a moment on the problem of getting together. This is a difficult and sometimes embarrassing part of the job. The schools have been not altogether too eager to open their doors to objective inspection from the practitioner. I have encountered some schools that have avoided actual contact with them. Other schools are so isolated in location that continuing contact with a variety of practitioners is almost impossible. In many cases, of course, the faculty are experienced practitioners themselves. Being limited in their ability to employ more than a few of their ablest students, they too have recourse to our sloppy system. Few schools have a placement service, which is regrettable because much could be learned from one. Few local A.I.A. chapters have such service either. So what we know about the effectiveness of our teaching and the immediate usefulness of our graduates seems largely to rely on the word-of-mouth accounts of graduate and practicing architect. There is enough in them to give us pause.

In drawing this essay to a close it should be made clear that I believe without qualifications that the school must continue to try to turn out men of the highest possible ambitions in design and technology. Without intrepid and inspired men architecture dies. Genius, though born and not bred in men, must be found and fostered. This all schools must strive to do, and there can be here no compromise with the practice of any art or science. And, since true architecture is at all times a wedding of this combination with the business of building, as a schoolman I urge the practitioners to join us in raising the level of the ambitions of practice.
Dunham Fin-Vector Radiation is a case in point. These long, narrow, finned pipe heating elements are ideal for many installations where standard radiators are not suitable. They are light in weight but of unusual strength and heating capacity and are available with attractive covers.

Unique Dunham design enables the fins to be interlocked when pressed on to the pipe. This tight mechanical joint provides a permanent and greater contact area between fins and pipe...eliminates use of solder bond without sacrifice of heat transfer. Single pipe feature permits high, safe working pressures...absorption of sudden shock without injury.

Products Like These Help Dunham Vari-Vac® Heating Cut Fuel Costs Up to 40%

It's quality products like these that enable Dunham Vari-Vac Differential Heating to effect sensational fuel savings in Spokane's Davenport Hotel, the Rochester General Hospital and other well-known buildings all over the country.

So, whether you're specifying a simple regulating fitting, finned pipe radiation...or a complete heating system...it will pay you to investigate the broad line of Dunham Heating Products.

**SEND FOR THIS CONDENSED CATALOG**

Write today for your free copy of Bulletin 634-B, containing complete information on all Dunham Heating Specialties, Unit Heaters, Pumps, Cabinet and Baseboard Radiation. C. A. Dunham Co., 400 W. Madison St. Chicago 6, Ill.


*Variable vacuum
Contracts for public works need not necessarily be awarded to the lowest bidder. To award the contract to anyone else is, however, an open invitation to litigation by disappointed contractors. Therefore, great care should be exercised before the lowest bid is rejected. The contractor to whom the contract is awarded, where he is not the lowest bidder, should review the situation carefully, particularly where there is a threat of a law suit. It has been held, under some circumstances, that the contractor himself may not be able to recover for the work done if the courts determine that his contract was illegally awarded.

Statutes and ordinances which control the award of public contracts generally call for competitive bidding. The language used is to the effect that the contract is to be awarded to the "lowest bidder," the "lowest responsible bidder," the "lowest and best bidder," or something similar. The lowest bidder in terms of dollars and cents may not be the "lowest responsible bidder," or the "lowest and best bidder," and thus much discretion is left in the hands of public officials selecting the bidder to whom the contract will be awarded. The term "responsible," as used in the term "lowest responsible bidder," does not refer merely to financial responsibility alone but also, among other qualifications, to skill, business judgment, honesty, and fidelity to purpose. The reputation of the contractor, his performance under prior contracts and the quality of his past work may be considered in determining responsibility. If the public authorities in exercising their discretion have not acted arbitrarily, the courts will not ordinarily interfere with their selection of a competing contractor, even though such competitor did not submit the lowest bid.

In evaluating bids the public officials who are in charge of awarding the contract generally consider the adaptability of materials or workmanship to the purpose contemplated. For example, Arlington County, Virginia, recently accepted competitive bids on a municipal incinerator. Specifications provided for two types of plants. One set of specifications was drawn for hand-stoked incinerators and a second set of specifications was drawn for mechanically-stoked incinerators. The provisions under which the contract was to be awarded provided that the county board could accept that proposal which in its judgment best served the interests of the county. The county board decided to award the contract to a bidder who proposed to construct the hand-stoked incinerator. One of the contractors who had based his bid on the mechanically-stoked incinerator brought legal action to compel the county board to reverse its decision. His contention was that the bids had not been properly evaluated and that the contract had been arbitrarily and improperly awarded.

The evidence revealed that the mechanical unit which was to be used for
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call for COPPER soil, waste and vent lines

Increasingly—and for the same reasons it's being used so widely for water and heating lines—architects and owners are acknowledging that copper is the ideal pipe for soil lines, waste lines and vents. The evidence? More and more local building codes are being revised to include the use of copper tube and solder-type fittings for this purpose.

Here are the reasons in a nutshell:

An installation of copper tubes using ANACONDA Type M, which are manufactured for this purpose only, costs no more than other materials. The heavier gages, Type K and L Copper Tubes, can be installed for but little more.

Copper tubes are light, take less space—20-foot lengths simplify design, eliminate many joints.

Copper tubes give greater owner satisfaction, better performance because smooth bore drains faster, reduces possibility of stoppages.

Demonstration house-section illustrates an all-copper plumbing installation. Water supply lines are Type K. Closeup shows economical space requirements and the simplicity of using solder-type fittings.

If you would like specific information or particular details, we will gladly supply them. Just write to The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Connecticut. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario.

For better plumbing...use

ANAConDA

COPPER TUBES
it's the law
(Continued from page 116)
the mechanically-stoked plant had been in operation for only three months. The court held that the county board had not been arbitrary in determining that the mechanical unit was in an experimental stage and that it, therefore, was in the best interests of the county to approve the bid for a hand-stoked incinerator, even though this bid was not the lowest dollar bid. The court, therefore, refused to interfere in the exercise of discretion by the local county board.

On the other hand, in a recent decision in New York State, where a town board had granted the contract to the highest bidder, a court set aside the award on the ground that such award was arbitrary in nature. The Town Law of New York provides that the local town board "shall determine the lowest responsible bidder. . . ." In the case at issue three contractors were approved by the town board in identical language as being "responsible bidders," but the board did not award the contract to the lowest bidder of the three. The court stated:

"The court recognizes that the Board has proper discretion in determining the qualifications of bidders, but after fully qualifying all bidders, it cannot arbitrarily ignore its obligations imposed by law to award the contract to the lowest responsible bidder." The court further held that the chosen contractor could not recover for the work which he had performed. The court stated that:

"... Under such circumstances the relator's contract was illegal and void, and that he cannot recover for his work which is settled beyond controversy by the authorities..." (Brady v. Mayor, &c., 20 N.Y., 312, McDonald v. Mayor, &c., 68 Id., 23; Dickinson v. City of Poughkeepsie, 75 Id., 65.)

Relative to the various statutes and ordinances which require competitive bidding in public contracts, a serious problem arises when the municipality wishes to use materials or processes which have been patented. Specifications which call for a patented article or process often eliminate free competition in the bidding. Therefore, a conflict arises between the desire of the government body to receive the benefits of the patented article and the proscription of law which requires competitive bidding. For example, the code of Iowa City provides that public work shall be let to the lowest responsible bidder. The same code further provides that the city council in authorizing street improvements shall state the kind of material to be used. The city council in its advertisement for bids specified certain patented pavement. The con-

For bright, protective Cement Paint...

ATLAS WHITE CEMENT

There's a happy marriage of beauty and utility in factory-prepared portland cement paint, made with Atlas White Cement. There's bright, refreshing whiteness or color. And, when applied to concrete, concrete masonry, stone, brick or hollow tile this handsome finish penetrates the pores, forming a protective coating that resists moisture, dirt and dust.

Besides its decorative utility in portland cement paint, Atlas White Cement, when used as a matrix, also brings out clearly and permanently the rich values of color pigments and aggregates used in Terrazzo, Stucco and Architectural Concrete Slabs. An infinite variety of color tones and shadings is possible.

Atlas White Cement complies with Federal and ASTM specifications for portland cement. It has the same advantages for concrete and is used in the same way. Concrete made with Atlas White Cement cleans easily. Maintenance costs are low.

For further information on the uses of Atlas White Cement, see SWEET'S Catalog, Section 48/3 and 13C/5, or write to Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, N.Y.

"THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR"—Sponsored by U. S. Steel Subsidiaries Sunday Evenings—NBC Network

(Continued on page 120)
Perfectly Matched Hardwood Panels
Numbered for 'Round-the-Room Continuity

Roddiscraft Hardwood Plywood in paneling complements the craftsmanship that goes into your architectural designs. Panels are matched by number in strict accordance with your blueprints. Roddiscraft Plywood is manufactured from the best veneers available — both domestic and foreign — cut, classified, and matched with painstaking care by experts who take pride in an established tradition of craftsmanship. Their thorough attention to detail assures you paneling that's perfectly uniform in color, figure, and continuity. You can pre-select your exact Roddiscraft paneling. Flitch samples will be furnished from which you can make your selection. Mark your choice, and the finished plywood will exactly match the sample.

Ask your Roddiscraft representative for samples of Hardwood Plywood. He is ready to serve you on any installation problem.
it's the law
(Continued from page 118)

contention was made that this specification was illegal in that it restricted free competition in the award of the public contract. The Supreme Court of Iowa in determining that the advertised specifications were not unlawful held that the requirement of competitive bidding meant that "there must be competition where competition is possible."
The weight of authority is in agreement with the Iowa Court to the effect that municipal authorities are entitled to specify or designate a patented material without violating the law of competitive bidding on public contracts if it is not the purpose of such designation to restrict competitive bidding.
A Court of Connecticut, in also rejecting the contention that it was not lawful for municipal authorities to specify a patented article in advertising bids on a public contract, stated that any other rule would prevent the municipality from availing itself of new inventions.

"This is offensive to the fundamental principles of a sound public policy, and would require the city to 'travel in the same paths in which the predecessors trod,' without benefit from any new discoveries of science, or any new advances in matters of work applicable to public use."

There are legal decisions in some jurisdictions which have held that the specification of patented or monopolized materials by public officials in advertising bids for public contracts is unlawful as a violation of the statute which calls for competitive bidding. In an effort to obtain the advantages resulting from the use of patented articles, and at the same time to maintain the advantages which result from competitive bidding, some municipalities obtain agreements from the owner of a patented article or process to permit its use on equal terms by all bidders. A few jurisdictions as a prerequisite to bidding require that all competing contractors be permitted to use the patented article or process by the owner of the same, so that there may be a fair and reasonable opportunity for competition.

In summary, it may be stated with respect to contracts for public works:
1. The lowest bidder is not necessarily the successful bidder.
2. Before the lowest bid is rejected, however, care should be exercised that the rejection of the bid is not arbitrary.
3. Most courts hold that public officials may provide specifications calling for a patented article or process.
4. Under such circumstances, however, in most cases it is best to stipulate that the contractor owning such patent should agree to permit its use on equal terms by all bidders.
Marble... tradition living in the present

Marble perfectly fulfills every liturgical ruling regarding the propriety of materials used in divine worship. It is a resplendent material which reflects fully man's noblest sense of devotion.

Yet Marble is practical in every sense of the word—economical, adaptable, easy to maintain, safe underfoot, sanitary. It is the one perfect liturgical material for which there is no substitute.

Details and floor plan of Baptistry, St. Ann's church, Washington, D.C. Henry D. Dagir & Sons, Architects.

Write Managing Director for latest literature on foreign and domestic Marbles. Dept. 49-B

Marble Institute of America, inc.

108 Forster Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y.
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SITUATIONS OPEN

WANTED—young expert delineator and designer. Trained along modern trend of architecture. Must have design ability for rendering in any medium. Fine opportunity in modern office. Work consists of highest type of contemporary architecture. Submit samples of work and salary expected in first letter. Offices of M. J. DeAngelis, 42 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER—with over 5 years' experience on working drawings of structural and architectural details. Permanent position with excellent partnership opportunity in small, well-located architect's office in Pacific Northwest. Variety of work including supervision. General practice with excellent future. Give complete detailed information. Box 252, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ESTABLISHED ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING OFFICE—has opening for experienced architectural draftsman, capable of developing preliminary sketches, working drawings, details, etc. Opportunity for advancement to the right man. Give experience record, references, availability, salary, etc. Cooper & Perry, 211 West Hill Avenue, Knoxville, Tennessee.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER—The Housing Authority of the Birmingham District has need of a capable and experienced planning and construction engineer for the development of its extensive program of low cost public housing and slum clearance made possible by the Housing Act of 1949. Must have thorough knowledge of the entire field of civil and construction engineering including related mechanical and electrical phases. Program to cover two years or longer. Applicant will state salary demanded. Must have available and pertinent information as to education and experience. Address Housing Authority of the Birmingham District, 600 North 24th Street, Birmingham 4, Ala.

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURAL SALES—leading manufacturer of tile has exceptional lifetime opportunity on its midwest sales force for a young man with architectural college training. Position involves contacting architectural engineers and contractors. Increasing responsibility with ultimate prospect of becoming district sales representative. Some experience in architectural engineering or construction work desirable. Must be willing to travel. Salary open. All replies treated confidentially. Must contain complete information regarding experience, education and personal background. State salary requirements. Client of Robert N. McMurry & Co., 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Ill.

ARCHITECTURAL FIRM—in Buffalo, New York, requires the services of experienced architectural draftsman capable of preparing working drawings from sketches. Good starting salary for qualified man. Box 257, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

Advertising Rates

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 30 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men/PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 530 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Insertions will be accepted not later than the 1st of the month preceding publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

WANTED—experienced architect or senior draftsman and specifier with midwestern architectural firm engaged in educational planning in several states. Permanent positions under management progressive in both design and personnel relationships. Submit full details as to qualifications. Box 253, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

Architectural, Electrical, Mechanical, Structural—men for immediate permanent employment in drafting room positions as job captains and squad leaders. Do not apply unless well qualified for work on building construction. State schooling, experience and salary expected. Leo A. Daly Co., 653 Insurance Bltg., Omaha, Neb.

Architectural Chief Draftsman—between 35 and 50 years; experienced to lay out, plan and coordinate the work of an office handling several contracts simultaneously; to take full responsibility of drafting room personnel. Position permanent for qualified person. Furnish references, samples of work and expected salary. Offices of M. J. DeAngelis, 42 East Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT STORE—planners, architects, and designers with all-around department store experience wanted immediately by growing Pittsburgh concern. Unusual opportunity. Write giving resume of past experience to Box 260, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, for interview.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT—age 43 desires association in small office having ample work. Can handle jobs from design to completion including specifications and administration. Over 20 years' experience on better class work, 12 years in own practice on small and large projects, some amounting to over one million dollars. Box 254, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—U.S. citizen desires working partnership or associationship. Minimum financial arrangement. Former member Royal Institute Britain. Three medals and three King's prizes. Extensive general experience in all branches of the profession. Design professor, leading college for nine years. Not adverse to change of location. Box 258, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMAN—architect, 46, married, Connecticut registration, twenty years' broad experience on preliminary drawings, working drawings, details of construction and checking of drawings for various types of residential, public and commercial buildings. Requires responsible position of duration and adequate remuneration. Box 259, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

MISCELLANEOUS


RENDOU'S—staff of freelance specialists, working in any medium, offers competent rendering service to meet the architects' requirements. Prices quoted on request. Write or call Rendo, 209 Muensch Street, Harrisburg, Pa. Phone 2-7515.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER—licensed, with architectural background, located New York City. Twenty years' experience in design of steel, reinforced concrete and timber construction, including heavy foundations and alterations, desires additional connections with offices requiring competent part time engineering services. Association considered. Inquiries invited. Box 249, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER—professional license, design, specifications and supervision for industrial and commercial buildings, power plants, distribution systems, communications, illumination, etc. Also technical writing and furnishing of completed manuals, including printing, for electronic, electrical and mechanical equipment. Per diem or fee basis. Box 255, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

NEW YORK CITY REGISTERED ARCHITECT—good draftsman, with wide experience. Working drawings, renderings, alteration jobs. Available to work and salary expected. Completely equipped office, midtown Manhattan, on an hourly basis. Box 256, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

INSTRUCTION—in architectural perspectives by experienced artist. Own interiors, interiors, aeroviews, composite factories views in black and white, water color, pastel, scratch board and crumbled paper methods. 21 E. Van Buren, Room 405, Chicago, Ill.
No Air Conditioning System
Is Better Than Its Air Distribution

"One of the most vital factors to the success of a forced air heating, ventilating, cooling or air conditioning system is correct air distribution. Even when an air conditioning system delivers the required quantity of conditioned air, it may still do an incomplete job. For poor air will cause unsatisfactory room conditions."

THERE'S NO NEED TO GAMBLE with improper air distribution in your heating, cooling or air conditioning system. When you specify patented Anemostat Air Diffusers, you never have to worry about such trouble-breeder, as drafts and stale air pockets. Because of their exclusive aspiration principle, Anemostat Air Diffusers instantly equalize temperature and humidity, distribute conditioned air to every part of the room with complete freedom from drafts.

These benefits cannot be over-estimated. In stores, Anemostats help assure true comfort, prevent colds due to drafts and build steady patronage. In offices and plants, Anemostat Air Diffusers increase employee efficiency and reduce absenteeism. In theatres, Anemostats help bring patrons back by providing maximum comfort in every seat in the house. Today, more than 1,000,000 Anemostats are insuring better, more profitable working conditions throughout industry and business.

So whether you are revamping an existing system or designing a new one, be sure to specify Anemostat Air Diffusers. They are your guarantee of perfect performance of the "business end" of any heating, ventilating or air conditioning system.

Here, graphically presented, is the aspiration principle that makes the Anemostat Air Diffuser superior to all others. Due to its patented design, the Anemostat distributes air of any duct velocity in a multiplicity of planes traveling in all directions. Simultaneously, the unit creates a series of counter-currents which siphon into the device room air up to 35% of the supply air depending on the type of unit. This room air is mixed with the supply air within the Anemostat before the air mixture is discharged into the enclosure.

ANEMOSTAT®
DRAFTLESS Aspirating AIR DIFFUSERS
ANEMOSTAT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 EAST 39th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

"No Air Conditioning System is Better Than Its Air Distribution"
Show your Clients these 3 modern Automatic Anthracite Heating Units

They save up to 52% annually on fuel bills

1. Automatic Anthracite Stokers—
   Installed in an existing boiler or furnace, or in new houses, automatic hard coal stokers deliver plenty of heat quickly ... save up to 52% on fuel bills ... eliminate fuel worries.

2. The Revolutionary Anthratube—saves on fuel bills ... its proved efficiency is over 80%. This scientifically engineered boiler-burner unit, with "Whirling Heat" and other revolutionary features, produces quicker response, superior performance than units using other types of fuel. Fully automatic.

3. Anthra-Flo furnace-burner unit
   —An entirely new type furnace-burner which features a simple burner mechanism, attached by two bolts with all working parts easily accessible. Fully automatic, coal feeds direct from bin across single stationary perforated plate ... ashes discharge by gravity into container within unit. Available for steam, hot-water and warm-air heating systems.

TODAY YOU CAN OFFER YOUR CLIENTS modern automatic heat with Anthracite equipment.

You can show your clients how to save money ... as much as $100 to $200 every year and yet have plenty of heat—clean heat—even heat—and no worry about future supplies or deliveries.

For complete information about (1) new anthracite stokers (2) revolutionary Anthratube or (3) Anthra-Flo, just fill in and return the coupon below.

ANTHRACITE INSTITUTE
101 Park Ave., Dept. 11-C, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me more information on
1. New Anthracite Stokers
2. Revolutionary Anthratube
3. Anthra-Flo furnace-burner unit

Name_________________________
Address_______________________
City_________________Zone____State____
PLEASE PRINT
modern thin walls
ROBERTSON Q-PANELS

The walls of G. E.'s new Turbine Plant Office Building at Schenectady, N. Y., are time-tested Robertson Q-Panels. More than fifteen years of research and the experience gained in hundreds of installations have gone into this modern thin-wall... only 3" thick but with a thermal insulation value superior to a 12" masonry wall. Q-Panels consist of a flat and a fluted metal section separated by 1 1/2" of insulation. Fabrication can be in Stainless steel, black steel, aluminum, or Robertson's own protected metal, Galbestos. Standard width is 2'0"; lengths to 24'0".

functional floors
ROBERTSON Q-FLOOR

The building's floors are Robertson Q-Floor to insure complete electrical availability anywhere on the floor at any time. Each cell of this strong steel sub-floor is a potential giant-size raceway for the wiring needs of a modern commercial structure. Structurally, Q-Floor is the logical companion to steel construction. It is welded to the steel skeleton and immediately becomes a safe working platform for all trade- men. And because it is clean and dry, freezing weather need not hinder winter construction.

For complete information on Robertson Q-Panels and Robertson Q-Floors
write to H. H. ROBERTSON CO., 2405 FARMERS BANK BLDG., PITTSBURGH, PA.
You can build extra security into your cavity wall structures and give them everlasting strength by installing Copperweld® Wall Ties. Leading architects and builders rely on Copperweld Ties to provide a permanent bond for the entire life of the wall. And here's why:

A Thick copper covering, inseparably welded to an alloy steel core, prevents rust—withstanding corrosive action of lime and mortar.

B V-shaped drip loop drains off any moisture which might accumulate—prevents moisture from reaching inside wall.

C Strong alloy steel core assures a breaking strength of nearly 2 tons—a strength which remains permanent because of the protective copper covering.

AND DON'T FORGET THESE—
Time-tested Copperweld Nails and Staples will help you do a better construction job. They are strong, easy to drive, and non-rusting.

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
GLASSPORT, PA.
SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

MAIL TODAY
Please send me your specification bulletin, prices, and delivery information on:
☐ Copperweld Wall Ties ☐ Copperweld Nails and Staples

NAME....................................................
COMPANY..............................................
ADDRESS.............................................
CITY..............................ZONE......STATE..........................

Of course, you can design the perfect fireplace. But will it be constructed exactly as you planned it? You can be sure of perfect fireplaces—when you specify the Bennett Fresh-Aire Unit. It serves as a complete form for smoke-free internal proportions of throat, damper, smoke chamber and shell, etc. Fireplaces built around these units must be right.

Here are three additional reasons for specifying Bennett Fresh-Aire Units for the modern, insulated home:

1. They warm fresh air drawn from outdoors—eliminate the upsetting effects of the ordinary fireplace on the balanced central heating system...eliminate smoky back-drafts.

2. They allow complete freedom to detail the exterior design of any type or style of fireplace you plan.

3. Their moderate first cost is offset by savings in construction and perfect operation.

Bennett Warm-Aire Unit
— for perfect fireplaces in camps, southern homes, play rooms, etc. Draws cool air off the floor, heats and recirculates it evenly throughout the room—and to adjacent rooms or upstairs.

Write us at 1149 Cedar St. for Catalog
Used in Foremost Hospitals Everywhere

G-J
DOOR DEVICES
1 A Complete Line
2 Proved in Service
3 Known for Distinction

Specify
G-J Devices for
SILENT
EFFICIENT
Hospital Door Control

For detailed description and applications of these devices, refer to our general catalog.

GLYNN-JOHNSON CORPORATION
Builders’ Hardware Specialties for Over 25 Years
4422 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago 40, Illinois
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Architects! Here’s your chance to win one of the cash awards totaling $5,000 — for the most interesting and practical new design for an eight-family garden-type apartment building of wood frame construction.

Open to:  
Architects, Designers, Draftsmen and Senior Students. Competition closes January 15, 1950 ... prizes awarded March 15, 1950.

The Problem:  
We believe many existing housing problems can be solved both economically and satisfactorily with a well-integrated combination of (1) the low-cost garden-type of structure with (2) traditionally low-cost wood construction. This competition is intended to demonstrate how well architectural grace, beauty and originality can be expressed in a multi-family dwelling designed in wood.

The Prizes:  
MAJOR AWARDS
First Prize $1,500  
Second Prize  $750  
Third Prize  $500  
Honorable Mention  10 Awards at $100 each.

STUDENT AWARDS
First Prize  $500  
Second Prize  $250  
Third Prize  $150  
Honorable Mention  7 Awards at $50 each.

Enter Now!  
For entrance application and contest rules, just fill out the coupon below. This competition is approved by the Committee on Competition of the American Institute of Architects.

Contest Secretary  
Wood Garden Apartment Design Contest  
e/o Timber Engineering Company (Sponsor)  
1319 - 18th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Please send me entrance application form and contest rules for design of Suburban Apartment.

NAME
FIRM (OR SCHOOL)
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

FREE BULLETIN
on how to drain corrosives

This 12-page bulletin tells you how, why and where you should use Duriron acid-proof drain equipment for corrosive wastes.

It includes—the physical, mechanical and corrosion-resistant properties of Duriron compared to other materials ... engineering data on Duriron equipment ... application in chemical laboratories, engraving plants and industrial acid waste systems ... proper installation practice.

Find out how you can protect your waste disposal system against costly corrosion. Use the coupon, today.

The Duriron Co., Inc.  
Dayton 1, Ohio  
Branch Offices in Principal Cities

The Duriron Co., Inc., Dayton 1, Ohio  
Gentlemen:  
Please send me your free bulletin 703.

Name _________________________________
Company _________________________________
Address _________________________________
City ___________________ State ____________________

DURCO ADV. 90-GM
DOOR CLOSER BY LCN
CLOSER CONCEALED IN DOOR • SHOWROOM OF NASHARR FRÈRES, CHICAGO
LCN CATALOG 11-E ON REQUEST • LCN CLOSERS, INC., 466 WEST SUPERIOR STREET, CHICAGO 10
The makers of Har-Vey Hardware's component parts are nationally recognized as leading manufacturers of quality products. Sources such as Chrysler Corporation, Anaconda Copper, Formica, Reynolds Metals, etc. were selected because they represent QUALITY in their respective fields -- and contribute superior materials & workmanship to the production of Har-Vey Hardware.

There's superior design, too, to match superior parts, for Har-Vey Hardware has been engineered to assure easy installation and smooth, silent operation. A new design feature guarantees positive locking of the hanger to the door, and use of oilite bearings has made Har-Vey Hardware completely rustproof.

CHAMPION QUALITY
Send today for folder showing varied uses & installation details of rolling doors, & full information on Har-Vey Hardware.
Address: Hardware Division P

Metal Products Corporation
807 N. W. 20th St. Miami, Florida

Please send me your free folder on rolling doors & Har-Vey Hardware
NAME
COMPANY
STREET
CITY

YOUR DEALER'S NAME
STATE

GETTY NO. 4703 AF
Internal Gear Angle Drive Operator for metal casements. By turning crank handle, window is opened and closed through screen and held in any fixed position from 0° to 105°. Preferred by leading architects for all metal casements.

Getty manufactures operators for all types of casements for both metal and wood. Also a complete line of quality accessory hardware for casement windows.
Getty Operator — Best in Any Case-ment.

H. S. GETTY & CO., INC.
3248 N. 10th St.
PHILADELPHIA 40, PA.
Litecontrol Fixtures are Eye Insurance

You'll find it's always good policy to recommend Litecontrol fixtures to your customers. No question about it—you'll be doing them, and yourself, a real favor. For instance, they'll like the flood of glareless light that will speed sales and increase office efficiency. And they'll like the low power bills, the smart designs, the extra-sturdy construction.

Naturally, their satisfaction will mean better future business for you. So, why not specify Litecontrol units on your next job? If you like, we'll help by making the lighting layout for you.

This Surface-type Lens Unit...

...used so successfully at The American Insurance Group office...is optically engineered to give ceiling-reflected light as well as intensive downward illumination. Available for either two or three 40 watt fluorescent lamps. Write today for new catalog.

LITECONTROL CORPORATION
36 PLEASANT STREET, WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS
DESIGNERS, ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF FLUORESCENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTED ONLY THROUGH ACCREDITED WHOLESALERS

Litelcontrol Fixtures

at THE AMERICAN INSURANCE GROUP
New York City

Lighting Equipment: 77 Litecontrol
No. 9234 surface-type fixtures

Spacing: 10 foot centers

Lamps per fixture: 4-40 watt, 4500° white F.

Footcandles: 35 in service (average)

This Surface-type Lens Unit...

...used so successfully at The American Insurance Group office...is optically engineered to give ceiling-reflected light as well as intensive downward illumination. Available for either two or three 40 watt fluorescent lamps. Write today for new catalog.
WHAT'S NEW IN FLASHING?

Did you know that Cheney is now making a new thru-wall flashing called 3-WAY FLASHING? It bonds in all three directions. It meets all government specifications and it costs less than Cheney Flashing, less than two-way flashing, in fact it costs less than any other all metal thru-wall flashing.

Did you know that Cheney has developed a new metal called CHINC. It is an alloy of zinc and copper. It is ideal for thru-wall flashing because it won't rust, it solders easily, doesn't corrode in the mortar joint and it doesn't stain light colored masonry. CHINC costs about one-half the cost of 16 oz. copper.

Cheney still makes the original CHENY FLASHING pioneered by Cheney more than 20 years ago. Both CHENY FLASHING and the new 3-WAY FLASHING are made of 16 oz. copper—10 oz. copper and "that amazing new metal" 26 gauge CHINC.

3-WAY FLASHING in 100 lb. Rolls

CHENY FLASHING CO.
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1953 AND JULY 2, 1946

Of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, published monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1949.

State of New York
County of New York

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and County aforesaid, personally appeared John G. Belcher, who, having been duly sworn, according to law, deposes and says that he is the Publishing Director of the Corporation publishing PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, circulation, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1953 and July 2, 1946, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and publishing director are:
Publisher, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 310 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.; Editor, Thomas H. Craghton, 43 Hamilton Pl., Douglaston, N. Y.; Managing Editor, Charles Magnier, 61 West 51st St., New York, N. Y.; Publishing Director, John G. Belcher, Christie Hill Road, Durham, Conn.

2. That the owner is: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 310 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.; Ralph Reinhold, 175 E. 79th St., New York, N. Y.; Philip H. Hubbard, 2 Bon Mar Road, Pelham Manor, N. Y.; H. Burton Lowe, 100 Streamer Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.; William P. Winner, 400 E. 52nd St., New York, N. Y.; John G. Belcher, Christie Hill Road, Durham, Conn.; Fred P. Peters, 53 Meadowbrook Road, Chatham, N. J.; Wallace F. Friendly, 7 Norcroft Road, Essex Fells, N. J.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgagees, or other securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders, who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him.

JOHN G. BELCHER,
Publishing Director.

Sware to and subscribed before me this 6th day of September, 1949.

KATHLEEN STARKER,
Notary Public.
Floor of Northern Hard Maple, 80 x 100 feet, a dual-purpose innovation which combines gymnasium and roller-skating rink, at Archbishop Stepinac High School, White Plains, N. Y.—an interesting development in supervised recreation. Eppers & Higgins, Architects, New York, N. Y.

Reflecting

Good Judgment in the bright beauty, endurance and economy of NORTHERN HARD MAPLE

Formed to conserve the natural supply and to raise and stabilize the mill standards of genuine Northern Hard Maple Flooring, the MFMA has, naturally, watched and recorded for many years the performance of the thousands of fine Maple Floors that have been laid in American institutions, residences, stores, offices and factories.

MFMA records prove that true economy and thorough satisfaction are assured by a well-laid, properly-finished floor of Northern Hard Maple. It reflects good judgment. Northern Hard Maple is close-grained, tough, strong, rigid. It is truly resilient. It is amazingly resistant to denting by pointed impact or pressure, and to abrasion by scuffing. It is non-splintering. It is readily stained to many varied tones, and it is brightly beautiful without any stain.

Second Grade, Second-and-Better Grade and Third Grade Northern Hard Maple, MFMA-marked, provide very appreciable economies, too, at no sacrifice of performance characteristics.

For full data, see Sweet's, Arch., 13/g/6—Eng., 4/5/22. Write for latest listing of MFMA-approved finishing products and processes. Address—

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Room 383—46 Washington Boulevard
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Back in 1907 a young man named N. S. Hillyard started in business with one small factory and one big idea. He was convinced that fast-growing, industrial America wanted and needed specialists in floor treatments, maintenance and sanitation methods. Upon this conviction he laid the foundation for the nation's largest plant and most complete line of products devoted exclusively to the floor treatment, maintenance, and sanitation field. Today, N. S. Hillyard's sons, their sons, and scores of faithful employees work constantly to improve Hillyard products and to formulate new ones. Then the Hillyard "Maintainers" take over in the field, and show people how to use these products to best advantage. That's why "Handle with HILLYARD Care" is more than just a slogan—it's a 4-word philosophy with thousands of customers who want the finest materials and the best service their dollars can buy. If you want a constructive, money saving plan for floor treatments, maintenance, and sanitation, plus the tools to put it in action, call Hillyard, or your "Maintaineer"—the man who makes the 4 words work.

**HERMAN NELSON UNIT VENTILATORS**

Herman Nelson Unit Ventilators maintain proper air conditions in schoolrooms, courtrooms, offices and other spaces occupied by relatively large numbers of persons. These heating and ventilating units not only provide heat when it is required, but also introduce cooler, outdoor air into the room to prevent overheating when body heat becomes excessive. Quiet, economical and attractive, these units permit automatic maintenance of uniform temperatures at all times.

**Write for Bulletin 2853**

**THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION**

Since 1906 Manufacturers of Quality Heating and Ventilating Products

MOLINE, ILLINOIS
Sometimes You Can Still Get a Baker's Dozen!

No longer does your baker toss the extra cookie in the bag, but you can still get extra value—and plenty of it—in drop-forged Von Duprin panic exit devices.

They provide the safest, fastest, surest means of exit, together with strength, precision and durability wholly beyond comparison.

Yet, strangely enough, when you install drop-forged Von Duprins, you get all this top quality and top performance at the lowest cost per year. Freedom from maintenance and repair expense soon offsets the original price of the devices, and from then on the over-all annual cost becomes lower each year throughout the long life of the building.

That is, we believe, really getting yourself an old-fashioned Baker's Dozen.

Von Duprin

VON DUPRIN DIVISION, VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO., INDIANAPOLIS 9, IND.
ALUMINUM I-BEAM CURTAIN TRACK

ARCHITECTS' CHOICE—because it is so adaptable to any window or wall treatment on your drawing board. Saves time, saves labor. Flexible, self-forming, it can be bent easily right on the job without kinking or distortion. This saves time previously lost in extra, at-factory bending. Can be curved to a radius as small as 1 1/2". Only one workman needed for long installations. Curtains traversed by hand or draw cords. Operates smoothly, easily, quietly.

Write for our complete catalog TODAY.
The Gould-Mersereau Co., Inc.
35 West 44th St., New York 18
Branch: 99 Chauncy St., Boston 11

Solves UNDERGROUND & EXPOSED PIPING PROBLEMS

When architects and contractors have difficult insulating problems in the conveyance of steam, hot water, or refrigerants, they most often find the answer in DURANT INSULATED PIPE.

Because the positive protection is always dependable and the non-porous asphalt is completely waterproof, D.I. P. will not lose efficiency with the passage of time. This long service dependability with its low maintenance costs adds to the over-all economy of DURANT installations.

If you do not have complete catalog information and engineering data on DURANT products and processes, we will send them on request—or you can secure them through our representatives located in principal cities over the entire country.

DURANT INSULATED PIPE COMPANY
1015 Runnymede St. East Palo Alto, California

Write for complete story on how...
ENDURO-ASHLAR
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA
will fit into your design picture

Construction detail, data, color samples, estimates, advice on preliminary sketches, will be furnished promptly without cost. Send your inquiry to Architect Service Dept.

If it's not the Artgum brand, it's not Artgum

Be sure to look for the name—it's the only way to be sure!

THE ROSENTHAL Co., 45 E. 17 St., New York 3
MODERN SPECIFICATION FOR TROUBLE-FREE WIRING RACEWAYS...

ELECTRUNITE E.M.T.

RACEWAY SPECIFICATIONS
All electrical conductors shall be enclosed in ELECTRUNITE E.M.T., or equal, in sizes 1/4" to 2", inclusive. Tubing shall be steel, electrically welded, galvanized and manufactured in accordance with Underwriters' Laboratories Standards, and so indicated. Couplings and box connectors shall be water-tight, Underwriters' approved and so labeled.

With modern ELECTRUNITE E.M.T., all kinds of bends, stubs and offsets can be made readily and easily—on the job—with predetermined accuracy. Water-tight compression fittings eliminate thread-cutting ... make strong, vibration-proof joints.

SEE SWEET'S FILE
or write us for detailed information on these Republic Steel Building Products:
- Pipe—Sheets—Roofing
- Enduro Stainless Steel
- Tuscan Enameling Iron
- Electrunite E.M.T.
- Fretz-Moon Rigid Steel Conduit
- Taylor Roofing Ternes
- Berger Lockers, Bins, Shelving
- Berger Cabinets for Kitchens
- Tuscan Steel Windows, Doors, Joists

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
STEEL AND TUBES DIVISION • CLEVELAND 8, OHIO
Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, New York

LIGHTESTEIGHT THREADLESS RIGID STEEL RACEWAY...
Architectural TERRA COTTA

When the Merchandise Mart at Chicago, often referred to as the largest building in the world, was designed by Graham, Anderson, Probs & White, the adopted scheme for facing materials, generally, was stone for the plain or ashlar surfaces and architectural terra cotta for extensive ornament: for essential enrichment. Northwestern Terra Cotta was widely used for these decorative motifs which consisted of spandrels, band courses, a number of striking Indian heads in upper stories and other ornamental features including a series of ceramic gold medallions which adorn the facade and reflect their brilliancy in the golden sunlight. The repetition of fine ornament in terra cotta distributes the original modeling costs fractionally over many pieces and links high quality with true economy.

Northwestern Terra Cotta Corporation
1750 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

FLEXIBILITY FOR BETTER ERASING

WELDON ROBERTS ERASER No. 310 CORALINE

Made of resilient, live, pink rubber. The smooth texture assures quick erasing results without danger of abrading the paper surfaces.

Two sizes: No. 310 Standard; No. 315 Large.

Ask for it at your stationers.

WELDON ROBERTS RUBBER CO. - NEWARK 7, N. J.

Weldon Roberts Erasers Correct Mistakes in Any Language
In these hands... evidence that the "boss" cares

Well-kept washrooms help demonstrate management's regard for the comfort of personnel. Don't you appreciate a washroom when it's really right?

Clean, modern, carefully planned washrooms are an important part of good employee-management relations. You'll do your client a real service if you make sure his washrooms are right.

ScotTissue Towels are a symbol of the right kind of washroom. Include ScotTissue Towel cabinets in your washroom planning. Send for our free booklet that's filled with helpful suggestions, well-tested plans and diagrams (by an architect specializing in this field) for large and small washrooms, etc. Write to the Scott Washroom Advisory Service, Chester, Pa.

SCOTTISSUE TOWELS
Symbol of the right kind of washroom
tough customers?

Better Specify
Chromtrim
METAL MOULDINGS

CHROMTRIM,
the first choice
of builders, contractors, architects.
Available in basic shapes to meet 90% of all
building requirements.

Send for
CHROMTRIM
illustrated price list
R. D. WERNER CO., INC.
295 Fifth Ave., A 11, N. Y. 16, N. Y.

Hollow
Metal

Jaff Woodwork At Arnold Constable
Arnold Constable, the oldest ready-to-wear store in
America, selects Jaff cabinet work in re-doing its Main
Floor. This choice, in itself, is a guarantee of Jaff
workmanship and dependability.

Write for
latest brochure

JAFF BROS.
WOODWORKS, INC.
41-43 37th Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
STillwell 4-1477

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen
for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations.
Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel.
Successfully conducted for the past fifteen years. Our complete
Structural Engineering course well known for thirty-nine years.

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

SPRING BACK BINDERS
For
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
(Formerly Pencil Points)
TWO INCH CAPACITY $2.50
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd St. New York 18, N. Y.
These 5 Books are Jam-packed with Profitable Ideas

Theatres and Auditoriums
by Harold Burris-Meyer & Edward C. Cole
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY)

Shops and Stores
by Morris Ketchum, Jr.
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY)

Hospitals
Integrated Design
by Isadore Rosenfield
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY)

Apartment Houses
by Joseph H. Abel & Fred N. Severd
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE LIBRARY)

Architectural Practice
(Revised Edition)
by Clinton H. Gowgill & Ben John Small

This new book shows the architect where to start and what steps to take in what order when planning any type of theatre or auditorium and covers: Traffic, Seeing, Hearing, Lighting, Acoustics, Power, Heat, Air Conditioning, Plumbing, Machinery, Orchestra, Acting Area, Backstage, Scenery, Service Rooms, Economics, Schools, Churches, Hospitals, Public Buildings, Etc.

230 pages • 9 x 12 • 300 photographs and illustrations • $8.00

Combining outstanding illustrations and photographs with easy-to-understand language, the author discloses the formula for effective store planning. Successively he treats the various factors involved in designing and constructing a store: plans, equipment, materials and structure, store fronts, typical large and small shops and stores, economics, and shopping environment.

310 pages • 9 x 12 • Illustrated • $10.00

Covers: Planning, Functional Elements; The Nursing Unit; Diagnostic and Therapeutic Facilities; Laboratories; Operating, Maternity, Pediatric, Outpatient and Service Departments; Special Hospitals; The Small Hospital; Housing and Training Facilities; Daylighting; Artificial Illumination; The Mechanical Plant; Construction and Cost.

308 pages • 9 x 12 • Illustrated • $10.75

Architectural design: landscaping; structural engineering; mechanical equipment: use of concrete, steel and wood framing; heating and ventilating, vertical transportation and cost analysis are among the subjects covered in this outstanding book.

280 pages • 9 x 12 • 400 illustrations • $10.00

The professional, business and legal aspects of architectural practice are traced in terms of ready-to-use forms, ways and means, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, accounting procedures, bookkeeping systems, agreements of every nature, models, drawings, specifications, insurance and bond requirements and all presented in orderly sequence.

422 pages • 9 x 12 • Illustrated • $12.00

FREE EXAMINATION ORDER FORM

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
Dept. M-188, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

☐ Send books checked at right. (Remittance enclosed.)
☐ Send books on free 10-day examination.

Name .................................................. (PLEASE PRINT)
Address ..................................................
City .................................................. Zone State

Check here
☐ Theatres and Auditoriums ............... $ 8.00
☐ Shops and Stores ......................... 10.00
☐ Hospitals ........................................... 10.75
☐ Apartment Houses ....................... 10.00
☐ Architectural Practice ................. 12.00

NOTE: You save postage and delivery charges by sending payment with order. Same return privilege guaranteed. Include 2% sales tax on N.Y.C. orders.
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Always a Good (Insurance) Policy:

NORTON Non-slip FLOORS

A good insurance policy is a sound investment in protection. The John Hancock people knew this because insurance has been their business for 87 years. Their new home office building is convincing testimony of a sound policy to make a long term investment in protection. Elevator lobby floors and all stairs have been made permanently non-slip by using ALUNDUM Terrazzo Aggregate. Even when wet these surfaces will be slip-proof and where foot traffic is severe, durability has been increased greatly by adding diamond-hard ALUNDUM Aggregate.

In stores, factories and office buildings, eliminate the hazard of falls by slipping. For permanent non-slip protection in terrazzo, cement, tile or mosaic floor and stair surfaces, invest in long-wearing Norton Non-Slip Floors.

See our catalog in Sweets or write for free catalog to Norton Company, Worcester 6, Mass.

In the elevator lobbies and on the stair treads of John Hancock Insurance Company's new office building, permanent protection against slipping and increased resistance to wear have been attained by the always sound policy of investing in Norton Non-Slip Floors.

NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS., U.S.A.
recent product announcements

- Germatrol, a new glycol vaporizing unit guaranteed to rid air of common cold germs and many other air-borne bacteria, has been brought out by the Germatrol Corporation, 622 Brookline Boulevard, Pittsburgh. Glycol vapors are tasteless, odorless, and nontoxic, yet as little as one part in 400,000 parts of air is found effective in controlling bacteria.

  Normally the unit is custom-built, however, three standard sizes are available. This vaporizer may easily be connected to the ducts used in any air conditioning or heating system. Germatrol is designed for use in public buildings as well as in private homes.

- Preliminary test results, developed at the Cleveland Laboratories of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, have revealed important advantages of Thermopane double glazing over single glass for insulation against summer heat. Eighty-two per cent solar energy passes through a single sheet of ¼" plate glass; this amount is lowered to 71.5 per cent when double Thermopane is used. When heat absorbing plate glass is employed as one light of a Thermopane unit, transmission of solar energy is reduced to 44.5 per cent. Thermopane double glazing will also reduce size, cost, and running operations of basic air-cooling equipment.

- Sylvania Electric Products, Incorporated, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, announces the addition of two smaller companion lamps to give its T-12 Slimline fluorescent lamp a wider variety of applications. The new 48"-40w and 72"-60w lamps have the same construction as the 96"-75w size, and combine low surface brightness with high lumen output. All three T-12 Slimlines are designed for one recommended current.

- The Dravo Corporation, 1208 Dravo Building, Pittsburgh, has introduced a new type of steel bridge for reinforcing wood joists; the bridge is ready for use without cutting or fitting. Called Tru-Tye, these units come in one stock size for wood joists of any standard depth installed 16" on center; only two nails required for each bridge. Strength of the bridging, which is considerably stronger than wood bridging, is 2000 lbs. in tension. The Dravo Corporation has also introduced a new type of steel bridge for reinforcing wood joists; the bridge is ready for use without cutting or fitting. Called Tru-Tye, these units come in one stock size for wood joists of any standard depth installed 16" on center; only two nails required for each bridge. Strength of the bridging, which is considerably stronger than wood bridging, is 2000 lbs. in tension.

- Quick heating action and great flexibility for variable weather conditions are advantages emphasized by the Ruud Manufacturing Company, 2934 Smallman Street, Pittsburgh, for its new Ruudiaior gas-fired boiler. Two new models operate on all types of forced-flow hot water heating. No. 1067, 200,000 Btu per hour input, for natural, mixed, and manufactured gas, has an A.G.A. output rating of 1,067 sq. ft. of equivalent radiation. No. 800, 150,000 Btu per hour input for liquefied petroleum gas, has a rating of 800 sq. ft.
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144 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
Ways with Watercolor
By Ted Kautzky. Twenty-four color plates painted as examples combined with detailed text make it one of the interesting features of this book. Starting with a simple palette of two colors, Ted takes the student step by step through all the intricacies of watercolor painting. Landscapes, seascapes, pictures of houses, of boats, of wharfs, all are included. Faithfully reproduced in gravure, this book will be an inspiration to draftsman, student, amateur and artist. The accompanying text fully explains Kautzky's unusual technique.

Special Pre-Publication Price, $8.50
After Dec. 15, 1949, $10.00

Pencil Drawing Step-by-Step
By Arthur L. Guptill. Taking the place of the author's Sketching and Rendering in Pencil, this entirely new volume has a far broader scope and is a better book in every way. Starting with elementary chapees which describe in detail the various drawing materials, and offer exercises in their use, it leads by easy stages through construction of subjects, outline drawing, light and shade, texture representation, composition, etc. Over a dozen comparative techniques are fully presented, including fine line and broad line work, mass shading, stump and solvent treatments, combined media, and work in carbon, lithographic, and colored pencils, as well as special papers. Every common type of subject matter is considered: still life, architecture, interiors, landscape, animals, and the human face and figure. Special sections feature the work of top-flight pencil artists in such fields as architecture, landscape architecture, interior decoration, industrial design, illustration, and advertising. Over 200 pages, 9 x 12 inches, profusely illustrated.
$7.50

Pencil Broadsides
By T. Kautzky. A manual of broad stroke techniques in pencil rendering showing in detail how to achieve a crisp and brilliant effect, texture, contrast. Many excellent examples beautifully reproduced.

Until Dec. 15, 1949, $3.00
After Dec. 15, 1949, $4.00

Pencil Pictures
By T. Kautzky. The making of pictures in pencil out of the great variety of material to be found in nature, with special attention to the arrangement of pictorial elements in line and value. 31 magnificent plates drawn by the author and faithfully reproduced.
$5.00

Color in Sketching and Rendering
By A. Guptill. A complete book on the principles of water-color painting including choice and use of equipment and materials, color harmony and color mixing, techniques, still life, landscape, tree and sky rendering an entire section devoted to architectural rendering in watercolor and combined media, 9 x 12 inches, 348 pages, hundreds of illustrations mostly in full color.
$12.50

Drawing with Pen and Ink
By A. Guptill. The only complete, practical and profusely illustrated text and reference book on pen and ink drawing. A sound and thorough guide with examples by leading illustrators and artists in all varieties of technique. 444 pages, 9 x 12 inches, over 800 illustrations.
$10.00

Search for Form
By E. Saarinen. A statement by a leader in contemporary architecture of a philosophy of design arrived at through a lifetime of study, teaching and distinguished accomplishments. Of special value to architects, designers and students of the arts.
$4.50

Modern Furniture Design and Construction
By Prof. Mario Dal Fabbro. With over 400 furniture designs, including desks, chairs, sofas, etc. This book affords a vast choice of original and basic designs from which it is possible to create new types and styles of furniture. This book, aside from its esthetic value, is a must for architect, interior decorator, manufacturer, and hobbyist, who would like to modernize and reproduce, produce or manufacture something new—something different in furniture. Here you will find, at a glance, the solution of a particular furniture problem, each with its own individual design. The solutions are original designs by Prof. Mario Dal Fabbro and merited designs of well-known international architects. Included at the end of the book is a section for amateurs with a complete list of materials and very complete detail drawings.
$5.00

Architectural Practice
By C. H. Cowgill and B. J. Small. A complete handbook of professional, business and legal aspects of architectural practice. The social and economic implications of contemporary practice are presented in ready-to-use forms, ways and means, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, etc. Accounting, bookkeeping, agreements, specifications, and other matters comprehensively covered.
$12.00

SAVE POSTAGE by sending remittance with order
Same 10 day return privilege guaranteed

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. M 186
330 West 42nd Street • New York 18, N. Y.
From time to time I've written on this page about the operation of the magazine, in such matters as affect the practicing architect. This month I'd like to answer several questions that are constantly asked, as frankly as I can.

What is the right way to submit work for publication? First, let me tell you how we operate on P/A. Once a week the editors hold a meeting, to go over work that has come to our attention during that week. We decide at that time that a given job, or project, is (a) definitely publishable; (b) publishable at some time in the future; or (c) not publishable. If it is in the (a) category, we tell the architect so, and attempt to schedule it for a specific issue. If it is a (b) item, we tell the designer that we want to publish it when the right time comes and that we will keep in touch with him until that time. If, sadly, we find that we cannot publish a submitted job (this is by no means always because we do not think well of it; it is often simply because we are embarrassed by riches in some particular building-type category) we let the man who submitted it know that fact at once. I might point out that this is an honest, a difficult, and an unusual policy.

Three times a year we hold scheduling meetings, at which time the editors definitely allocate certain jobs and certain articles to specific issues. At these times we plan about eight months ahead. Now it is possible sometimes that a job which we deem an (a) item in our weekly meetings cannot be definitely allocated to a given issue until one of the tri-annual meetings. In that case, we let the architect know what the situation is, and we advise him that if he desires quicker publication than we can offer, that is his right and we will understand fully if he decides to retire the job. We work fairly far ahead in the planning and preparation of our issues, so that we will have time to gather all the facts, wait for professional photography, make sure that the building is well landscaped and looks its best, and allow ourselves to plan each issue and a succession of issues in a logical manner. This doesn't mean that a change couldn't be made for an unusual item, but generally speaking a new submission can't be used, at the earliest, for another six or eight months.

So now we can answer the question as to the form in which it is most desirable to submit work. For our weekly meeting, prints of sufficient working drawings to explain the planning and structural scheming, and a few photographs (even snapshots), if it is a completed job; or a print of a rendering and selected presentation drawings, if it is still a glint in the eye, are sufficient.

If we say yes on the basis of this original submission, we can then discuss with you the possibilities of professional photography to present the job to its greatest advantage, and to the greatest benefit for the readers.

What criteria do we set up for acceptance or rejection of work submitted? First of all, of course, excellence of over-all design. Some of our critics disagree with our judgment, and we would undoubtedly disagree with theirs. But we do have opinions verified by more than our editors, and we do look at submissions from the points of view of planning function, use of materials and construction methods, community usefulness, etc., as well as the aesthetic result.

Furthermore, there are mechanical criteria which we have to take into consideration. In planning ahead, we want to present in the pages of P/A buildings of varying purposes, different sizes, wide geographical range, and diversity of interest. Also, as our regular readers know, we are concerned with presenting the role of the architect in his community, in documenting fields of practice, in rounding up a number of excellent examples of one building type for a critique—in short, applicability to a certain program we have set ourselves is an advantage that certain work has over other jobs.

Who pays for photography? We do. We have discovered over a long period of years that the production of good architectural photographs that will show up well on the final page—after the processes of engraving and printing—is a specialized field in which not too many people are competent. It may still be necessary, in some cases, to wait for the occasional trip of a professional photographer through your area. This may be a better solution for you and for us than to accept the fairly good job done by a local commercial photographer who hasn't much idea of the architectural values you and we and our readers are interested in.

P/A has been much concerned with the question of photographers. Years ago it was common practice for a magazine to borrow its pictures from the architect, and publish them without reference to the man who took them. Largely through our efforts, this procedure has been replaced by a policy of crediting and paying the photographers for all pictures used. Recently, concerned with the fact that payments for professional work are often extremely small, we have instituted a method, and unit fee in payment varied depending on the bills we received, P/A instituted another advance in this field. We sent, to all the architectural photographers around the country, a statement of our rates, telling them definitely what we will pay on acceptance of a job, how much per print we will pay on publication, how we will pay for travel, for camera fee, for "tips," etc., and promising acceptance or rejection of a submitted job within thirty days. All of the photographers (with one exception) have hailed this as a real contribution to the stabilization of a profession that has been on a very shaky basis until recently. As far as the architects are concerned, it means just this—that a job published in P/A will be well photographed by a man who is reasonably paid for his work.

If the architect wishes to buy prints for himself, that is his business, and we have nothing to do with the transaction.

What publicity value is there in publication in P/A? Directly, none. Nor is there in publication in any professional magazine, no matter what you may be told to the contrary. Potential clients do not read the architectural magazines; if they are storekeepers, they read the merchandising trade magazines; if they are school people, they read the school magazines.

There are several promotion and publicity lessons to be learned from this fact. One—if you desire, you can have reprints made of the work which is published in P/A, and you can send them to possible customers. One architect tells me he attributed a commission for a $5,000,000 structure to just such use of a recently published job. Two—if you are having something published in P/A, we will be happy to work with you to see if arrangements can be made to have it published at the same time in a specialized journal which reaches client groups.

Then what is the advantage to publication in P/A or any other architectural magazine? Simply the professional pride that a doctor gets when a paper of his is published in a medical journal. Granted that editors are fallible; the fact remains that we see most of what goes on around the country and we don't see it all, and when we see it we write about it. That is sought and unsought, we decide objectively for reasons that seem to us good that a certain job is the best of its kind that we know of. That should, and generally does give the designer a glow of pride in his accomplishment.

Any more questions?

Thomas W. DeWolfe